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ABSTRACT 

After Reserve Commissioner Gilbert M. Sproat provisionally designated Seabird 

Island, near Agassiz, BC, as a reserve in common for seven Indian bands in 1879, a long 

struggle ensued over the island and its resources. Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people 

struggled for the fertile land, federal and provincial governments contested control of a pro- 

posed "cut-off," and there was a dispute among Aboriginal people: those from the seven 

named bands and others whose eligibility to settle there was questioned. ln 1958 a Commis- 

sion concluded that a separate Seabird Island band should be created for the island's 

residents. 

This thesis examines the processes whereby the Seabird Island band came into being, 

and how the land, despite great opposition, was retained for the Aboriginal residents. It ar- 

gues that the complex history reveals an inconsistent administration by the Department of 

Indian Affairs, characterized by policy reversals, and that the department sometimes acted in 

contravention of its own mandate. This intensified the inter-band dispute which had been set 

in motion by pressure from non-Aboriginal neighbours who wished to settle on the island. 

It is a story of complex interactions not only between, but also within, diverse groups 

of people. Aboriginals and Euro-Canadians were both highly differentiated groups, and 

neither had a single vision for the island. The diversity of opinion among Native peoples 

may represent the continuity of pre-existing tribal affiliations. Divisions wrthin and between 

governments hindered eficient Indian administration. The study, therefore, deepens our 

understanding about the compiicated nature of inter-governmental, NativeWhite, and intra- 

Native relations, further informing us about the processes of colonization and federal Indian 

administration in British Columbia. 

This microhistorical account is based on archival documents, especially the records 

of the Department of Indian Affairs and transcriptions of two Commission hearings: the 

19 13-1 6 Royal Commission on Indian Affairs for the Province of British Columbia, and the 

Commission held in 1958 to enquire into whether Seabird Island should be constituted as a 

separate band. Other archival sources include a local newspaper and the private papers of the 

1958 Commission chairman. This thesis also utilizes ethnographic literature, a recent history 

published by the St6:16 Nation, and published accounts by early Euro-Canadian travellers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For ail the Indians between cheam [sic] and Sptcmrm - namely Popkurn, Skuwtits. 
Ohamil, Ska-w A-look, Hope, Union Bar, and Ya[e Indium: A Reserve consisting of 
the island known as Sea Bird Island, situated in Fraser River between Skawtits and 
P o p h .  This Island is believed to be culled Skow-a-kull by the Indianr. If the Indians 
have not in 6 years Fom 13 June 18 79 Su+cient&" used this land in the opinion of the 
Government of Canada the unusedportion is to cease to be Indian land. 

Gilbert Malcolm Sproat, Minute of Decision, 13 June 1879' 

Settling Seabud 1sland2 in both the physical sense of Aboriginal people repossessing 

the land, and the legal sense by which the residents became a recognized Indian band, took 

seventy-nine years, from 1879- 1958. It is not a straightforward story. After Reserve 

Commissioner Gilbert M. S proat provisionally designated the large, fertile island as a 

reserve in 1879, a long struggle ensued - on several levels - over the island and its 

resources. There was a struggle between Aboriginals and non-Aboriginals and relentless 

pressure fiom the latter to have the island "opened" for non-Aboriginal settlement, as they 

felt the Native people had not "sufficiently used" the land within the time stipulated by 

Sproat. In addition, the federal and provincial governments contested control of a proposed 

"cut-off' fiom the reserve, which was especially complex because the island was within the 

railway belt.3 There was also a dispute among several groups of Aboriginal people, those 

' Gilbert Malcolm Sproat, Minute of Decision, 13 June 1879, Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Lands and 
Tnrsts Services, Vancouver, BC, Anne Seymour's reconstruction of the Federal Collection of Minutes of 
Decision, Correspondence and Sketches ~ d e r :  INAC LTS], vol. 18:222. 
' Seabird Island Indian reserve is located three kilometres northeast of Agassiz Eight kilometres long and about 
2.8 kilometres wide, it was originally 4,s 1 1.5 acres in size but it is now much reduced by erosion. It is separat- 
ed fiom the maidand (on the Agassiz side) by Maria Slough, a narrow and almost stagnant body of water, the 
upriver channel of which is now filled in. Highway No. 7 (Lougheed/Haig) and the CPR bisect the island 
reserve longitudinally. The present Aboriginal residents are descended from both St6:16 and Nlaka'pamux 
(Thompson) peoples, whom anthropologists called the Coast Salish and Interior Salish respectively. The band 
is currently afEliated with the St6:IB Nation The island was named after a paddle steamer which ran aground 
there. A focmer aame, Maria Island, had the same genesis. The Abudginal name, Sq'dwqel (Skow-a-kul to 
Sproat), means "turn in the river," "making a turn," or "around the m e . "  See A. F. Cotton to H. B. W. 
Aikman, 3 1 Oct. 1887, National Archives of Canada, Department of Indian Mirs, Record Group 10 
bereafter: NAC RGIO], tee1 C-10139, vol. 3795, file 466074; Elizabeth Anne Nordlund, "Adoption in the 
Seabird Island Band" (master's thesis, University of British Columbia, 1993), 44; Wilson Duff, The Upper 
Stalo Indians of the Fraser Valley, British Columbia (Victoria: BC Provincial Museum, 1952), 34; Keith Thor 
Cdson, ed., You Are Asked to Witness: The St6:16 in Cmadu 's Pa@ Coast History (Chilliwack, BC: Stb:ld 
Heritage Trust, 1997), 198. 
The Royal Commission on Indian AffaiR for the Province of British Columbia (1 9 13-16), which determined 

the size of reserves in the province, deemed much land surplus to Native needs which was later "cut-off," 



fiom the seven M a n  bands named by sproak4 and others whose "eligibility" to settle on or 

use the island was questioned. This was complicated by intermarriage among Sto:W tribes 

and bands and between Sto:l6 and Nlaka'pamux, and by the Aboriginal concept of 

community which the reserve system cut across. Accordingly, in the early years there was 

little attempt to control ~a t ive '  settlement there by the Indian agents, who administered the 

reserves and the Indians on them for the Department of Indian Affairs. 

When Aboriginal people recounted the isiand's history in 3 958 for a Commission 

which concluded that a separate Seabird Island band should be created, they were recounting 

the reclamation of ancient Aboriginal territory, as there had been a village at or near the 

north end of the island which was thought to have been abandoned in the 1840s.~ Once 

constituted as a band, the residents had a measure of control over the reserve, and the leasing 

of part of the island for agricultural purposes went ahead. However, while there appears to 

have been integration into the commercial life of the area, the ultimate government goal of 

assimilation with the non-Native community was never realized. 

This thesis examines the processes whereby the Seabird Island band came into being, 

and how the land, despite great opposition, was retained for the Aboriginal residents. It 

argues that the unusually complicated history reveals an inconsistent administration by the 

Department of Indian Affairs @!A), characterized by policy reversals, and that sometimes 

the department acted in contravention of its own mandate. This exacerbated the Aboriginal 

inter-band dispute which had been set in motion by pressure fkom nonoAboriginal 

neighbours who wished to settle on Seabird Island. It is a story of complex interactions not 

only between, but also within, diverse groups of people which defies tidy boundaries. 

--- - - -- - - - 

except fiom reserves within the railway belt, like Seabird Idan& see E. Brian Titley, A Narrow Vision: Duncan 
Campbell Scott and the Adminbtration of Indian Afaiirs in Canada (Vancouver: ClBC Press, 1 986), 1 37, 16 1.  
' The seven bands were Popkum, Skw'atets, Ohamil, Skawahlook, Hope, Union Bar and Yale. 
' The tnms Aboriginal, Native. First Nations and Indian are used almost interchangeably, as are non-Native, 
non-Aboriginal, White and Euro-Canadian. None should be seen as derogatory. Euro-Canadian and White are 
inappropriate when desiring to describe people who are not European, nor White, nor Aborigiuai, but no 
satisfactory term exists in English for nowAboriginals which describes who they are, rather than who they are 
not. It should be noted that as this thesis is the bistory of an Indian reserve, it is usually status Indians who are 
meant when reference is made to Aboriginal or Native people. 

DU& The Upper Slolo Indians, 40. Dutr said they moved across the river to SMatets, away tiom attacks by 
Douglas Indians of the Harrison Lake area. Tbis was also mentioned in the RGlO files. SWatets band to H. 
Graham, 6 Dec. 191 8, NAC RG10, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 30165-5(l). 



Accordingly, this thesis argues that Aboriginal people and Euro-Canadians were highly 

differentiated groups, and that neither had a single vision for the island. The diversity of 

opinion among Native people, expressed in their contention over the reserve and its re- 

sources, appears greater than might be expected within the relatively contained geographical 

space of the lower canyon and upper Fraser Valley. It is possible that such diversity 

represents the continuity of traditional tribal affiliations, whether consciously expressed or 

not. Divisions within and between governments hindered efficient Indian administration 

which sometimes aided and sometimes h t r a t e d  the differing aims ofthe various Aborigi- 

nal groups. The study, therefore, deepens our understanding about the complicated nature of 

inter-governmental, Native-White and intra-Native relations and the diversity they 

encompassed. Finally, as the Seabird Island reserve was anomalous in the way in which it 

was created, as well as the way in which the government dealt with the Aboriginal people 

involved, it will tell us more about the processes of colonization and federal Indian 

administration in British Columbia. 

In the past, historians were satisfied to begin a history of British Columbia with 

White settlement, all but ignoring Aboriginal as well as other non-European peoples.7 That 

is no longer acceptable, and scholarly work is now more inclusive. But it is important to 

build on this so that the history of Native-White relations becomes an integral part of the 

mainstream history of the province, not only for specialists, but for non-specialists as well. If 

the topic is treated only in separate disciplines, such as anthropology and Native studies, for 

the majority of British Columbians it may appear esoteric and unconnected to the province's 

history. Moreover, just as Jean and John Comnroff found that the history of the colonial 

encounter between Christian missionaries and the Southern Tswana of South Africa 

impinged on that country's present politics: so the unfinished business of the "Indian land 

7 See for example, Margaret A. Ormsby, British Columbia: A History (Toronto: Maanillan, 1958). However, 
as the first general history of the province, this book was a landmark work. 

John L. a d  Jean Comaroff; OfRevelation und Revofution, vol. 2, The Dialectics of Modernity on a South 
Afiictm Frontier (Cbicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1997), xv; see also Jean and John L. 
Comaroffl OfRevefation und Revolution, vol. 1 ,  Chrirtiunity, Colonialkm, and Corrsciousness in Southern 
Af;ica (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Ress, 1991). 



~ues t ion"~ is now a prominent theme in British Columbia's current affairs, and there is an 

urgent need for public debate to be as well-informed as possible. 

Comaroff and Coamroff have shown that even while resisting an alien culture, 

colonized people find themselves deeply enmeshed in it, even contributing to their own 

subordination - to the colonization of their consciousness. Their study traces the difficult 

route to a consciousness of colonization (the "revolution" of their title). The histories of the 

Aboriginal peoples of British Columbia have followed a similar path. Their acceptance of 

many aspects of Euro-Canadian culture has not stifled their protests - in many ways it has 

given them a new voice and a new power, as recent court successes and treaty negotiations 

have shown. Moreover, their desire to remain distinctively Aboriginal is undiminished, and 

while it is better understood today than during the period of this study, acceptance of it by 

the majority of British Columbians is far from assured. It is hoped that this study will 

contribute to such understanding by revealing how one British Columbia Indian reserve was 

(and is) connected to the larger themes of Euro-Canadian settlement. 

This thesis is a microhistorical study of relations between the groups interested in 

Seabird Island - governments, Aboriginal people and settlers - and is informed by the model 

proposed by Sarah Deutsch, in which the constant interaction and diversity within and 

between groups itself becomes the story - "an interactive multifaceted model." That "[tlhe 

west is a messy place" was as true for Canada as the United States, where the "experience of 

minority and majority groups occurred in the context of multiracial or multicultural 

dynamics."'0 A microhistorical approach, which allows an intensive analysis of one Indian 

reserve, reveals factors which might otherwise have gone unobserved.' ' It discloses both the 

extent and the consequences of diversity within non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal groups (for 

example, it reveals how DM intra-departmental politics variously affected Aboriginal 

9 The term used in late nineteenth-century British Columbia for what is now called "Indian land claims"; see 
Papers Connected with the Indian Land Question, 1850-1875 (Victoria: Government Printing Office, 1875; 
facsimile ed.) [hereafter Papers]. 
l o  Sarah Deutsch, "Laadscape of Enclaves: Race Relations in the West, 1865- 1990," in Under an Open S@: 
Rethinking America's Western Past, ed. William Cronon, George Miles, and Jay Gitlin (New York: W. W. 
Norton, 1 992). 
" While miaohistory seems to have mimy definitions, my undenkdhg of it is drawn h m  Giovanni Levi, 
"On Microhistory," in New Perspectives in Historical Writing, e d  Peter Burke (University Park: Pennsylvania 
State Univefsity Press, 1991), and also h m  Peter Burke's Introduction, 1 6. 



people). It also raises questions about the willingness and ability of the DM to act in the 

interests of the Aboriginal people whom it was charged to protect; about the power of Indian 

agents; and about the continuing influence of traditional tribal affiliations within Aboriginal 

societies. By taking the particular as its starting point, a microhistorical enquiry concentrates 

"on the hgmentation . . . and plurality of viewpoints which make all systems open and 

fluid." It has been described as the attempt to study the social not as an object invested with 

inherent properties, but as a set of shifting interrelationships.' ' 
Far from decontextualizing the topic, such close examination sheds light on larger 

issues: the reserve-making process and the problems created by superimposing an alien 

administrative structure onto complex indigenous systems; the tactics employed to remove 

Native people from good agricultural land at a time when the authorities demanded that they 

become farmers; and, at the same time, the diversity within both Native and non-Native 

groups which meant that contention over land was never simply a matter of Whites versus 

Aboriginals. Moreover, while Aboriginal peopie most often lost access to their land, there 

were exceptions; and while there were substantial changes to Aboriginal lifestyle, and a 

variety of Aboriginal reactions to them, there were continuities as well. 

This administrative history is based on archival documents, primarily those of the 

Department of Indian Affairs. There are two difficulties with these records. First, negotiating 

the voluminous files was a challenge, and although an exhaustive search was made concem- 

ing Seabird Island, it is possible that other, as yet unidentified documentation, may shed 

fiuther light on the topic." The second difficulty is one of interpretation. Such government 

documents naturally tell us more about the DIA and its internal debates concerning the 

administration of Native people, than about Native people themselves. Consequently, 

attempting to discern Aboriginal points of view through such a lens is oAen impossible, 

despite efforts to read between the lines and to make allowances for prejudice and partiality. 

Occasionally, the unmediated Aboriginal voice is recorded there, but we are fortunate that in 

this study we can turn elsewhere to hear it more clearly. 

I2 Levi, UOn Microhistory," 107.1 10. 
l3  Bill Russell documented the "records explosionn of the 1870s and 1880s, as the DIA extended its reach 
westwards, in "The White Mads Paper Burden: Aspects of Records Keeping in the Department of Man 
Affairs, 3 860- 19 14," Archivaria 19 (1 984): 50-72. 



The story of Seabird Island is framed by two acts of memory. They were captured by 

transcriptions of Commission bearings: the 1 9 1 3- 1 6 Royal Commission on Indian Affairs 

for the Province of British Columbia, and the Commission held in 1958 to enquire into 

whether Seabird Island should be constituted as a separate band.14 These small but valuable 

verbatim reports yielded information about how different groups of Aboriginal people 

viewed thei history. Although transcripts have their drawbacks, their usefulness might be 

compared to court records, which historians Carlo Giozburg and Christopher Moore 

employed so effectively. '' The transcripts of the Royal Commission hearings of 1 9 1 3 - 1 6 are 

readily accessible. The fbll transcript of the 1958 Commission proved elusive. Ninety pages 

of the 147-page document were located, but despite extensive enquiries, the other fifty-seven 

pages have not been found. Aboriginal voices are more muted in the archival record because 

such documents as transcripts are fewer in number. 

Ethnographic literature concerning the Sto:l6 was also utilized. Wilson Duff did his 

major ethnographic study of what he called the Upper Stalo in 1949-50, and this remains an 

important work on the topic.'6 Of more limited use to this study was the book that Marian 

Smith and a team of Columbia University graduate students produced fiom theu fieldwork 

carried out on Seabird Island in 1945." This differed fiom previous ethnographic work in 

that it was concerned with recording the contemporary lives of island residents, as well as 

" Canada, "Royal Commission on Indian Affairs for the Province of British Columbia, 19 1 3- 16." Lytton 
Agency Part II, transcript, Union of BC Indian Chiefs, typescript [hereafter: 1 9 1 3- 16 Royal Commission]; 
Canada, "Commission on Establishing a New Band of Indians on Seabird Island, British Columbia, 1958," 
partial transcript, Seabird Island band, typescript [hereafter: 1958 Conunission]. 
t S  Carlo Ginzburg, The Cheese and the Worm: The Cosmos of a Sixteenth-Century Miller, trans. John and Anne 
Tedeschi (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980); Christopher Moore, Louisbourg Portraits: Life in 
an Eighteenth-Centzwy Garrison Town (Toronto: Maanillan, 1982). Commission hearings, like court hearings, 
are unusual circumstances, are mediated through transcribers, and witnesses may tell only what they want the 
hearers to hear. However, they are less mediated than govetnment documents. 
l6 Wilson Duff noted that Aboriginal people who live along the lower 105 miles of the Frasa River, while 
refmd to by many different names by anthropologists, prefer to be called "Stalo" - the Halq'emdylem word 
for the river - now written as St&:16. They are part of the Central Coast Saiish who live in southwestern British 
Columbia and northwestern Washington. M s  ''Upper Sralo" extended roughly fiom what we now call the 
Vedder C d  upriver to just north of Yale, Duff, The Upper Staio Indians, 1 1 - 12. 
l7 It had limited usefirinem for this study because it d d t  mostly with social relations rather than land issues, 
and did not probe into the inter-band dispute ova the island. An exception was Elemor B. Leacock's chapter, 
The Seabird Community," in Indirmr of the Urban Northwest, ed. Marian W. Smith (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 194% New Yo*: AMS Press, 1%9), 185-194 (reprint edition). However, the book remains 
an important study concerning contemporary life on the island in 1945. 



capturing the Aboriginal past.'8 From the early 1950s to the 19809, Wayne Suttles wrote a 

number of essays on Coast Salish peoples which dealt with both past and contemporary 

Aboriginal life. His chapter on the persistence of intervillage ties was particularly helpful. 

Also of some importance were the fieldnotes of Marian Smith who interviewed people from 

Seabird Island, as did Wilson DuE A recent book is of particular note. In publishing You 

Are Asked to Witness, Sto:l6 Nation leaders hoped to better inform mainstream Canadian 

society about Sto:i6 culture, and to present their own perspective of the history of Sto:l6- 

Euro-Canadian relations. h helps to fill a very large gap.'g 

Other usell  archival sources were the local newspaper, The Agassiz-Harrison 

Advance, and the private papers of the 1958 Commission chairman, George L. Cassady. 

Published accounts by some of the early non-Native travellers were also helpful?0 

The first historian to explore relationships between early Euro-Canadian settlers and 

their governments and British Columbian Aboriginal people was Robin Fisher. In Contact 

and Conflict he maintained that although Aboriginal societies played a crucial role in the f& 

trade period, they lost land and influence as settlers became established." James Burrows 

and Rolf Knight challenged his notion that they were reduced to a peripheral role in the 

" Conceming the St&:16 past: F r a r ~ ~  Boas visited Chehalis in 1890 [see Carlson, You Are Asked to Witness. 
1911; Boas, James Teit, and Diamond Jenness all did work among the St6:15, although their major interests lay 
elsewhere, James Teit, "Tales fiom the Lower Fraset River," Folk-Tales of Salishan and Sahaptin Tribes (New 
York: The American Folklore Society, 191 7); Diamond Jenness, The Faith of a Coast Salish lndinn (Victoria: 
British Columbia Provincial Museum, 1955); Charles Hill-Tout reported on both Interior and Coast Salish at 
the turn of the century, Charles Hill-Tout, The Salish People: The Local Contribution of Chdes Hill-Tout, vol. 
3, The Mainland Halkomelem, ed. and intro. Ralph Maud (Vancouver: Talonbooks, 1978). 
l9 Waym Suttles, Coat SaIish Essuys (Seattle: University of Washington Press. 1497); Marian Wesley Smith, 
fieldnotes, 1945, MS268, Seabird Island band [herertfter: Smith MS2681; Graduate student Norman Lerman, 
fiom the University of Washington, collected S t 6 3  stories in the 1950s, Norman Lerman, Lower Frarer 
Indian Folktales (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1950-5 1); Local historian Oliver Weils did likewise 
in the 1960s, Oliver Wells, The Chilliwach and Their Neighbours, ed. Ralph Maud, Brent Galloway, and 
Marie Weedon (Vancouver: Talonbooks, 1987). Wells's fieldnotes were examined in the Chilliwack Archives, 
but not used. Two masters' theses have been written about Seabird Island since the 1958 formation of the 
Seabird Island band, but neither focus on its history, Elizabeth Anne Nordlund, "Adoption in the Seabird Island 
Band" (master's thesis, University of British Columbia, 1993), and Ethel Berdie Gardner, "Seabird Island 
Community School: Unique Features of an Indian Band School" (master's thesis, University of British 
Columbia, 1986); Carlson, You Are Asked to Witness. 
" Original newsprint copies of Tho Agms~-Hm+son Advance were located at the Agassiz Harrison Museum, 
Agassiz, BC. George L. Cassady's private papers were kindly made available to me by his son, George P. 
Cassady of Cassady, Insley, Lauener and Burgess at New Westminster. 
" Robin Fisher, Contact and Conflict: Indian-European Relations in British Columbia, 17744890,2d ed. 
(Vancouver: UBC Press, 1992), xix. 



economic life of the and Bruce Stadfeld argued that Aboriginal people, by a 

variety of strategies and tactics, manifested power in individual disputes with non- 

Aboriginals. Susan Mather took issue with Stadfeld and agreed with Fisher that Native 

people have overwhelmingly lost access to their land and resources. 23 The debate about 

whether British Columbia's First Nations are to be viewed historically as reactive victims or 

active agents exercising control over their lives, is a long-standing one - and shows no signs 

of abating. Hamar Foster has observed that *'to dwell on the damage done by the coionizers 

. . . is to risk portraying Aboriginal people as passive victims of implacable forces. Yet to 

focus on resistance and survival may present a distorted pichue as well, putting a happy face 

on what is, by and large, not a happy story."24 Tina Loo has suggested that groups and 

individuals could be simultaneously victims and agents, and that agency and oppression are 

not absolute states that exist outside specific historical circum~tances.~~ This thesis seeks to 

show that on Seabird Island both the complexity of individual involvemeqt and the making 

and making  of group alliances does not allow for simple or unambiguous conclusions 

about victimization or agency. Moreover, the retention of Seabird Island in its entirety as a 

reserve can be seen as an exception that ran counter to the more common experience of 

reductions and cutsffs, although reduction was narrowly avoided on at least two occasions. 

While one of these involved direct action taken by local Aboriginal people, the other was at 

the decree of the federal government, probably for pragmatic rather than altruistic reasons? 

Noel Dyck has argued that far from being a mixed blessing, the DIA's 

administration of reserve Indians, whom it was charged to protect and "civilize," was itself 

the chief cause of past (and present) dBculties encountered by Aboriginal people, and that 

" James K. Bwows, "'A Much Needed Class of Labour': The Economy and Income of the Southern Interior 
Plateau Indians, 1897-1910," BC Studies 71 (Autumn 1986): 27-59; Rolf Knight, Indians at Work: An intrmal 
History of Native Labour in Bn'hkh Columbia, 1858-1 930 (Vancouver: New Star Books, 1 996). 
23 Bruce Colin Stadfeld, b'Manifestatioas of Power: Native Response to Settlement in Nineteenth Century 
British Columbia'' (master's thesis, Simon Fraser University, 1993); Susan Mather, "One of Many Homes: 
Stories of Dispossession h m  Stanley Park" (master's thesis, Simon Fraser University, 1 W8), 9. 
'' Hamar Foster, "Letting Go the Bone: The Idea of Indian Title in British Columbia, 184% 1927," in Essays in 
the History of Canadian Law, vol. 6,  Britbh Columbia and the Yukon, ed. Hamar Foster and John McLaren 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995), 35. 

Tina Loo, 'Tonto's Due: Law, Culture, and Coloaizstion in British Columbia," in Making Western Canada, 
ed  Catherine Cavanaugh and Jeremy Mouat (Toronto: Garamond Ress, 19%). 
16 In 1891 Aboriginals threatened to chase White squatters off the island with rifles, and in 1924 the DIA 
decreed that no cut-ofi would be made in railway belt reserves; see Chapters II and III for details. 



its goal of total assimilation by the cheapest possible methods created economic barriers to 

development and was the cause of bitter divisions among Native groups. Dyck maintained 

that the department lefi Indians relatively little room for manoeuvre, and noted that any 

Aboriginal resistance usually has had to be mitigated, and that collaboration with the 

dominant culture has been controversial, and yet not uncommon, within Aboriginal comrnu- 

nities?' While Dyck's canvas encompassed the whole of Canada, his conclusions are 

strikingly applicable to Seabird lsland and this study usefully illustrates many of his general 

points. However, as this thesis seeks to show, the inter-band dispute over Seabird Island was 

not initiated by the DM, but by the White settlers' hunger for land, which provoked a Native 

response that brought pre-existing tribal divisions into play. Nevertheless, the DLA greatly 

exacerbated the dispute by its actions - and inaction. 

It is important to this study's emphasis on heterogeneity and complexity to note that 

several other studies of the colonization process have shown that it was by no means a 

monolithic enterprise. Comaroff and Comaroff observed that scholarly work at the juncture 

of history and anthropology reveals the importance of divisions within colonizing 

populations, and how these played across racial lines to make new alliances. Studies of the 

colonization process in Canada's far northwest bear this out. Missionaries and government 

officials were often at odds, as Clarence Bolt has shown in a book about Thomas Crosby's 

relationship with the Tsimshian of Prince Rupert. Denine Marasco's study of R. L. T. 

Galbraith, Indian agent to the Ktunaxa, demonstrated that different levels of the federal 

government did not always work together, and that Indian agents could be supportive of 

Aboriginal aspirations? Jean Barman and Colleen Doty both discuss alliances between 

Aboriginal men, missionaries, and government officials in order to control Aboriginal 

women's sexuality?9 The senling of Seabird Island also reveals cross-cultural divisions and 

" Noel Dyck, What f the Indian "Problem ": Turelage and Resirtunce in Canadian Indian Adminirtratian (S t .  
John's: Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1 99 1 ). 
?' Comamff and Comsro& Christianity, Colonioiism, and Consciousness, LO; Clarence Bolt, honrcrr Crosby 
and the Tsimhian: Small S h m  for Feet Too Large (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1992); see also E. Palmer 
Patterson IT, "Arthur E. O'Meara, Friend of the Indians," Pacific Northwest Quarterly (April 1967); Denine 
Marasco, "R L. T. Galbraith, The Ktunaxa, and Native-Goverxnent Relations, 1894-1 921" (master's project, 
Simon Fraser University, 1997). 
" Jean Barman, ''Taming Aboriginal Sexuality: Gender, Power, and Race in British Columbia, 1 850-1900," BC 
Studies 1 1 5/11 6 (Aunrmn(Winta 1997198): 237-66; Colleen Doty, " 'For the Peace of the Community and the 



alliances, where missionaries and some DIA officials took on advocacy roles on behalf of 

some Aboriginal groups. Indeed, at the time of the 1958 Commission hearings, the DM 

appeared to ally with one Native faction against another in support of Seabird Island 

becoming a band. Nor did the different levels of government present a united face, and it is 

clear that this sometimes benefited Aboriginal people. Had the federal government not 

disputed the provincial claim to cut-offs fiom reserves within the railway belt, the cut-off 

fiom Seabird Island, suggested by the Royal Commission of 19 13- 16, would have taken 

place; the federal victory was crucial for the retention of the reserve intact for Aboriginal 

use. 

That there have been gaps between DM policy and its implementation has been 

noted by Kenneth Coates for the Yukon, and in British Columbia Douglas Cole and Ira 

Chaikin maintained that the law banning the potlatch did not necessarily mean than no 

potlatches were held?' This study of Seabird Island shows that government policy was not 

always adhered to in the field; nor was it always clear, even in Ottawa - leading to 

haphazard and uneven implementation. Even when government policy was clear, the DLA 

headquarters sometimes acted in contravention of it. 

Paul T e ~ a n t  has usefully documented how Aboriginal people in British Columbia 

have, fiom the earliest days of Euro-Canadian settlement, and notwithstanding the 

difficulties involved, consistently resisted the relentless drive to dispossess them of their 

lands and assimilate them. George Manuel and Michael Posluns tracked this resistance, 

Canada-wide, fiom an Aboriginal jmspective." Both these works, as well as Dyck's, enable 

this study to be situated within the larger context of power relations and resistance in British 

Columbia and Canada. 

Good Order of Society': Regulating Aboriginai Maniage Relations in British Columbia, 18704940" (master's 
thesis, Simon F r z  University, 1996). Two other works also recount cross-cultural alliances: Loo, "Tonto's 
Due," and Douglas Cole and Ita Chaikin, An Iron Hand Upon the People: The Law Agaimt the Potlatch on the 
Northwest Coast (Vancouver: Douglas & Mchtyre, 1 M). 
30 Kenneth Coates, "Best Left As Indians: The Federal Govment and the Indians of the Yukon, 18941950," 
in Otrr ofrhe Background: Readings on Canadian Native Hhtory, ed Robin Fisher and Kenneth Coates 
(Totonto: Copp Clark Pitman, 1988); Cole and Chaikisl, An Iron Hmd Upon the People. 
" Pad Tennant, Aboriginal Peoples and  politic^: B e  Indian Land Question in British Columbia, 1849-1 989 
(Vancower. UBC Press, 1990); George Manuel and Michael Posluns, The Fourth World: An Indian Reality 
(Don Mills: Collier-Madan, 1974). 



Douglas Leighton and E. Brian Titley wrote about two long-serving DIA Deputy 

Superintendent Generals, Lawrence Vankoughnet (1 874- 1893), and Duncan Campbell Scott 

(19 13- 1932), respectively, and showed how the penny-pinching ways and 'harrow vision" of 

these chief administrators intensified the difficulties faced by both the Indian agents and the 

Aboriginal people they "administered." " Both studies were important for an understanding 

of the Department of Indian Affairs and the documents it produced, which one author 

recently characterized as a "postal literature" forming "*an immense web of communication" 

linking officials, missionaries, traders, settlers, and Aboriginal people?3 

In a recently published history of Spuzzum by Andrea Laforet and Annie York, the 

oral narratives of Spuzzum's Aboriginal people, especially as told by Annie York, have been 

deffly integrated with the documentary sources of the non-Aboriginal tradition, to give a 

compelling ethnohistorical account of a village in transition." The 1997 decision of the 

Supreme Court of Canada in the Delgamuukw case35 upheld the importance of Aboriginal 

oral histories, such that non-A boriginal documentary accounts of British Columbia's past 

can no longer stand done - neither in court, nor in the interpretation and writing of the 

province's history. It is therefore with regret that this thesis does not include an oral history 

component, which would have resulted in a much more complete account. However, a 

properly designed oral history would be a large undertaking of its own, and deserving of 

more thorough treatment than could be accomplished here. Although the Seabird Island band 

has completed some work in this area, a full oral history remains to be done. 

A topic that is notably absent in this thesis is the question of how Sto:l6 social 

classes affected the dispute over the island among the groups of Aboriginal people. It is not 

surprising that the documentary record was oblivious to this aspect of the dispute, whereas 

most of the ethnographic work was not specific to Seabird Island, with the exception of 

Douglas Leighton, "A Victorian Civil Servant at Work: Lawrence Vankoughnet and the Canadian Indian 
Department, 1874-1 893," in As Long as the Sun Shines and Water Flows: A Reader in Canadian Native 
Sfudies, ed. Ian A. L. Getty and Antoine S. Lussier (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1983); E. Brian Titley, A Narrow 
Vision. 

Christopher Bracken, ?"he Potlatch Papers: A Colonid Cme History (Chicago and London: University of  
Chicago Ress, 1997), 1. 
" Andrea Laforet aud Amie Yo& Spuzzum: Frcrrrr Cunyon Histories, 1808-1939 (Vancouver UBC Press, 
1998). 
" Delgamuukw v. British Cohmbia, [I9971 3 S.  C. R 1010. 
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some of Marian Smith's fieldnotes. Exploration of this topic awaits the oral history of the 

island. 

Nor does this thesis claim to provide a comprehensive account of the reserve over the 

eighty-year span that it covers. As a fofused administrative history it does not deal with the 

social history of the reserve, nor with its economic activities, except where they touch on 

issues of reserve ownership. I undertook the project with the knowledge of the Seabird 

Island band, which facilitated access to certain documents. And while 1 received courteous 

and considerate help from the chief and band office staff in answering many questions, I did 

not conduct in-depth interviews. Any interpretations, therefore, are my own. 

The three disputes over Seabud Island occurred more or less concurrently, but for 

clarity will be dealt with separately. Chapter I "Settling the Land - 'A Sort of Right to 

Occupy"' and Chapter II "Holding the Land" will recount the allocation of Indian reserves in 

the vicinity of Seabird Island, and the contest for the island between Aboriginal people and 

White settlers. Chapter III "Cut-ofF - Or No Cutsfl?" will examine the dispute between the 

provincial and federal governments for ownership of a large proposed cut-off, and the way in 

which the DIA took questionable action over the island's timber sales. Chapter IV "Settling 

the Ownership - Part 1" will discuss the genesis of the inter-band dispute and the DM'S 

inconsistent, confused - and c o h i n g  - administration of the reserve. Chapter V "Settling 

the Ownership - Part 2" will look at the renewed dispute in the 1940s and 50s' and the 

attempts to resolve it that culminated in the 1958 Commission hearings and the creation of 

the Seabird Island band. Finally, the Conclusion will summarize the findings of the study. 

Ten maps of Seabird Island and various lists of Aboriginal residents or users of the island, 

which were located while researching the thesis, are reproduced as a matter of interest in 

Appendices A and B. Not all the maps are mentioned in the text. 

It is evident that there is no one "comct" history of Seabird Island but many 

disparate points of view. This thesis examines some of them. 



CHAPTER I 

SETTLING THE LAND: "A SORT OF RIGHT TO OCCUPY" 

They said: "These are your lanak, " but since then we have come to find out that this 
is not the case ... instead, we only have a sort of right to occupy them .... 

Sub-chief George Williams of Yale, before the Royal Commission, 19 14' 

The upper Fraser Valley/lower Fraser canyon area (between Chilliwack and 

Spuzzum) was not an "empty land," in contrast to the impression given in some early 

histories of British Columbia. Resource-rich, it had immense importance for Aboriginal 

people far beyond the year-round Sto:l6 residents, and saw seasonal in-migrations of several 

thousands for annual salmon fishing and processing activities.' Simon Fraser was the first 

non- A boriginal visitor to this section of the river, travelling in late June and early July, 1 808. 

In "camps" and villages between "Spazum" and what is thought to be the Chilliwack area he 

estimated more than a thousand Aboriginal people, as well as noting plank houses on both 

sides of the river, for which he gave no figures. Allowing for the fact that he may have been 

witnessing the fist of the summer visitors making their way to the fishing grounds, and 

allowing for European diseases to have taken a toll during the following fifty years, by 1858, 

when the mainland became the Colony of British Columbia, this area was still far fiom an 

empty land. ' One of Fraser's overnight stays in an Aboriginal "camp of 170 souls" is 

particularly interesting for this study. There his p 3 1 . 1  was treated hospitably and given 

"plenty of sturgeon, oil and roots." They saw blankets made with dogs' hair, a large copper 

kettle, an English hatchet, and fishing nets with twenty-foot handles, as well as "spears" 

(harpoons?) with handles "of great length." Fraser observed that the river was interspersed 

- -- 

I George Williams's testimony, 19 1 3- 1 6 Royai Commission, 3 1 2. 
' Duff, 7?re Upper Stuio I n d h ,  25; Wayne Suttles, 'The Ethnographic Significance of the Fort Langley 
Journals," in The Fort Lungley Journals, 1827-30, ed. Morag Maclachlan (Vancouver: UBC Press, l998), 
172. 
W. Kaye Lamb, ed., The Letters and Journals of Simon Flmer, 1806-1808 (Toronto: Maemillan, 1960), 97- 

102. Although Fraser's population estimates are obviously very approximate, they are still illuminating. 
Smallpox had already wreaked havoc on the northwest coast, possibly as early as 1782. Cole Harris maintained 
that the canyon population had rebounded by about the 1830s. For an introduction to both sides of the debate 
about the size of Aboriginal populations prior to face-to-face Native-White contact see Cole Harris, "Voices of 
Smallpox Around the Strait of Georgia," The Resettlement of British Columbia: Essays on Colonialism and 
Geographical Change (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1997), and Robin Fisher, "Contact and Trade, 1774- 1849," in 
The Pacrpc Province: A History of Britbh Columbia, ed Hugh J. M. Johnston (Vancouver and Toronto: 
Douglas & McIntyre, 19%). 



with islands and about two miles wide. From his description it seems possible that his party 

spent the night either on Seabud Island or at ~ o ~ k u m ~  (Figure 1). 

When the Hudson's Bay Company built forts on the lower Fraser - Fort Langley in 

1827, Fort Yale in 1848 and Fort Hope in 1849 - the Aboriginal people incorporated these 

new resources into their seasonal activities, and some moved to be closer to them.' But the 

fk traders had little impact on this area compared with what was to come; moreover, they 

had found it expedient to adapt to the Aboriginal interest in trading salmon rather than furs.6 

Major changes came with the Fraser River gold rush of 1858.  The 25-30,000 miners who 

arrived that summer to seek gold in the sand bars of the lower canyon severely disrupted 

Aboriginal lives and clashed with their usage of the river. At first, Native people also 

benefited. Some had been selling small amounts of gold to Fort Langley before 1858, and 

now stepped up production, and many added guiding, ferrying, provisioning, freighting, and 

labouring to their other activities, and later piloting and deckhand work on the stem- 

wheelers.' One contemporary observer maintained that the gold-rush extension into the 

Cariboo before roads to the area were built would not have been possible without theme8 

The gold rush heralded even greater, although more gradual, changes for Aboriginal 

people, when miners who stayed to farm the fertile upper Fraser Valley were joined in 

succeeding decades by other non-Native settlers. Most published accounts by White 

travellers to the area focused on the aftermath of the gold rush, the spectacular canyon 

scenery with the consequent difficulties for transportation, and the tiny White settlements at 

Hope and Yale, each replicating European society in microcosm. With some exceptions, 

they only incidentally mentioned Aboriginal people, who were far more numerous than the 

* His journal indicated ?hat he reached this place after about one hour's canoeing (downriver in the hshet 
season) ffom an island near Hope - perhaps Greenwood Island. Maria Slough, behind Seabird Island, was well- 
known for sturgeon fishing in June and July, for which long-handled harpoons or bag-nets were used. 
Furthennore, the river is wide here, with numerous sand bars and islands. Fraser's party reached the Chilliwack 
area the following day when he noted the river became like a lake; Lamb, The Letters and Journals of Simon 
Fruser, 101-2 fh 27 and 28. For information on sturgeon 6sbing see DUE, The Upper StaIo Indiam, 67-70. 

Carlson, You Are Asked to Witness, 49; me Upper Stalo Indians, 4 1 .  
Keith Thor Carlson, '5 tbA6 Exchange Dynamics," Native Studies Review 1 1, no. 1 ( 1  997 [incomlly dated 

as 19%]): 3233; see also, CarIson, You Are Asked to Witness, 5 1 .  
' Carlson, You Are Asked to Witness, 65, 1 15. 
1 H. L. Langevin, Brilish Columbia: Report of the Hon. H L. Langevin, Minister of Public Works (Ottawa: 
Government of Canada, 1872), quoting Chief Justice Matthew Baillie Begbie, 27. 
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newcomers at that time? Nevertheless, early official accounts of the province, which were 

often written for promotional purposes to attract settlers, assured their readers that there was 

plenty of land with agricultural potential for the taking. In the few pages in which they men- 

tioned "Indians," they were portrayed as "cheefi, obedient and generally industrio~s."~~ 

Although most early non-Native travellers and immigrants made no distinction 

between groups of "~ndians,"" there were several tribes of sto:ld2 Anthropologist Wilson 

Duff listed seventeen. He designated three as being Upper St6:lG: the Chilliwack, the Pilalt 

and the ~ a i t . ' ~  East of the Chilliwack tribe he said that Pilalt territory extended fiom the 

mouth of the Chilliwack River, on both sides of the Fraser, north to (but not including) 

Seabird Island. Duff said the Tait had territory extending fiom Seabird Island on the right 

(north) bank, and the Popkum reserve on thc left, to the northern limit of the Sto:l6 near 

Spuzzum, where that of the Nlaka'pamux began. (To anticipate events, the Tait were the 

seven bands for whom Sproat was to allocate the Seabird Island reserve.) 

9 For example see, Richard Charles Mayne, Four Years in British Columbia and Vancouver Island: An Account 
oftheir Forests, Rivers, Coiuts, Gold Fields and Resources for Colonisation (London: J. Murray, 1 862); 
Dorothy Blakey Smith, ed., Lady Franklin Visits the Pac~ jk  Northwest: Being Extractsfi.om the Letters of Miss 
Sophia Cracrofr, Sir John Franklin's Niece, Febmary to April 1861 and April to July, 1870 (Victoria: BC 
Provincial Archives, Memoir No, XI, 1974); C. E. Barrett-Lennard, Travels in British Columbia. with the 
Narrative of a Yacht Voyage round Vancouver 's lsland ( 1 862; reprint, Toronto: Canadians House, 1969); 
Roberta L. Bagshaw, ed., No Better Land: The 1860 Diaries of the Anglican Colonial Bishop George Hilts 
(Victoria: Sono Nis Press, 1 9%). Barrett-Lennard devotes more space than most to Aboriginal people, and was 
a keen observer of their activities. The 1860 diaries of Anglican Bishop, George Hills, also made many 
mentions of Aboriginal people, reflecting his missionary interest. 
'O Alexander Cauliield Anderson, The Dominion at the West: A Brief Description of the Province of British 
Columbia its Climate and Resources (Victoria: Government Printing Office, 1872), 63; see also R E. Gosnell, 
The Year Book of British Columbia and Manual of Provincial Information (Victoria: The Government of 
British Columbia, 1903); and Langevin, British Columbia: Report. 
I I For an early account of an immigrant family to Agassiz see Florence Goodfellow, Memories of Pioneer Lifl) 
in British Columbia: A Short History of the Agassiz Family (Agassiz, BC: Kent Centennial Committee, n.d. 
[ca., 1929-331). There is a strong sense of terra nullius about her memoir, which contains only occasional 
mention of the Aboriginal people who lived all around their settlement. In contrast, Susan Allison (sister-in-law 
to Edgar Dewdney), who pioneered with her husband in the Sirnilkameen, counted neighbowing Aboriginal 
people as her friends, and her recollections are fU of references to them, see Margaret A. Ormsby, A Pioneer 
Gentlewoman in British Columbia: The Recollections of Susan Allhon (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1976). 
l2 It should be noted that although used by ethnographers, St6:16 researchers, and this thesis, the term "tribe" 
when refariag to historic groups of St6:lb is problematic. There is considerable uncertainty as to what kind of 
unit it was: whether administrative, political, or denoting common descent fiom a mythical ancestor, or if it had 
some other meaning. Keith Catlson, St6:16 Nation historian, personal communication, I8 Jan. 1999. 
l 3  An appmxhte  phonetic pronunciation for Tait is "teet." h Halq1em&ylem, the language spoken by the 
St&:l6 and other Coast Salish peoples, it is written tit. 
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However, Duff was unsure whether to call the Tait a tribe or not, as they lived in 

clusters of villages, unlike other St6:16 tribes whose population was less scattered. He also 

claimed that the Tait had no real feeling of internal unity, and that people had moved freely 

fkom Tait to Pilalt territory 'kith no thought of tribal identity." Nor, he maintained, did the 

Upper Sto:lT in general have traditions of descent from mythical ancestors which gave other 

northwest coast groups (including the Lower Sto:16) the strong consciousness of kinship and 

identification with certain places. I4 

There are several responses to Duffs doubt about Tait tribal status. It has been 

pointed out that a possible explanation for differences between the Tait and other Sto:k 

groups is that, because the Tait villages were originally concentrated in the canyon, they 

were the first to be affected by the Fraser River gold rush and the changes in lifestyle once 

non-Native settlement was underway, and were forced out of the canyon in a downriver 

search for arable land.'* Furthermore, this thesis will argue that the seven Tait bands were to 

demonstrate internal unity in their efforts to retain their rights to Seabird Island. Duffs 

suggestion that Upper Sto:16 villages lacked traditions of descent from mythlcal ancestors is 

strongly nfbted by Sonny McHalsie, cultural advisor to the Sto:l6 Nation. His own people, 

the Ohamil, claim the sturgeon as their an~estor.'~ 

Other evidence to counter Duffs statement that tribal divisions among the Upper 

Sto:la, generally, were of little importance can be found in correspondence concerning the 

1879 DIA census. In a letter to the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs (SGIA) 

concerning the Lower Fraser Agency, Gilbert M. Sproat wrote that the accuracy of the 

census (which listed Pilalt population as 95 and Tait as 564) was enhanced because "the 

people of different though fiiendly tribes of one group are jealous of the introduction into the 

tribal census of people belonging to other tribes." If in doubt about someone's tribal 

atfiliation Sproat's respondents would find out the answer, then send a special messenger so 

he could record it properly. Sproat also mentioned that by intermarriage or by "migration 

" Duff, 7'he Upper Sfalo Ind im,  12, 19-21,30-7,403,854. DufT noted (19) that downriver people 
considered the Tait a tribe, but as the word in Halqtem6ylexn simply means "upriver" it is not surprising that 
downriver people so described them. 
'' ~ e i t h  Cdson, personal communication, 28 June 1998; Duff, The Upper Stalo Indians, 29,40-1. 
'' Sonny McHalsie, St&:I6 Nation cultural advisor, personal comm~catioq 2 July 1998; and Carlson, You Are 
Asked to Witness, 55. 



with consent [people] may pass fiom one tribe to another."" One such migration occurred 

when Pilalt fiom the present-day Agassiz area went across the river to Cheam (also Pilalt) as 

well as upriver into Tait territory, where they became Tait according to Duff. '* Moreover, 

when present-day Sto:la researchers examined the 1839 Fort Langley census, which had 

asked where people were fiom, they discovered that answers had not been village names, but 

the tribal names which Duff listed over a hundred years later.lg 

On the other hand, recent Sto:l6 research suggests that Duff may have been partly 

correct and that the Tait may not have been one large tribe, but rather divided into four 

distinct subgroups. Progressing upriver fiom Seabird Island, Sto:l6 Nation historian, Keith 

Carlson, suggests these were: Popkum and Skw'atets; Ohamil and Ruby Creek (across the 

Fraser River from each other); Chawathil and Hope; and Yale, including American Bar on 

the right bank and Union Bar on the left, just upriver fiom Hope (Figure 1). In addition, 

because the Tait were displaced fiom their canyon villages, and scattered as a result, the 

basis for their group identity is unclear; family ties may have become as important as tribal 

or sub-tribal groupings, especially as resource sites such as fishing stations and cranberry 

marshes were heritable family-owned resources." The concept of Tait subgroups would 

explain the somewhat different positions taken by the Popkum and Skw'atets people on at 

least three occasions during the dispute among Aboriginal p u p s  over Seabird Island - and 

explain why they signed themselves in an 1896 letter as the Skw'atets and Popkum tribes." 

Notwithstanding such diversity within this small geographic area, a degree of 

coherence was evident among the seven Tait bands - or subgroups, or family alliances fiom 

Tait terr i tog - at the allocation of the reserve in 1879, and lasted through the 1920s. As 

will be argued, the seven bands made common cause, first for the creation and then the 

retention of the reserve in opposition to both White settlers and other Aborigml groups, 

l7 G. M. S p m t  to Superintendent G e n d  of M a n  Affairs [hereafter; SGIA], 1 I Oct. 1879, NAC RGIO, reel 
C-10122, vol. 3695, file 14830. For census numbers see Duff, The Upper Sfulo Indium, 28. 
" Duff, Tihe Upper Sfufo Indians, 21,35,40. In 1964 H a y  Edwards of Cheam also mentions this population 
movement - and uses the tribal name Pilalt, see Wells, The ChilfiwacAs, 98, 102-3. 
19 Sonny McHalsie, personal communication, 2 July 1998. 
" Keith Carloon, personal communication, 1 8 Jan. 1999; Du& The Upper Stuh Indians, 40- 1. 
" bbSquat~h & Popcum," 13 Apr. 18%, NAC RG10, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-2. " This thesis will continue to refer to them as the "Tait" or the "seven bands." 



despite intermarriage with other Aboriginal groups and a high degree of mobility as they 

moved fiom the canyon. 

However, as Sproat observed and Wayne Suttles described, there were strong inter- 

village links throughout Sto:l6 territory, which both worked within and cut across this Tait 

tribal or familial solidarity. Suttles maintained that by the time of White settlement Salish 

communities extended across village and tribal boundaries up and down the Fraser River, 

and that it was these inter-village kin-groups, formed by exogamous marriages, which 

owned the most important ceremonial rights and the most productive natural resources - not 

residential groups of families, house groups or villages.23 To illustrate how Aboriginal 

villages were not self-contained social units but part of a wider communityy Suttles cited 

Eleanor Leacock's 1945 study of Seabird Island, in which she concluded that the reserve was 

not a "community" as it lacked a sense of neighbourliness. While she noted that a man fiom 

Seabird Island might hold a potlatch at the home of a family in Yale attended by people from 

Ruby Creek to Laidlaw, and yet not include others fiom those same areas, she did not draw 

fiom this the same conclusions about a wider concept of community that Suttles did thirteen 

years later.24 However, Seabird Island would seem to be too exceptional a case to prove 

Suttiesys general point, although he was aware of the reserve's unusual genesis and 

suggested that ties among neighbows in other villages "may be somewhat closer than at 

Seabird, but only because the kin ties are more numerous and closer."2s 

The evidence fiom Duff' s Aboriginal informants, S proat's and Suttles' s 

observations, and recent Sto:l6 research, as well as the configuration of the Aboriginal 

dispute over Seabird Island, all attest to the continuity of Aboriginal concepts of group 

identity in the upper Fraser Valley and lower canyon well after non-Aboriginal settlement 

had been established, and notwithstanding the disruptions due to population movements. 

As well as miners, the gold rush had brought missionaries, who saw fertile ground in 

both miner and Aboriginal populations, and officials of the nascent colonial government 

Wayne Sunles, "The Persistence of Intervillage Ties among the Coast Salish," Coast Sahh Essays 
(Vancouver: Talonbooks, 1 W), 2 1 0,2 1 9-23. For the importance of the extended family see also Carison, You 
Are Asked to Witness, 89. 
24 Leacock, "The Seabird Islad Community," 187,193. Laidlaw is between SWatets and Ohamil, and all four 
places mentioned by Leacock are within Tait/seven bands territory. 
' Suttles, ''The Persistence of Intervillage Ties," 222-3. 



who attempted to regulate competing claims to the river's resources. As part of the solution, 

some Aboriginal people were allocated land "reserved" for their exclusive use, but no 

treaties were made anywhere on the mainland, nor did Aborigrnal groups surrender their title 

to the land.26 The reserves were artificial constructs, intended for both protection and 

confinement, and they cut across the traditional Aboriginal communities which extended 

across village and tribal boundaries. The reserves not only curtailed traditional Aboriginal 

activities but in succeeding years they were constantly encroached upon, both by official 

sanction2' and illegally, by settlers?' Joseph W. Trutch, provincial Minister of Lands and 

Works, mote in 1867, that "[tlhe Indians have really no right to the lands they claim, nor are 

they of any actual value or utility to them .. . . But in carrying out such a reduction . . . very 

carem management of the dispositions of the Indian claimants would be required to prevent 

serious dis~atisfaction."~~ Trutch must have found it galling to r e h e  land to White settlers, 

like Mr. Michaud of Hope, because it formed part of an Indian reserve?' 

By the mid-1870s, Trutch's reductions to reserves previously allocated on 

instructions by Governor James ~ o u ~ l a s , ~ '  and the problems arising fiom increasing, 

permanent, non-Native settlement, elicited strong protests fiom Aboriginal leaders. A much- 

quoted letter to I. W. Powell, Indian Commissioner for British Columbia, fiom Chief Peter 

(or Pierre) Ayessik of Hope and 109 other chiefs of the Douglas Portage, lower Fraser, and 

coastal communities up to Bute Inlet, is a heartfelt cry for action. "Our hearts have been 

wounded by the arbitrary way the Local Government of British Columbia have dealt with us 

'' Apart from the Douglas treaties of the 1850s made between the Hudson's Bay Company and a few Native 
groups on Vancouver Island, and Treaty 8 which included some Aboriginal people in northeastern British 
Columbia, there have, as yet, been no treaties in the province, although the long-awaited Nisga'a Treaty is close 
to ratification. Thus, most Aboriginal people in British Columbia consider their title to the land to be intact. 
" The dyking of the Sumas reserve by E. L. Derby, with provincial government permission, is one of many 
examples. Reserve Commissioner Sproat vigorously protested; Laura Cameron, Openings: A Meditation on 
History, Method, and SUMUS Lake (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1997), 54-7. 
" For example, White hmers continued to run their cattle on winter range land even PAer it had been set aside 
for Aboriginal people; Robin Fisher, "An Exercise in Futility: The Joint Commission on Indian Land in British 
Columbia, 1875-1 880," The Canadian Hii~ton'cai Association: Hisrorical Papers (1975): 89. 
" Joseph W. Trutch to the Acting Cotonial S e a a ~ y ,  28 Aug. 1867, Papers, 42. 
'O J. W. Tmch to Mr. Michaud, 2 1 Feb. 1870, Papers, 80. 
3 1 James Douglas is considered to have been responsive to the problems Aboriginals faced, and to have 
genuinely desired their well-being. Nevertheless, he made many verbal promises which were not kept by 
succeeding officials, and which led many Aboriginal people to feel betrayed; see Carlson, You Are Asked lo 
Witness, 6 t -74. 



in locating and dividing our Reserves. . . . For many years we have been complaining of the 

land left us being too small. . . . and we have felt like men trampled on and are comrnenc ing 

to believe that the aim of the white men is to exterminate us as soon as they can, although we 

have always been quiet, obedient, kind and friendly to the whites?* The following year, 

Chief Alexis of Cheam, a Pilalt band near Seabird Island, wrote in the name of lower Fraser 

chiefs to James Leniban, the newly appointed second Indian Commissioner for the province. 

Alexis had been one of the signatories of Ayessik's letter, but this letter showed he was 

running out of patience, for he suggested that the money sent by the DIA to allow Lndians to 

celebrate the Queen's birthday should be returned, as the Queen had not persuaded the 

provincial government to grant them sufficient land to support their families in the new 

occupation of farming. A year had gone by since Chief Pierre's letter, and nothing had been 

done. Chief Alexis wrote of their despair as the land was increasingly taken up by White 

settlers, and suggested their only recourse might be to drive away the settlers who tried to 

pre-empt land that the Aboriginals wished to expand into. The letter elicited a testy reply 

fiom the provincial secretary, John Ash, who refused to submit it to the Lieutenant-Governor 

owing to its offensive  content^.'^ There were similar protests at this time fiom Aboriginal 

people in the Okanagan, where Father Charles Grandidier, OMI, strongly advocated fair 

dealing towards Aboriginal people, and enumerated their many valid complaints. He feared, 

as others did, an Indian war there.34 Native people were attempting to adapt to the new 

circumstances, but finding it increasingly difficult. 

While "Indians" had become the responsibility of the federal government after 

British Columbia's confederation with Canada in 187 1, the land needed for Indian reserves 

was still controlled by the province.'5 Clause Thirteen in the Terms of Union, which stated 

that the province would convey such lands to the dominion to be held in trust for the Indians, 

also referred to the liberal manner in which the province had hitherto dealt with its Indians. It 

" Peter Ayessik and LO9 others to the Indian Commissioner for the Province of British Columbia, 14 July 
1 874, Papers, 1 37. 
33 Chief Alexis to James Lenihan, IS May 1875; John Ash to James Lenihan, 26 May 1875, NAC RGlO reel C- 
10106, vol. 3612, file 3763. 

Father Grandidier to the Editor of the Victoria Standard, 28 Aug. 1 874, Papers, 145-8. 
" When British Columbia joined Canada, its Aboriginal people, regardless of their wishes, were administered 
under the Indian Act, despite the vast majority never having amended their title to the land, nor having 
concluded treaties. For the St6:16 perspective see CarIson, You Are Asked to Wimers, 53-108. 



was not long before the complaints from Aboriginal people, such as Chiefs Pierre of Hope 

and Alexis of Cheam among others, reached Ottawa, and the dominion realized that provin- 

cial liberality in reserve size was an egregious misrepresentation of the facts. After extended 

wrangling about how many acres per family were appropriate, a compromise was reached, 

whereby a joint federal-provincial Indian Reserve Commission was set up to evaluate 

individual cases and allocate reserves without determining a fixed acreage beforehar~d.'~ 

It took until May 1879 for Sproat, by this time the sole Reserve Commissioner, to 

arrive in the lower canyon and upper Fraser Valley. During May, June and August he 

allocated reserves for the Tait and Pilalt groups. Hamar Foster has pointed out that Sproat, 

like most of his contemporaries, was a proponent of what has been called the agricultural 

argument, which maintained that agricultwalists have a natural right to displace hunters and 

gatherers because the latter have failed to "exploit the resources of forest and field that could 

sustain the growing populations of more industrious cultures." And while Sproat saw such 

colonizers as superior, unlike others who espoused this view, he believed that Aboriginal 

people were entitled to a sufficient share of land and  resource^.^' He firmly believed in the 

responsibility of colonizers to act with justice towards Native people, and was sympathetic 

towards those who had suffered "injuries and discouragements" at the hands of non-Native 

settlers. Moreover, writing in 1868, he felt the Crown should have retained more authority to 

ensure that local settler governments treated Aboriginal people with humanity3* Perhaps he 

had in mind the increasingly intolerant attitudes in Victoria since Governor Douglas had 

retired four years earlier. 

From the perspective of the late twentieth century, Sproat is an enigmatic figure. 

Some, like Christopher Bracken, have unequivocally castigated him as an agent of 

col~nialisrn?~ Cole Harris characterized him as an agent of a disciplinary regime, charged 

with imposing an alien land system which stripped Aboriginal people of much of their 

'' Titley, A N m w  Virion, 136. Titley has given a helpful summary of the three-way tussle over land, between 
Aboriginal people, the province and the dominion, in Chapter 8 "Land Claims in British Columbia." 
'' Foster, "Letting Go the Bone," 34. Foster said this version of the agricultural argument was espoused by 
Emer de Vattel, an influential eighteenthcentury writer. It is an argument that still bas c m c y  in Britisb 
Columbia today; see aiso Gilbert Malcolm Sproat, The Nootka: Scenes and Studies of Swage Lre (1 868; 
reprint, ed. Charles Lillad, Victoria: Sono Nis Press, 1987), 8, 183. 
" Sproat, me NootAa, 1934. 
'' Bracken, The Potlatch Pupers, 12-22 and passim. 



power. However, as a man who believed in property and law, he would defend equally, 

Aboriginal, Chinese or White settlerdo Others, like Robin Fisher, have portrayed him more 

sympathetically. Fisher said that Sproat became increasingly critical of provincial 

government dealings with Aboriginal people and more sympathetic to Aboriginals' predica- 

ment, and that the settler government's displeasure at his "liberality" towards Native people 

may have led to his resignation as Reserve Commissioner in 1880. As Fisher put it, Sproat 

paid the price of allowing the Indian land policy to lapse into something approaching fair 

treatment for the 1ndiansO4' hr 1882, Sproat wrote a long letter to the Governor General 

about the state of Indian affah in Canada. In it, he strongly advocated the study of Canadian 

Aboriginal languages, religions, myths and legends, "the outcome of perhaps thousands of 

years of human history" which he felt were worthy of being examined and recorded before 

they were lost.42 Not many of his contemporary British Columbians would have been as 

thoughtfid, and fewer still would have cared. While Sproat believed in the right to colonize, 

he appeared to have become uncomfortable by the processes it entailed - yet in his work as a 

Reserve Commissioner he was at the very epicentre. 

Two letters from Sproat, written the day before he allocated the Seabird Island 

reserve, revealed this ambivalence. In one, he responded to the proposal for an Indian agent 

in the Kamloops district by advising that "the Indians' views upon the agent whose name is 

suggested should also be quietly ascertained." He offered to make ''unofficial enquiries" of 

some of the Kamloops chiefs when he attended the "great Lytton meeting.'*' This shows a 

man who was alert to Aboriginal sensibilities and knew the desirability of a cooperative 

relationship with them. The same day he wrote another letter, which suggested that he was in 

favour of undermining the very chiefly authority he was proposing to tap into at Lytton. He 

suggested that subdividing W a n  reserves into individual holdings would mean "the evils of 

chiefship can be lessened and quietly extinguished in time," maintaining that chiefs often 

MS. The Resettlement of Britkh Columbia, 126-8. 
4 1 Fisher, "An Exercise in Futility," 90. 
'* G. M. Sproat to Governor General (Marquis of Lome), date obliterated, but received in late 1882 or early 
1883. NAC RGlO, reel C-10107, vol. 3617, file, 4563. 
" G. M. Spmat to SGIA, 12 June 1879, INAC LTS, vol. 2, Sproat Letterbook 3, p. 300. Indian agents were not 
appointed until 1 88 1, so this was a new idea for British Columbia; see Bracken, The PotIatch Papers, 61. The 
Lytton meeting is mentioned in many sources, but in depth in Douglas Harris, "The Mha7k@mx Meeting at 
Lynon, 1879, and the Rule of Law," BC Studies 108 (Winter 1995/%): 5-25. 



forced younger men to Limit cultivation to prevent them fiom becoming powerful. Moreover, 

it would give the government a way of "admonishing the idle and encouraging the indus- 

trious." He believed, as did others, that reserve agriculture and the incentives that attached to 

possession of private property were to be the main means of salvation for Aboriginals - that 

is, of transforming them into civilized people. However, he suggested it would be fairer if 

the Aboriginal people did the subdivision themselves, according to each family's needs." 

Sproat thought they had already begun the "civilizing" process, remarking on another 

occasion that they were very observant and acute "and already are far indeed fiom being 

savages .'" 
In mid-June, 1879, Sproat worked his way downriver apportioning reserves for 

various groups of Tait Indians: Skawahlook (two reserves near Ruby Creek) on 1 1 June, 

Ohamil (two reserves, Wahleach Island and one on the left bank) on 12 June, Skw'atets or 

Peters band (two) on 13 June, and Popkum on 16 June. Also on 13 June he assigned the 

whole of Seabud Island '"for all the Indians between chearn [sic] and Spuzzum - namely 

Popkum, Skawtits, Ohamil, Ska-wSh-look, Hope, Union Bar, and Yale Indians." It was not 

until August that he assigned several reserves each between Ruby Creek and Spumun for 

the rest of the Tait bands: the Yale, Union ~ a r ~ ~  and Hope Indians. H i s  Minutes of Decision 

and Field Minutes reveal the difficulties of reconciling the competing claims to the land, and 

his belief in the right to colonize can be seen in clear conflict with his desire for justice for 

the Aboriginal people, who were inevitably - he felt - being displaced. As he fitted together 

this patchwork landscape he endeavoured to disturb the newcomers, whether Chinese or 

White, as little as possible. No matter how humanely undertaken, pushing Aboriginal people 

aside to allow non-Native settlement still involved the accumulation of lands and resources, 

without permission, by newcomers to whom these did not belong. Creating reserves was also 

" G. M. Sproat to SGIA, 12 June 1879, INAC LTS, vol. 2, Sproat Letterbook 3, pp. 301-6. Some chiefs (as 
well as other Aboriginal people) also Liked the idea of subdividing the land into lots: for example, Chief Pierre 
of Hope, speaking before the Royal Commission in 19 1 4,19 1 3- 16 Royal Commission, 349. 
" G. U Spmat to SGIA, 5 Dec. 1878, NAC RGIO, reel C-10117, vol. 3670, file 10770. 
" See Figure 1. The Union Bar Aboriginal people had traditionally lived just north of Hope on the left bank of 
the riverw, American Bar people lived on the right bank. While he does not mention the American Bar, Sproat 
noted that the Hope, Yale and Union Bar Indians saw themselves as distinct groups. Yet Union Bar was 
included with Yale in the DIA census, according to Sproat, and he referred to them in Field Minutes as the 



about constructiag boundaries between colonized and colonizers, and the inscribing of 

differentiation on the ground, as the Indian Act had inscribed it in law!' 

The creation of a reserve normally brought into being the legal category, "Indian 

band," whereby specific Indians were designated to use a certain reserve, or reserves, but at 

Seabird Island Sproat did what he had occasionally done elsewhere, and allotted the island in 

common to several Indian bands. He also gave it provisional status - that if the reserve had 

not been "sufficiently used" in six years, then the unused portion should cease to be lndian 

land. In his Field Minute he noted that "Between Popkum and above Yale there is scarcely 

any area of suitable land for Indian reserves. The reserves they have are of thin poor soil 

easily spoiled by cropping and are really more residential or timber or poor stock runs than 

anything else, except in patches here and there." He continued, 'The Yale Indians in 

particular had no good land and I had to find them some.'48 He meant, of come, that they 

had no land suitable for cultivation, for their reserves were ideally situated for their 

traditional lifestyle centred on the salmon fishery, and Indians fiom Yale to Hope owned 

some of the choicest fishing stations on the river. However, the canyon had been drastically 

altered by the gold rush - with the construction of flumes, ditches, terraces, miners' cabins, 

settlements and the wagon road - and their traditional pursuits had been grossly interfered 

with. One Aboriginal village at Union Bar completely disappeared, excavated away by 

placer minen while the inhabitants were away picking berried9 

By 1879 the gold rush had passed, but its remnants still posed an impediment for 

traditional Aboriginal pursuits. The scattered cabins and farms of newcomers took up much 

of the scant cultivable land in the canyon, and some minen, often Chinese, were still 

Union Bar Subgroup. G. M. Sproat, INAC LTS, vol. l8:272. (However, Duff's table of Tait population in 
1879 shows Yale and Union Bar as being separately counted bands; Duff, The Upper Stalo Indians, 28,42.) 
" Canada, Department of Indian AffaiR and Northem Development, Schehle of Indian Reserves, 1970, Vol. 
158457 passim. The date for the allotment of Skawahiook is 13 June in the Schedule of Indian Reserve, but 
1 1  June in Sproat's Minute of Decision, see G. M. Sproat, INAC LTD, vol. l8:218-226. For an illuminating 
article about the process of reserve-making and Peter O'Reilly's term as Reserve Commissioner, 1880-98, see 
Kenneth Brealey, "Travels From Point Ellice: Peter O'Reilly and the Indian Reserve System in British 
Columbia," BC Studies 1 1 511 16 (Autuma/Winter l997/98): 1 81 -236. 

G. M. Sproat., Field Minute, INAC LTS, vol. 18:309. It is unclear whether Sproat was referring here to the 
Yale band specifically, or to the Yale, Union Bar, and American Bar people, or to the DIA's administrative 
district of Yak which stretched fiom Yale to Popkum. 
Tbis incident is related in Calson, You Are Asked to Witness, 62. For the St&:lii perspective on the gold rush 

see also 60-5,114-15 and passim. 



washing for gold. Sproat had difficulty assigning new, or con£irming previously allocated, 

reserves between Hope and Yale, having to dodge stillsperating flumes, cabins and pre- 

emptions. He did not usually think it expedient to interfere with newcomers' land or their 

all-important water rights, even when this encroached on Indian settlements which needed 

irrigation for cultivation to be possible. He noted one reserve had been exhaustively logged 

by a Hope sawmiller, and he occasionally permitted the minedpre-emptoa to continue to log 

reserve timber for flume repair. Of one place, where the Indians hoped to grow surplus hay 

for sale, he said, 'ho white settler could make anything of it." Yet he persevered, realizing 

that the canyon was "the people's country.. .and they would not go elsewhere for 

residen~e."~~ This remark clearly indicated that the allocation of Seabird Island, below the 

canyon in the upper Fraser Valley, was for agricultural usage, and not necessarily for 

residence. His Minute of Decision also stated as much. Yet in subsequent years, the basis on 

which White settlers requested access to farm Seabird Island was that Aboriginal people had 

not taken up residence there. In responding to these demands, DIA officials had to keep 

rediscovering and reminding themselves - and the settlers - that residence was not the issue. 

Aboriginal people in Hope had another problem besides the destruction of canyon 

environment - a town had boomed in their midst and a wagon road now cut through their 

land. Most of them had moved downriver a few miles to "Chawuthen" (or Chawathil) on the 

right bank,'' and Sproat confirmed and reshaped two reserves for them there, remarking that 

Mr. Grey ''very likely.. .will complain that he is shut in between 2 reserves. He always has 

been, and I have made the reserve of the best shape to suit him." He does not record if the 

Aboriginal people objected to Mr. Grey. In assigning grassland there he noted that Natives 

were to have a "considerable portion" but ''not all of it, as the cattle of white settlers may 

feed in that locality." In Hope itself he assigned right of access to fishing places, but in such 

G. M. Spmat Field Mimae, INAC LTS, vol. 18:272-91 and Minutes of Decision, 196-222. For a detailed 
examination of the canyon h r n  Spuzzum northward, Maka'pamux territory, see Harris, The Resettlement of 
British Columbia, Chapter 4, "The Fraser Canyon Encountered." 
" Spoat, in 1879, said the move took place around 1858 (INAC LTS vol. l8:294); in 1950, Duff said it 
happened in about 1870 (Duff, The Upper Stalo Indium, 41); Chief Pierre Ayessik of Hope before the Royal 
Commission in 1914, said 1894 (191 3- t 6 Royal Commission, 344). In view of Stb:l6 mobility perhaps all hold 
some truth and there were comings and goings at different times. 



a manner as least inconvenienced non-Native settlers, and he emphasized that Indians were 

not to occupy these places except in their fishing season?* 

At Skawahlook, on the right bank of the Fraser near Ruby (or Lukseetsissum) Creek, 

Native people had complained about Chincse miners who were cultivating on their 

settlement. Sproat noted that the miners' ditch which crossed the new reserve had been made 

at considerable expense, and so allowed them to continue, but forbade them to cultivate 

reserve land.53 Sproat found that the old Ohamil reserve, just across the river from Ruby 

Creek, was "shut in by white men's claims" and so assigned them nearby Wahleach Island as 

well, for a small stock run. He revoked a prior claim to the island by a Yale Indian, Sala- 

Sheatle (Captain Tom) in favour of the Ohamil. He also gave the Indians equal rights with 

Mr. Jones to cut timber for steamboat fuel, but he did not lay out a reserve there "as it would 

interfere with Mr.  ones."'^ 
The Aboriginal people fiom Skw'atets, on the left bank of the Fraser, asked Sproat to 

settle a dispute they were having with Thomas Hicks, who had pre-empted land on the right 

bank, across Maria Slough fiom the northwest end of Seabud Island. The dispute was over a 

large cranberry marsh adjoining Hicks's land, and because a bargain between them had 

broken down, Hicks had forbidden the Native people to pick berries and cut rushes for mats. 

Sproat told Hicks he had no right to stop them, but Sproat did not reserve any portion of the 

marsh "not wishing to multiply reserves," and believing, somewhat perversely in the 

circumstances, that no settler whose land it became in the W e  would try to prevent 

Aboriginal people fiom using the area - when clearly Hicks had done just that, even though 

it was not his landss (Figure 3). 

Hicks wanted permission for a road across Seabird Island to a steamboat landing on 

the Fraser, as he said the steamer could not come up Maria Slough to his f m .  This road 

may already have been built, as "Hicks' Trail" is on a sketch map of Seabird Island done by 

A. S. Fame11 "to accompany letter to G. M. Sproat Esq. Indian Commissioner 6" June 

'' G. M. Sproat, Minutes of Decision and Field Minutes, WAC LTS, vol. 18:214-16,294-5. 
53 Ibid, 218,297. 
" Ibid, 220,302-4. 
" Ibid., 305-8. 



1879"'~ (Figure 4). At the end of Hick's Trail, at the northeast tip of the island, the map 

marks skidroads, sheds and rollways, and sandy and gravelly ground - presumably where the 

landing was. Both Natives and White settlers, up and down the river, cut timber for sale to 

the steamboats. Seabird Island was a prime site for such activity; later, fuelwood was also 

cut there and sold to the CPR." According to Farwell's map, with the exception of this 

northeast comer, the northeast half of the island was heavily forested with green timber: 

cedar, maple, spruce and cottonwood, and had good soil. The southwest half was marked as 

"burnt timber, good soil, not flooded in 1876, about 2,000 acres easily cleared." Hicks also 

asked Sproat if the Indians could fence in all their "patches" because he could not keep his 

cattle from crossing the shallow slough between his farm and Seabird ~sland.'~ This indicates 

that there was already some cultivation on the island, probably of potatoes. Indeed the sketch 

map shows that "Capt. John," a Union Bar Indian, had a garden near the south side of 

Hicks's Trail, and that a "Captain's House and garden (Yale Indian)" was on the river bank 

on the east side of the island. And at the southeast end was marked "Ah Young's house and 

garden." An "old ranch" is also shown at the northwest tip of the Strangely, Sproat 

does not mention the three users of the island in his Field Minute, 

Although there was no permanent Aboriginal village on Seabird Island when Sproat 

laid out the reserve, then is evidence that Aboriginal people had lived on and used Seabird 

Island for hundreds (perhaps thousands) of years.60 An archeological inventory has located 

eighteen sites on or near the island, although none appear to have been dated6' There are 

several clusters of pithouse sites, burial mounds, hearthsites and ovens, and sites where stone 

" Map by A. S. Fanvell, 6 Iune 1879, WAC LTS, vol. 9 1  A9a; reproduced as Figure 4. 
P. McTieman to I. W. Powell, 29 Iune 1888, NAC RGlO, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. 

" G. M. Sproat, Field Minute, INAC LTS, vol. l8:3O%IO. Apparently neither Farwell nor Sproat recognized 
the ditiiculties of clearing the huge stumps, Aboriginal people could not obtain stumping powder as cheaply as 
White settlers who belonged to farming organizations, and a Seabird Island timber-for-cash deal in 1922 saw 
stumping powder and stumppulling equipment as part of the payment; see J. D. McLean to H. Graham, 23 
Dec. 1922, NAC RG10, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file, 301 65-S(2). 
59 This may be what is ref& to as Site 12, 'Liay  Johnson site," in the BC Archeology Site Inventories. 
Seabird Isfmd, Seabird Island band [hereafter: SBI band], Mere two buried hearth features were noted in 
1987, with a note saying that "archeological remains probably exist along much of this ridge." 

Archeological evidew fhm elsewhere in the Upper St&D area shows continuw human occupancy for 
some nine to ten thousand years; Gordon Mohs, 'Yhe Upper St6:Ia lndians of British Columbia: An Ethno- 
Archaeological Review" (unpublished ms. St6:IiS Nation, lM), 23. 
'' BC Archeology Site Inventories, Seabird I h d ,  SBI band 



tools have been found. One site was known traditionally as a camp for smoking salmon, and 

a pithouse cluster on an inland slough was probably a refuge from raiding parties. A pithouse 

site at the south end was thought to contain human burials from a smallpox At 

the northern end there was once a major village called Sq'ewqel, which means "turn in the 

river" in Halq'emeylem. Sproat believed it to be the Aboriginal name for the whole island, 

and spelled it Sk6-a-kull (Sk6w A kul on Farwell's map). Duff reported that the people fiom 

Sq'ewqel moved across the Fraser to Skw'atets to get away from attacks by Douglas Indians 

(fiom Harrison Lake), possibly sometime after 1839. Edmond Lorenzetto, Duff's source for 

the Tait, said that he "remembers, as a boy, seeing old Chief Charlie, then a very old man, 

who as a child had been orphaned by a Douglas raid and had taken part in the movement to 

[~kw'atets]."~~ Lorenzetto was about fifty-five when he spoke with Duff in 1949150. This 

move to Skw'atets is corroborated by a petition fiom Skw'atets people to Indian agent Harry 

Graham in 19 18. They claimed a right to Seabird Island as it was where their ancestors had 

lived, and among the signatories was "Old Charlie still living today who was born on that 

~s l and . "~~  The site marked as Sq'dwqel in the archeology inventory was near the northeast 

tip and has been partly washed away by the river, erosion that the archeological report 

suggested was exacerbated by the building of a dyke across Maria Slough to accommodate 

the Canadian Pacific ~ a i l w a ~ . ~ ~  Duff reported that prior to dyking, the slough was a 

favourite place for bag-netting sturgeon. Sturgeon had been a shared resource and had drawn 

people fiom Tait, Pilalt, Chilliwack and Nicomen villages every ~umrner.6~ 

Sproat's three qualifications about Seabird Island - the time h e  within which it 

had to be used, in what ways, and by whom - proved problematic for the next seventy-nine 

years, and raise several questions. First, the six-year time limit for using the island suggests 

an ambivalence on Sproat's part, in that he clearly did not wish to "impede settlement" by 

" Lynn Ross, ofthe Coqualeetza Cultural Education Centre, told me that another, older name for the islaad was 
Quarantine Island I was unable to follow up on her comment, but pertraps it is connected with this, or other 
such burial sites on the island; Lynn Ross, personal communication, 12 Feb. 1998. 
" Duff, The Upper Stah Indim, 40. 

SMatets Indians to H. OPahsm, 6 Dec. 191 8, NAC RG10, reel C-12144, vol. 7859, file 301 65-S(1). 
Site 18, BC Archeology Sife Iwent0n'e.s: Seabird island, SBI band. The most recent conjecture concerning 

the location of Sq'dwqel is that it may not have been at Site 18, but elsewfiere near the north end. Sonny 
McHdsie, personal communication, 14 Jan. 1 999. 
66 Duff, The Upper Slalo Indians, 68. 



"locking up the land" for Indians unnecessarily. It shows he knew how valuable the land 

was, and that despite being an island it might one day prove attractive to non-Native settlers, 

although none had shown interest in it during the preceding twenty years, except for logging. 

Second, the implied qualification that the land must be "sufficiently used . . . in the opinion 

of the government of Canada" was a warning that it must be used in some unspecified, 

approved fashion. As this thesis will show, arguments would lob back and forth for several 

years between local DIA officials and Ottawa about just what was meant by "sufficiantiy 

used." Did establishing a few potato patches suffice, while the Natives took wage labour 

working to build the CPR, or in the booming canneries, or in the hopyards? Or did 

Aboriginal people have to reside there and farm the land?" White settier neighbours, the 

provincial government, and some federal government officials had no doubt that by not resi- 

ding on the reserve and clearing farms within the six-year limit, the Indians had forfeited the 

land, although the DIA, going by the letter of the law - at least at first - was not always so 

sure. 

Third, which bands should share the island is the most intriguing qualification of all. 

Why did Sproat allocate it for the seven named bands? Why, in another memo 

accompanying Farwell's sketch map, did he specifically say it was for "Yale Indians Proper 

and other tribes down to but not including  hea am"?^* Why not Chearn? When examining 

the Cheam reserve three days later he said it was "totally unfit for agricultural purposes and 

is a poor run for stock" and "not.. .at all suitable for the people who are active and 

industrious under their vigourous [sic] chief Alexis," and although he allotted them 

additional land nearby, sufficient for their current needs, he realized they were likely to 

increase in number. And while the combined area of the two reserves allotted to Cheam on 

opposite banks was larger than most of the Sto:la reserves upriver, Hope band's Chawuthen 

reserve was larger. 

To determine why the allocation was made to those seven specific bands, and not 

others such as Cheam and Spuzzum which were also short of agricultural land, we should 

67 By 1919 Aboriginal people were growing a wide variety of produce on Seabird Island, including oats, hay, 
wheat, potatoes, peas and other vegetables, and h i t ;  see Figure 2. 

G. M Sproat's note accompanying map, 5 Aug. 1879, INAC LTS, vol. Y1: 19. 



ask what contribution Aboriginal people might have made in the Seabird Island reserve 

allotment. There is evidence to suggest that the seven bands did have a say. In speaking 

before the Royal Commission in 19 14, Chief James of Yale stated that 

I succeeded one Chief, an aged man by the name of Liquitarn - Yes we have come 
and sized up this Island ourselves and Chief Luquitam [sic] was with us; he came 
around this Island in a canoe - we had Mr. Sproat in the canoe, and then this Chief 
Liquitam said we want a post here at the head of this Island, then after that we came 
around this Island and planted another one at this end, and then we said that we 
would take up this Island for this reason it was taken up at that time because it was 
the opinion of this Chief that in the case of the Indians becoming so numerous and 
the people in the upper country would get so numerous they could come 
here. . . ."[sic] 

In 19 14 the Commissioners asked Felix Joe, a resident of Seabird Island and originally fiom 

Cheam, for what reasons Sproat had set aside the island as a reserve. He replied, "At that 

time when this island was laid out by the request of some of the Chiefs, it was set or laid out 

for the future Indians that might grow up after they had died."" Similarly, after a 19 18 

meeting of people from the seven bands with residents of Seabird Island concerning the 

issue of ownership, Jndian agent Harry Graham reported that Chief Pierre of Hope "claims 

that he was present with the six other Chiefs when they asked Commissioner Sproat for the 

said Island for the purpose of settling the future generations on it, and for any other Indian of 

the seven bands who might find the land on his reserve not suitable for cultivation."'' Thus, 

according to Aboriginal people, the chiefs of the seven bands met together and asked Sproat 

for the island; and at least the Yale chief and the future Yale chief were in the canoe with 

Sproat when he was marking out the reserve boundary. However, Sproat himself makes no 

mention of their presence, nor of any input fiom them. "The Yale Indians in particular had 

no good land and I had to find them some" was all he said.72 

Other, more inferential evidence of Aboriginal involvement might be Sproat's 

obvious desire to cooperate with Aboriginal people, as in his suggestion about consulting 

69 Chief James of Yale's testimony, 1 9 1 3- 1 6 Royal Commission, 372. 
70 Felix Joe's testimony, ibid, 385. 
" H. Graham to J. D. McLean, 14 Dec. 191 8, NAC RGlO, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 30165-S(1). Of course 
this was filtered through Graham, who m y  or may not have conveyed correctly the nuances of the discussion 
witb refetence to the reasons for Aboriginal settlement on the island. 
G. M. Sproat, Field Minute, INAC LTS, vol. 18:309. 



Kamloops chiefs over the name of a possible Indian agent. Moreover, Sproat admired the 

way Governor James Douglas had handed the Aboriginal affairs of the colony while in 

office, and described himself as a pupil of Douglas, "the greatest Indian administrator this 

continent has produced."73 Was he attempting to live up to the spirit of Douglas's 

instructions to William Cox when the first reserves were laid out on the mainland in 186 1, to 

"define their extent as they may be severally pointed out by the Indians thernsel~es"?~~ in an 

1 878 letter to the Deputy SGIA, Lawrence Vankough.net, Sproat complained about the 

administration of Indian affairs in British Columbia, noting that since Douglas had left office 

in 1864 "the plain truth is that the whole thing is a muddle and a disgrace," and somewhat 

surprisingly, "even before he left office he could not get his official orders carried out as to 

the Indians." He continued, "the lesson to be learned.. .is humility and caution in dealing 

with the affairs of 30 to 40,000 fellow subjects."75 Would humility and caution have 

prompted him to listen and act on the seven chiefs' wishes concerning Seabird Island? 

Ifthe chiefs of the seven bands had contributed to the reserve allocation, perhaps 

even suggested it, it seems reasonable that they might have acted in accordance with pre- 

existing tribal boundaries, or kinship connections, by asking that only the seven Tait bands 

should share it, and by asking Sproat to specifically exclude Cheam, which was Pilalt. How- 

ever, nowhere in the documents searched for this study were the words Tait and Pilalt used: 

not in Sproat's Minutes of Decision, nor in other DIA documents, nor in either of the 

Commission trauscripts; yet Duffs informants are using them in 1949-50, as were 

Aboriginal people interviewed by Oliver Wells in 1 964. 76 

Therefore, although the documentary evidence is sparse, it raises the possibility that 

Sproat, Chief Likwetem, and the other six chiefs made the decision together to allocate the 

Seabird Island reserve in accordance with tribal boundaries, or a Tait subgroup alliance, or 

kinship ties. And - as it is difficult to believe that Sproat's specific exclusion of Chearn was 

n G. M. Sproat to Governor General (Marquis of tome), date obliterated, but received in late 1882 or early 
1883. NAC RG10, reel C-10107, vol. 361 7, file, 4563,l. 
" R C. Moody to W. G. Cox, 6 Mar. 1 861, Papers, 2 1. 
" G. M. Sproat to L. Vankoughnet., 27 [or 291 Nov. 1878, NAC RGl 0, reel C-10117, vol. 367 1, me, 10776. 
76 Hany Edwards (former chief and grandson of Chief Alads of Chesm) told Wells how to pronounce Pilalt in 
Halq'em&ylem, and where the Pilalt villages were. Wells, The Chilliwach and Their Neighbours, 97- 104. I 
understand fiom Keith Carlson that tbe name Tait was pencilled in on a map used by Joseph W. Trutch. 
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accidental - in so doing they acted in territorial opposition to the Pilalt and others. Once 

having temtory in common, the seven banddtribal subgroup coalition might then have been 

predisposed to continue in alliance as they later contested its ownership with various 

Aboriginal groups - specifically the Nlaka'pamux and the Pilalt people from Cheam. 

In view of the fact that many of the Aboriginal people who settled Seabird Island 

were not fiom the seven Tait bands, and that the inter-band dispute over the island seemed 

divided along tribal lines, the impetus for the reserve allocation, and Aboriginal participation 

in it, is important. However, the fiequent intermarriage among Sto:l6 tribal groups, and 

between St6:la and Nlaka'pamw people, substantially complicated the issue about who was 

"eligible" to settle on Seabird Island and who was not - particularly as the DLA appeared to 

consider only the husband's band affiliation in determining such "eligibility." In addition, 

the conclusion that Sproat was not acting alone raises questions about whether his other 

reserve allocations had similar Aboriginal input. Many non-Native settlers believed Sproat 

was far too liberal with the allocations," although documents examined for this thesis show 

that he was canfit1 to work around settlers' claims and pre-emptions as much as possible. 

Where there was a direct conflict, Aboriginal people were often, but not always, the losers. 

Fisher. .*An Exercise in Futility," passim. 



CHAPTER 11 

HOLDING THE LAND 

... but it is the land we want .... 
Mr. CunniLlgham of New Westminster, before the Royal Commission, 19 14' 

A@ heart is pained that this island will be lost ... therefore I have come over here to 
help to hold this Island 

Chief Harry of Cheam, before the Royal Commission, 1 9 1 4' 

The years fiom 1887 to 19 14, crucial in the history of the reserve, were marked by a 

fierce contest over the land between Aboriginal people and White settlers, which in turn 

initiated the other two disputes: between province and dominion, and among the Native 

people themselves. Increasing numbers of White settlers put enormous pressure on the DIA 

to open the island for non-Aboriginal settlement. The department resisted, then buckled, but 

nothing came of its plans to sell or lease half the island, primarily because all seven bands 

did not agree, and the initiative was overruled by the Justice Department. In 191 4 a Royal 

Commission heard representations &om both Aboriginals and Whites, and its recommenda- 

tions touched off the dispute between the province and dominion over a proposed cut-off. 

Thomas Hicks, the first White settler across Maria Slough fiom Seabird Island, 

arrived in about 1866 and built up successful peach and plum orchards. With a regular train 

service to Agassiz after 1886, more settlers arrived, and the pressure to find good, cultivable 

land increased. Hicks was joined on the slough by neighbows called Dumas and M. 

Michaud, and the Agassiz area became known for exporting potatoes as well as fruit? It was 

not long before some people began looking in the direction of Seabird Island. 

The first round in this early contest for the island occurred in 1887 and 1888 when 

dominion land and timber agents - employees of the Ministry of the Interior - attempted to 

have the reserve cancelled. In late 1887 a dominion land agent in New Westminster sent a 

surveyor's report on the island to his superior, Thomas White, the Minister of the Interior, 

who was also the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs. The land agent explained that he 

' Mr. Cunningham's testimony, 191 3- 16 Royal Commission, 40 1. 
2 Chief Harry of Chearn's testimony, ibid., 374. 
3 J. J. Woods, The Agms~-~(117iSon VaIZey: Hktory and Development (1 94 1 ; 1 958; reprint, Chilliwack: 
M d o t t  Publishing, l986), 4-25. 



had had to r e h e  numerous applications to squat on the island, on account of it being an 

Indian reserve, noting that it was "one of the finest localities in the district" with excellent 

agricultural potential that could support tlurty families. He asked that the reserve be can- 

celled because six years had elapsed and the Indians had not occupied the land, nor appeared 

to need it. There was "much dissatisfaction" locally because the land was held by the Indian 

Department "to the exclusion of bona fide settlers." The minister suggested referring the 

matter to the Department of Justice, although there is no record of this at that time.' 

In response, the local Indian agent, Patrick McTiernan, reported that in 1885 he had 

informed the Indians upon what conditions the reserve had been allotted to them, and that 

twentyeight Indians from five of the seven bands were making good use of the land, grow- 

ing mostly potatoes and other vegetables. These people had never understood that they were 

to take up permanent residence, and were "exceedingly annoyed" that they might lose the 

land for that reason. McTieman reported that they had not made more progress in clearing 

land as they could e m  good wages in CPR construction work; in this they were no different 

from many White ~e t t l en .~  in sending this report to Ottawa, BC Indian Superintendent 

Powell wrote that "much trouble and dissatisfaction if not injustice" would result if the 

reserve was cancelled, and that when the CPR and cannery work decline the other reserves 

would be insufficient to support the Indians by agriculture alone. He added that in British 

Columbia generally, and along the Fraser River in particular, reserves were too few and too 

small; but that notwithstanding, the Department of the Interior wanted to curtail reserves in 

several areas of the province.7 

Chiefs fiom the seven bands, including L h e t e m  of Yale and Pierre of Hope, wrotc 

to McTiernan that "[wle understand it is the intention of the Government to take away fiom 

us a portion of our Reserve known as Sea Bud Island for which we feel very sorry, as our 

Reserves are not large enough to enable us to cultivate and make a comfortable living." They 

' H. 8. W. Aihnaa to T. Wbite, 3 Nov. 1887, NAC RGl 0, reel C- 10 139, vol. 3795, file 46607- 1. John A. 
Macdonald had kept the title of Superintendent General of Indian AEah when he relinquished the Ministry of 
the Interior in 1883, but on 2 Oct. 1887 the office of SGIA was transferred back to the Minister of the Interior, 
Bill Russell, The White Man's Paper Burden, 53 fh 7. 

J. R Hail to L. Vankougbnet, 22 Mar. 1888, NAC RG10, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. 
6 P. McTieman to I. W. Powell, IS May 1888, ibid; see Table 1. 
I. W. Powell to T. White, 17 May 1888, ibid. 
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explained that work was scarce since completion of the railway and they needed the island to 

support their families. "We think it very hard that the whites should be allowed to take up 

large pieces of land while we poor M a n s  have not enough for o~rselves."~ They felt strong- 

ly enough to send a deputation with the letter to McTiernan at New Westminster and ask him 

to accompany them to Victoria to see Powell. McTieman persuaded them that their request 

would have strong support without their incurring hther expense. Accordingly, Powell 

wrote to Ottawa to ask for favourable consideration for their petition to keep the island, and 

a note in the margin by Wbite (or Vankoughnet) gave instructions to a DM official to inform 

the Deputy Minister in the Department of the Interior that "very great dissatisfaction will 

ensue among the Indians unless they are allowed to retain the Island." 

In the meantime, G. S. Higginson, a dominion crown timber agent for British 

Columbia, had complained to McTieman that he saw lndians cutting wood for the CPR on 

Seabird Island. He assumed that the land had been forfeited because the Indians had not 

made sufficient use of it, and he intended seizing the timber and charging the lndians with 

unlawfidly cutting wood.1° Another flurry of letters went to and fro and the Deputy Minister 

of the Interior was instructed to tell the timber agent not to interfere with the Indians on 

Seabird Island "or any other lands claimed by them, as otherwise serious difficulties may 

ensue."" But Powell and McTieman were also reprimanded for allowing the Indians to cut, 

without permission, even the fallen timber for sale to steamboat and railway companies.'2 

The reserve's status was dealt with in a W e r  letter from Vankoughnet to an acting Deputy 

Minister of the Interior, in which he said the SGIA/Minister of Interior did not consider it 

expedient to take the island away fiom the Indians, despite the six-year clause. l 3  

8 Chief Likwetem and ten other chie& and members of the seven bands to P. McTiernaa, 17 May 1888, ibid. 
9 I. W. Powell to T. White, 29 May 1888, ibid. 
'O T. S. Higgiuson to P. McTieman, 23 May 1 888, ibid In Higginson's words, the Indians had only planted 
**I00 feet square of potatoes, when they have so many thousands of acres of the most fertile land in the 
Province . . . lying idle . . .." 
" [unsigned copy] DIA official to A. W. Burgess, Deputy Minister of the Interior, 18 June 1888, ibid 
I* L. Vankoughnet[?] to I. W. Powell, 13 July 1888, ibid. It seemed the DIA wanted the reserves cleared in a 
systematic W o n  in preparation for cultivation, not indiscriminately across the reserve. Moreover, the agent 
was to see that enough timber was left for future generations of Indians. 
l3  L. Vankoughnet to J. R Hall, 12 OEt 1888, ibid. 



These were the first of several inter- and intra-ministerial disagreements over Seabird 

Island within the federal government: this one at the very seat of policy-making for Indian 

affairs - the DM and Ministry of the Interior. The exchange conjures up an extraordinary 

image of the two Deputy Ministers in a war of words while their political boss gave 

instructions to each in turn. It would appear to be a serious conflict of interest for the 

minister, which would become even more apparent during the time Edgar Dewdney held the 

combined positions, from 3 August 1888 to 16 October 1 892. 

Between 1889 and 1896 settlers stepped up the pressure on the Minister of the 

Interior and the DIA to have the island "opened up" for White settlement. This was a con- 

certed effort, not only fiom nearby settlers, but also fiom politicians at all three levels of 

govemment, as well as settlers throughout the Lower Mainland. The mayor of Vancouver, 

David Oppenheimer, wrote to Dewdney in 1 889 suggesting that Seabird Island should be 

opened up as British Columbia was losing settlers to the United States because of a land 

shortage? Meanwhile, V&ough.net was briefing Dewdney on British Columbia's Indian 

affairs. Although Dewdney had been Member of Parliament for Yale fiom 1 872 to 1 878, he 

had been out of the province since then, and was currently the MP for Assiniboia ~ast." 

Peter O'Reilly, then the Reserve Commissioner, advised against cancelling the reserve, as it 

would set a precedent which would see similar demands flooding in from across the 

province. Dewdney wrote on the bottom of the note "I agree."16 When Dewdney was in 

Vancouver in the fall of 1889, a delegation fiom the New Westminster Board of Trade met 

with him in an effort to change his mind. He was reported to have listened attentively1' - but 

took no action. 

'* D. Oppenbeiwr to E. Dewhey, 1 Mar. 1889, ibid Oppenheimer was misinformed about the size of the 
island, however, declaring it to be "over 10,000 acres of good land" - more than twice its actual size. 
" L. Vankoughnet to E. Dewdney, 8 Mar. 1889, ibid. There must have been some interesting personal 
dynamics between the two men. When Dewhey was Indian Commissioner for Manitoba and the North-West 
[sic] Territories, and afterwards Lieutenant Governor ofthe N-WT ( 1  879-88), his Indian policies there were 
thwarted by Vankoughnet's financial cut-backs, which Dewdney thought contributed to Cree unrest just prior to 
the Mdtis's North-West Rebellion. In 1888 he became Vankoughnet's immediate superior; see John L. Tobias, 
"Canada's Subjugation of the Plains Cree," in Readings in Canadion History: Post-Cotfiedertion, 2d ed, ed. 
R Douglas Francis and Donald B. Smith (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, l986), 1 1 1- 12; see also 
Leighton, "A Victorian Civil Servant at Work," 106-7. 
I6 P. O'ReiUy to E. Dewdney, 29 Mar. 1 889, NAC RG10, reel C-10 139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. 
" Clipping h m  the Brifi&h Columbiun of 9 Sept 1889, found in file 46607-1. 



Early in February, 189 1, twenty-seven White squatters built shacks on Seabird 

Island, after hearing rumours that the reserve was about to be "thrown open." Chief Charlie 

of Skw'atets had apparently said he did not mind White settlers, as his people did not have 

the energy to farm it alone and desired occasional wage work. All other local chiefs at this 

time wanted Seabird Island kept for their children and not settled by Whites, and the White 

settlers across the slough feared trouble between the Indians and squatten.'* 

Not surprisingly, this incident is remembered differently by the various people 

involved. According to Chief Harry of Cheam, as he recalled the events before the Royal 

Commission in ~ 9 1 4 , ' ~  Bishop Durieu had raised the alann that half the island was about to 

be taken over by non-Natives. Chief Harry explained that he had "therefore . . . come over 

here to help hold this Island." Durieu had encouraged him, and six Chearn families settled on 

Seabird Island at this time, which, according to Chief Harry, was before the squatters 

arrived." Chief Harry said he alerted McTiernan, and had to go to New Westminster to 

impress upon him the urgency of the matter. He said McTieman told him "I am getting tired 

telling the Indians to go ahead and improve this land - I have been telling the white men that 

the Indians will improve it and I am getting ashamed.. .and I cannot tell them that any 

longer." McTieman told him that government officials said the island would be opened up to 

Whites, and McTieman thought the Indians should fence in what they wanted to keep.?' 

Chief Harry told the agent he could not do that as it was already put aside for the use of 

Indians "from Yale to Popucum [sic]" and that "it is Indian land and it will stay Indian land." 

He emphasized that Aboriginal people had been "as fiiendly as possible to the white man" 

but that this was like a knife through their hearts, and that "the Indians may take weapons 

and fight their way through." He said that if there was violence it would be the officials who 

were to blame for throwing the land open, and he told McTieman he had failed to look after 

the interests of Indians. What sounded in the retelling like a heated exchange between chief 

and agent, ended with McTieman agreeing to go with Chief Harry to Hope to talk to Chief 

" A. W. Vowell to [?](DM Ottawa), 19 May 1891 ; F. Passingham to P. McTieman, 2 1 Feb. 189 1, ibid. 
'' Chief Hany of Cham's testimony, 191 3-16 Royal Commission, 373-8. 

This last point was disputed by the squatters. 
'' This does not appear in McTiexnan's version. Although the Commissioners questioned Chief Hany as to 
which government officials had made such statements, Chief Harry did not know. 



Pierre and other Indians. "Be sure and come" said Chief Hany "because we [do] not want to 

be fooled again." Chief Harry also recounted what happened when McTiernan talked to the 

squatten. He said the day after the Hope meeting that McTiernan 

walked through where the white men were sitting, and he said to those white 
men from house to house 'you will have to leave this Indian land' and he 
asked fiom each one individually if realiy he was going away, and then when 
they answered him that they were going away on a certain date the agent said 
'All right. 1 will come back again and see' and then he finished his wotk and 
put it down in his book. He said to the white men 'I will come back again.' 
Some of the white men really did leave this place, but some of them stayed 
behind and then McTiernan came back to see who was still there, and the 
Agent said to these white men 'If you don't go away I am going to get the 
police. Then McTieman went away again, and then he came back again with 
the policemen with him. They went through this land to see if anyone was 
hanging back, and then there were notices put on the doors of these white 
men's houses that if anyone should come on this land again they would go to 
gaol. Then the white men went away and they were together down at the 
station at Agassiz. . ..= 

According to the DIA records, where there is no specific mention of Chief Harry's 

part in events, McTiernan met at Hope, on 6 February 1 89 1, with seventy-five Indians 

representing bands fiom Spuzzum to Cheam who, he said, were "in the highest state of ex- 

citement" over the squatters, and who said that if the government did not remove the tres- 

passers they would do so themselves &'and use their rifles to do it." He advised them "to keep 

quiet'' and said that the government would remove them. McTieman then went with fifteen 

of the principal Indians to Seabird Island and found twenty squatters living in shanties who 

all refused to leave." By 6 March, having been delayed for several weeks by severe weather, 

McTiernan, acting on instructions fiorn Vankoughnet, had served twenty-seven trespassers 

with notices to vacate, and had read to each the appropriate section of  the Indian Act. He 

reported that all had agreed "without one exception" to leave as soon as they could get their 

furniture across the frozen slough." Meanwhile, Indian Superintendent A. W. Vowel1 had 

been assured by the Attorney General in Victoria that the provincial government would 

* Chief Hany of Cheam's testimony, 19 13- 16 Royal Commission, 377. 
* P. McTieman to A. W. Vowell, 10 Feb. 1891, NAC RGIO, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. 
" P. McTiernan to A. W. Vowell, 6 Mar. 1891, ibid This description ofMcTiernan9s second visit sounds like 
the first one described by Chief Hany, who in 1914 was rrcalling the events of twenty-thm years before. 



assist in removing the trespassers, if necessary.2s In early April, the Minister of the Interior 

received a petition to allow the squatters to stay, signed by forty-one residents of the district, 

including those in the Maria Slough area, but on 20 April 1 89 1 the last of the squatters were 

evicted.26 

As Chief Harry noted, the squatters did not go quietly as McTiernan had hoped. 

Three of the last to leave, W. E. Johnstone, T. J. Beatty, and Geo. H. Blair, made a sworn 

statement in Vancouver on 18 June 189 1. They said that when they settled on the island, 

about the first week in February, there were only three Indians living there (Sam fiom 

Cheam, Charlie fiom Skw'atets, and two brothers whose affiliation they did not know), 

although others were cutting wood for the CPR, and they saw potato and vegetable patches 

among the logs and stumps. AAer they had built houses and started clearing, 

a number of Indians, principally of the Cheam tribe, came on and cut some 
brush, and built a cabin or two; some of the Indians told us that the priests 
made them go on the Island. AAer working a week or so they left and did not 
come back till a short time before the visit of the Indian agent. On 20" April 
Mr. McTieman, Indian Agent, came up with a squad of policemen and 
ordered us off, and stated that he had orden to evict us and to put Indians in 
each of our houses. We then left the Island under protest, claiming that as the 
Indians had never occupied the land, they had fodeited their claim and that 
the Island was public lands and therefore open for ~ettlement.'~ 

Complicating the DM'S position on squatters was that one nonoIndian and his family 

had been allowed to stay at the time of the 1891 evictions. Ah Yuen, while not in the same 

category as the other squatters, had posed something of a problem for the DM for several 

years. Farwell's map of 1879 showed a house and garden on the island's southwestern tip 

belonging to a Chinese man, "Ah ~ o u n ~ , ' ' ~ ~  who was thought to have settled there in about 

1874, although he is not mentioned in any of Sproat's correspondence or Field Minutes 

" A. W. Vowell to L. Vaukoughnet, 12 Feb. 1891, ibid. Vowel1 had taken over as Indian Superintendent for 
British Columbia on I. W. Powell's retirement. 
'' Petition h m  Agassiz residents to E. Dewdney. Date obliterated, but written in March and received by the 
DIA on 14 Apr. 1891, ibid; House of Commons, Debates, "Indian Reserves in British Columbia," 28 Mar. 
1892,520. 

House of Commons, Debates, 28 Mar. 1892.520. 
The name is variously spelled Ah Young, Ah Yuan, Ah Yuen, ye we^^ aad f k d y  Ewen for his descendants. 

The information about him is compiled h m  documents on file 46607-1 dated between 1 March 1890 and 1 
June 1893. There is also a reference to him in the BC Sessional Papers, 1885, Indirm Reserves, vi-vii, which 
was located at Union of BC Indian Chiefis resource centre [UBCIC], LyttodLillooet District box 



(Figure 4). In 1885 McTiernan had received a complaint from Chief Likwetem that Ah Yuen 

was trespassing, and on instructions from Powell Ah Yuen was evicted that May. However, 

he had returned after about ten months, and he and his family had worked hard on the 

property ever since. He had married a Popkurn Indian women. Lucy Aleck, with whom he 

had five children, and by 1891 they had twenty-two acres cleared with 220 mature h i t  trees 

and three houses in fenced land, In March 1890 McTieman told him he had had another 

complaint and that he must leave or go to jail. James Wardle, the magistrate at Hope, wrote 

to his MP, John Mara, on Ah Yuen's behalf, and asked McTieman not to take action for the 

time being. 

A year later, when the White squatters were being evicted, McTieman again tried to 

evict Ah Yuen, and again Wardle intervened, ironically using the argument to Mara that 

squatters' rights should be protected. In May, after the White squatters had left, Ah Yuen 

was still there with his family and was visited by Vowell, who reported that he claimed 

Sproat had given him permission to stay?' Ah Yuen also told Vowell that he thought he had 

secured the land, as he had paid taxes for many years. Vowel1 judged him to be honest in this 

belief and recommended "favorable consideration of his claim," as did ~ c ~ i e r n a n . ~ '  

However, before the DM could make a decision, Ah Yuen died in the summer of 

189 1 while blasting stumps on his property. The settlement of his estate, which owed money 

to Wade and others, dragged on for some time, but by 1893 the DIA ruled that no 

compensation for improvements to the land could be paid to his widow as it was on a 

reserve, and the best they could do was to allow her and her children to stay on the property 

- as long as she remained unmarried. A tersely-worded letter fiom Vankoughnet to Vowel1 

informed him that when an Indian woman marries a non-Indian man she loses her Indian 

status and their children take the status of their father?' It seems hardly credible that the 

-- 

?I If this is the case, why he was not mentioned in the Field Minutes is a puzzle. Sproat appeared to be taking 
pains to avoid such difficulties, such as with the two Chinese miners at Ruby Creek. However, according to 
Kenneth Brealey, Spmat's work had some serious shortcomings fiom a technical point of view. His reserve 
descriptions were sometimes vague and ambiguous, and in comparison to Peter O'ReilIy his work was not well 
organized; Kennetb Brealey, "Travels h m  Point Ellice," 225. Sproat was, however, much more empathetic 
towards Aboriginal people than O'Reilly, who seemed to cause problems whetever he went. 
'O A W. Vowell to L. Vanltoughnet, 2 1 May 1 89 1 ; P. McTicm~1 to A W. Vowell, I 8 May 1 89 1, NAC RGl 0 
reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. 
'' L. VankoughM to A. W. Voweil, 25 May 1892, ibid. For an addendum to this stoy see Figure 5. 



local DIA officials would have been unaware of this aspect of the Indian Act, even in the 

chaotic days of a much increased "paper burden," and few staff or organized filing systems 

at head office?* It is possible that they had ignored the family's residence on the island for 

compassionate reasons, because although marriages between status Indian women and non- 

Indian men were not unusual, anti-Asiatic sentiments ensured Chinese men occupied a 

marginal position in society, and would therefore have benefited from the kinship networks 

of their Native wives. Or perhaps the officials regarded the family's industry as a good 

example for other island residents, and decided not to disturb them. For whatever reasons, 

the field officials and the Ah Yuen/Ewen f ~ l y  successfully circumvented DIA policy, such 

that the Ewen children were brought up as Indians. Only in the 1950s were some 

descendants stripped of their Indian status.33 indeed, Fred Ewen, a son of Ah Yuen and Lucy 

Aleck, was an important Indian informant for anthropologist Marian Smith in 1945, but 

when he gave testimony at the 1958 Commission hearings, he was introduced as a non- 

Indian "~ld-tirner."~~ Fluidity of identity was a recurring factor in establishing rightful 

ownership of Seabird Island. The case of Ah Yuen's family reveals that it could involve 

more than indeterminate tribal or band membership, and that even the boundary between 

Indian and non-Indian was much more permeable than perhaps policy-makers at far-away 

desks in Ottawa had any suspicion or understanding of. 

After the eviction of the White squatters, the campaign to have the Seabird Island 

reserve cancelled seemed to gather strength. The settlers were clearly unwilling to be 

thwarted. In June 1891 the Minister of the IateriorISGIA received a 357-signature petition to 

open the island for settlement. It was signed by many prominent people, including two mem- 

bers of the provincial legislative assembly, and the mayor of New Westminster. Vankough- 

net wrote an eighteen-page reply, pointing out that Sproat did not say the Indians were 

required to live on Seabird Island, merely that they were to use it in a way that showed they 

- - 

32 See Bill Russell's article on the DIA records-keeping, The White Man's Paper Burden." 
'' Female descendants who had already married status Indians were Indians by vir&ue of the Indian Act. &tty 
Walker, Seabird Island band genealogist, personal commrmication, 28 June 1998. 

Smith MS268, box 2, nos. 1-15, Excerpts of her material concemhg the St6:lb were Ormscn'bed for the 
Coqualeetza Education and Training Centre by Crisca Binwert Russell h m  the original collections in the 
Museum of Mankind and Royal Anthpoiogical Institute Library, London, England. Seabird Island band office 
has copies; 1958 Commission, 61. 



required it. He reported that the Indians said they needed the reserve for their children who 

"will better understand how to utilize and cultivate it." As the land filled with settlers, Van- 

koughnet f e a d  that the Indians would become a "charge upon the government" without 

enough land to cultivate, and he concluded that it would be very unwise to open the island 

for settlement. '' Consequently, Dewdney told the petitioners that due to the "strong feelings 

of the Indians," as well as for other reasons, the island could not be opened for ~ettlernent.'~ 

Douglas Leighton has characterized Lawrence Vankough.net as a man whose 

adherence to fixed standards, and whose personal and conscientious attention to every facet 

of the department's operations, while laudable in many ways, seriously impeded the work of 

the DM. Certainly, the energy he expended on Seabird Island was astonishing considering 

he was in charge of administering Indian affairs throughout Canada. Leighton suggested that 

although Vankoughnet was no racial bigot, for him, fiscal considerations came ahead of 

humane ones. In his 1888 order that Seabird Island be cleared of timber in a systematic 

fashion, and only with permission from Ottawa, there was more than a hint of "coercive 

tutelage.'J7 It was standard practice to assume that Aboriginal people did not know how to 

act in their own best interests, which the DM must therefore safeguard, and he appeared not 

to have considered the hardship his ruling would cause. Perhaps his championing of the 

Seabird Island reserve should not be mistaken for compassion - here, as elsewhere, it was 

more likely to have been for pragmatic reasons. When starving the Cree meant saving the 

DM money, he had been unmoved by the entreaties of the field  official^?^ When confirming 

Seabird Island for Indians also meant saving money in the long run, he was equally deaf to 

the entreaties of White senlers - no matter how large the petition. 

It is probable, therefore, that the "strong feelings of the Indians," while often men- 

tioned in the records, carried little real weight in Ottawa, although it might have been 

" L. Vaakoughnet to E. Dewdney, 4 June 1891, NAC RG10, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. 
'' E. Dewdney to G. E. Corbould, MP, 9 June 1891, ibid 
I' The term used by Noel Dyck to characterize the arbitrary restraint or guardianship which was exercised over 
Indians by Edanrdians ,  and which he sees as the central element of the lndian "pmblem," see Dyck, What 
is the Indian "Problem ", 3. 
'' Douglas Leighton, "A Victorian Civil Savant at Work," 104-7, 1 13; see also Titley, A Nmrow Vision, 14. 
Leighton suggests that Vankoughuet's attitude was typical for that time, and that there was no understanding of 
the Aboriginals' situation on the part of the public. What was good for the advancement of Whites was assumed 
to be good for "Indians" too. 



convenient to cite them occasionally. But for field officials, the threat of Aboriginal people 

brandishing rifles only six years after the 1885 North-West Rebellion was not to be taken 

lightly. It may have been what convinced Patrick McTieman to take action. 

The picture that emerges of McTiernan during the squatter incident is a contradictory 

one. His reputed inaction, and apparent off-hand response when Chief Hany first told him of 

the emergency, was in contrast to his seeming compassion for Aboriginal people in depart- 

mental correspondence. There was pressure on Indian agents to represent Aboriginal people 

in their charge as being ~rogressive": the more self-sufficient they were, the more success- 

ful the agent appeared.3g In the official correspondence, McTieman was careful to highlight 

the positive. But it is a truism that every report he wrote was for his superiors, and he 

appears to have dutifully followed their leads - evicting Ah Yuen when asked, or recom- 

mending compassion. He was probably guarded where his own opinions were concerned. 

Chief Harry's characterization of him as somewhat indifferent may, therefore, have held 

some truth. Chief Harry wrote to him, but received no reply, which is why he travelled to 

New Westminster to see him. Moreover, there was the incident that McTieman described 

when he persuaded the chiefs not to go to Victoria to see Powell; perhaps he did not find it 

convenient. Chief Harry's comment about being sure to come as promised, implied that 

McTiernan might not always have been reliable in the past. Seen in the light of Chief 

Harry's testimony, perhaps the fifteen Indians who escorted McTieman to the squatters' 

camps were more than observers. Their presence may have been to ensure that this reluctant 

ally did as he had promised. At that moment, the real power may have been in the hands of 

the Aboriginal people with their implied threat of violence, rather than in the authority 

vested in the Indian agent. This was the way it was viewed by Aborigmd people on both 

sides of the dispute in 1958. Of course it is possible that in 1914 Chief Harry exaggerated his 

role; he was, after all, giving testimony in f i o t  of the chiefs of the seven bands who were 

his rivals for the island!* 

In 1892, the year after the squatters had been evicted, there was a sea change in 

official thinling. Dewdney was having doubts about keeping the whole of Seabird Island as 

39 Titley, A Narrow Vision, 15. 
" This testimony will be examined again in the comext of the iniataand dispute. 



a reserve. What may have prompted this was a debate in the House of Commons on 28 

March 1892:' Francis S. Barnard, MP for Cariboo, and John A. Mara, MP for Yale, 

complained that [ndians in British Columbia had the best land in fertile valleys, like the 

Fraser Valley, and they wanted 'Wderutilized" reserves opened for non-Native settlers. 

Dewdney aclcnowiedged that the "old Commission" (the Joint Reserve Commission and 

Gilbert M. Sproat) "rather recklessly apportioned lands . . . for Indian reserves" and that a 

new Commission (Peter O'Reilly) was now at work "revising" them. While he did not think 

the Indians should generally be forced to surrender their reserves, he did agree that certain 

"properties . . . which are of exceptional value, and which it is detrimental to the public good 

to allow to remain idle," could be exceptions: land in Victoria and Vancouver, the resource- 

rich Bridge River country, and the Okanagan range lands, for example. Mara mentioned 

Seabird Island as another, where fertile land which remained "untilled and untouched could 

support forty-five White settler farms - if the reserve was cancelled. He read the statement 

by the three squatters as evidence of the urgent need for this land. 

The Aboriginal peoples' champion in the debate was not, as one might have 

expected, their current SGIA, Edgar Dewdney, but David Mills, a former Minister of the 

Interior (1 876-8) in Alexander Mackenzie's Liberal government. He suggested that because 

of the British Columbia government's poor record of dealing with its Indians - in not 

recognizing their title to the land, and in therefore making no treaties, nor payments in 

compensation for lands taken from them - the House should be especially carehl to see that 

these Indians received fair treatment, and that the DM did not "infringe on its trust." With 

Dewdney at the helm it was a necessary warning: he was a British Columbian fmst and last, 

and before the end of the year would become the province's fifth Lieutenant-Governor. 

The demand by Barnard and Mara to have 'bnderutilized" Indian reserves opened for 

White settlement was the "agricultural argument" writ large. Such an argument had no way 

of conceptualizing a %efbI" use for the land, apart fiom huning it into replicas of European 

farms. That there may be more usellness for Aboriginal people in trees left standing and 

streams and rivers and fishing rocks left undisturbed by agricultural enterprise, was 

- - - - - - - - 

'' House of Commons, Debates, %dim Reserves in British Columbia," 28 Uar. 1 892,s 1 1-24. Douglas Cole 
drew my attention to this debate. 
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unthinkable. The settler rhetoric discounted Aboriginal lifeways to the extent that they were 

not considered "bona fide" users of the land at all - unless they became "civilized" and 

turned to farming. 

Moreover, most settlers did not recognize that their assumptions were culturally 

constructed: that what they took for granted as a self-evident truth - that farming was the 

proper use for rural land - was not selfevident at all to people with wholly different 

worldviews and cultural experiences. Hence their puzzlement at the Aboriginals' fierce 

attachment to land which they appeared not to use. The settlers' innate sense of superiority 

prevented them &om appreciating that the accumulated wisdom of Aboriginal people had 

enabled an appropriate adaptation to their environment. 

That St6:la - people of the river, who had fished for millennia, and who possessed 

intimate and encyclopedic knowledge of that resource - should turn their tiny canyon re- 

serves to producing timothy hay and vegetables, and become people of the land, was unreal- 

istic. It was also unjust, that, although their fishing skills were utilized at first, as soon as 

Aboriginal people threatened to become too competitive with Whites, the government began 

passing regulations, creating barriers for Aboriginal fishers that remain today?2 

Laforet and York have pointed out that for the people of the Fraser canyon, the old 

economy could not easily be replaced by other activities, despite early attempts to diversify. 

Nevertheless, their traditional mainstay of fishing was under pressure not only from non- 

Native fishers and government regulations, but from railway construction as well, and 

hunting was undercut by the cash economy. Both the closing-off of traditional activities and 

the inability to find sustainable alternatives prompted a move out of the canyon - downriver 

to Seabird Island for many of the Taitlseven bands and some ~ l a k a ' ~ a m w . 4 ~  Some Sto:B 

embraced the change to farming, pre-empting land in the Fraser Valley alongside White 

" Regulations began in 1878, with the banning of nets for catching salmon in freshwater. In 1888, Natives were 
forbidden to trade or sell fish, and a licensing system was introduced, reducing many formerly independent 
Aboriginal fishers to labourers for the canneries and later, fot fish-packing companies. Carlson, You Are M e d  
to Witness, 78-9. For an extenaivt discussion of the fishery, Aboriginal people and the law, see Dianne Newell, 
Tangled Webs of History: Indians and the Law in Cunada 3 Pacific Coat Fisheries (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Ress, 1993). 
" Laforet and Yo&, Spuzzum, 83,100-1,106; Duff, The Upper Siaio Indiam, 28-9. 



settlers; but in 1866 the province passed legislation effectively preventing this, although, 

ironically, individual Indians could still purchase land outside reserves fiom non-Indians." 

Thus, with the coming of White settlers there was overwhelming pressure for Native 

people to change. Besides the more overt pressures - to diversify into farming and stock- 

raising, and in the competition over land and resources - a more covert power was at work in 

their lives. In their historical anthropology of the colonial encounter between the Southern 

Tswana and Non-conformist Christian missionaries in South A fiica, Cornaro ff and Comaro ff 

characterized this pressure as the hidden work of colonization, whereby the Native peoples' 

consciousness was subtly transformed by the everyday trappings - the goods, the texts, and 

the symbols - of the European culture, even as they sought to remake them in their own 

image? They maintained that colonial encounters everywhere were not simply a matter of 

domination and resistance, although both occurred, but were altogether more compiex: 

"animated less often by coercive acts of conquest, even if violence was always immanent in 

it, than by attempts to . . . recast the taken-for-granted surfaces of everyday life." Moreover, 

they transformed everyone caught up in them, although not in the same way? 

This was as true in British Columbia as in southern AWca. The gradual transforma- 

tion occurred not only through church, school and federal government wardship under Indian 

agents, but also by working in the hopyards, canneries and sawmills, and by living next door 

to White settlers, who often employed them in the home or shop or on the f m ,  and con- 

ducted commercial transactions with them. As Laforet and York noted for Spuzzum, fiom 

the gold rush on, Aboriginal people of the upper Fraser Valley and lower canyon have co- 

existed with Europeans, intermarried with them, "or lived side by side and worlds aparCd7 

For those Aboriginal people who settled Seabird Island, valued traditionally for its usell- 

ness in the sturgeon and salmon fisheries and for its plant products, the reserve gradually 

came to be valued as a Inecha~sm for change as well. For its new potential as farmland, as 

well as its traditional associations, they defended their rights to it strenuously. 

Papers, 25.27; Termant, Aboriginal People and Politicr, 35,4102,246 n. 8. 
" comaroff and Comar~ff; CWtimity, Colonialism, and Comciowness, xi-xii. 
46 Comaroff and Comaroff, Z%e Dialectics of Modernity, 28. 
" Laforet and Yo* S'm, 47. 



The lobbying, both before and after the debate in the House, would have been 

vigorous. Dewdney's change of heart was revealed in a letter to Vankoughnet only ten days 

after the debate. While claiming he had "no strong feelings . . . one way or the other," it is 

clear he had decided to give way to settler demands. "[qf the Indians could be induced to 

surrender half of it . . . I think we would be able to quiet those parties who consider that it 

should be thrown open for settlement." Despite Vankoughnet's carefid reply to the petition 

of the previous year, Dewdney m w d  about the reserve's provisional status, and that they 

probably had "a perfect right to deal with the whole island" if they wanted to. He also 

thought a ''pretty good sum" might be realized for the benefit of the Indians - always a good 

argument to use with ~ a n k o u ~ h n e t . ~ ~  It was remarkable how quickly most of the department 

fell into line. Vowell responded enthusiastically, but suggested the only way to induce the 

Indians to surrender the land would be to distribute the interest fiom the investment of the 

money annually %ithout their being obliged to beg [for it] .'A9 However, nothing came of 

the plan, and Dewdney was replaced by Thomas Mayne Daly in October, 1892. One of the 

first changes the new minister made was to discharge Vankoughnet as Deputy Minister and 

appoint Hayter Reed in his place.50 

In April, 1893, Vowell reported to Daly on "Maria Island," enclosing a list of 

Aboriginal people living on a d o r  using it (Table 2). Despite Vowell's recognition that 

their traditional means of livelihood were becoming more circumscribed by White settle- 

ment, that their villages were inadequate for agriculture, and that more Aboriginal people 

were expected to settle on the island that summer, he nevertheless stated that if a portion was 

to be sold, then he recommended the southeast side of the railway - reserving the houses and 

gardens of individual Indians who lived there. About eight of the thirty-one Aboriginal 

people using the island were then on the south side of the railway; five of them had ho~ses.~ '  

But once again, no action was taken, although the reasons for this are not evident fiom the 

documents examined. 

E. Dewdney to L. Vanlroughnet, 7 Apr. 1892, NAC RGI 0, reel C-10 139, vol. 3795, file 46607- 1. 
" A. W. Vowel1 to L. Vankoughnet, 20 May 1892. ibid 

Titley, A N m o w  Virion, 14; D. Leighton, A Vicrorim Civil S e r v m  at Work, 1 14-1 7. Leighton notes that 
after almost thirty-three years of service with the DJA, Vankoughnet was dismissed in a particularly shabby 
fashion, and that whatever his failings he had been a hard-working and conscientious civil servant. 
" A. W. Vowell to T. M. Daiy, 24 Apr. 1893, NAC RGl 0, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. 



Early in 1896, leasing the land, rather than selling it, was suggested for the first time. 

Initially the whole island was considered, but Hayter Reed thought that as the prospective 

lessee needed "only about 1500 acres," only half of the island need be surrendered, which 

would "enable us to induce a number of the Indians to live upon the island and follow his 

example."52 Vowel1 again suggested the southeast side of the railway, but thought selling the 

land outright was best, as rent "is difficult to collect."53 Nevertheless, he was directed to take 

sumnder for leasing purposes.54 With documents in hand, Vowell and Indian agent Frank 

Devlin met with Yale and Union Bar Indians at Yale in March, but "after much considera- 

tion they unanimously agreed they would not surrender, but would hold the whole island." 

Vowel1 and Devlin then went to Ruby Creek to meet Ohamil, Popkum, Skw'atets and 

Skawahlook Indians. Vowell reported that all refused except one, George of Skw'atets, who 

would have been happy to surrender if the Indians could receive the interest, "on account of 

the leases or sale."ss 

But a letter fiom Ottawa indicating that the rental money would be divided among 

the "Indians interested" and not kept as capital, had not reached Vowell in time for the 

meetings. Vowel1 noted that Chief Pierre of Hope - a man of "common sense and advanced 

views" - had been absent and that, according to Devlin, Chief Pierre thought the Indians had 

been foolish not to surrender? Devlin was instructed to try again, but contrary to the DM'S 

expectations, Chief Pierre took a "firm stand against surrendering any portion of Seabird 

Island," apparently fearing that once the land was alienated - even for leasing purposes - it 

would be lost forever. The Skawahlook band followed his lead, and the Ohamil were divid- 

ed. Union Bar, Yale, Skw'atets and Popkum all agreed to the lease, provided it was leased 

and not sold. Devlin claimed that the voting tally "shows a majority of twenty-four Indians 

who are entitled to vote in favor of leasing," although this is does not appear to be the case 

fiom the figures he provided57 (Table 3 and Figure 6). Despite this lack of unanimity. Devlin 

" H. Reed to T. M. Daly, 25 J a n  1896, ibid 
'' A. W. Vowel1 to H. Reed, 27 Feb. 1896, ibid. 

D. C. Scott to A W. Vowell, 14 Mar. 1896, ibid. 
" A W. Vowel1 to H. Reed, 16 Apr. 18%. Contrary to Vowell's beliec George o f  SWatets had support fiom 
Popkum people: SWatets and Popcum tribes to A, W. Vowell, I3 Apr. 18%, ibid; see also Figure 6. 
" A. W. VoweU to H. Reed, 16 Apr. 18%; H. Reed to F. Devlin, 8 Apr. 1896, ibid. 
'' H. Reed to T. M. Daly, 24 Apr. 18%; F. Devlin to A. W. Vowell, 26 May 1896, ibid. Devlin lists 126 
eligible voters and sixty-two votes in hvour. 



had those bands that were agreeable sign lease documents. It is notable that the surrender 

document reads that "the said land may be leased or sold for our benefit" [emphasis added]. 

It is also probable that at least one of the signatories (Chief James Skqua-mutch-kill of Yale) 

was unable to read, as the document was read to him by Vowell, and he made "his mark." 

Add to this that the surrenders were swom before Vowell, rather than an independent judge 

or magistrate, and Chief Pierre's fears may have been justified.s8 

But Vowell himself wondered whether the surrender was legal. "I am not certain as 

to whether it may be necessary to have the consent of a majority in each band or of the 

Indians conjointly interested." A DM official suggested referring it to the Justice Depart- 

ment, and pointed out that the affidavits should have been swom before a judge or stipen- 

diary magistrate "as required by the Indian Act." In July the Justice Department ruled that "a 

majority in each of the bands jointly interested" was required for such a s~rrender.~' As no 

such majority could be obtained, the latest initiative to open the island to non-Native farmers 

also died. Had it succeeded, it is possible that the land may have been sold subsequently, and 

permanently alienated fiom the reserve, as many Aboriginal people had feared. One can only 

guess at the h t ra t ion  of officials such as Reed and Daly who had hoped such a lease would 

encourage Indians to take up f d g  in a more serious way - as well as the disappointment 

of Aboriginal people on the reserve who had desired the leaseO6O This incident reveals how 

difficult it was to fit Seabird Island into the standard DIA administrative mold, and how 

diverse were the Native opinions concerning it. It was also an indication of the DM'S desire 

to go by the letter of the law; this was to change under Duncan Campbell Scott. 

While the documentary record is mostly silent for the next eighteen years about land 

issues concerning the island:' there are scattered references that show it continued to be a 

live issue. Mr. Cunningham, a Maria Slough settler since 1889, had gone with two others to 

--  - - - 

" Surrender documents dated 25 May 1896 signed at Agassiz by Chiefs of Yale, Ewawoos (Union Bar), Texas 
Lake (Union Bar), Ruby Creek (probably the Yale reserve), SWatets, and Popkum bands, ibid 
A. W. Vowell to H. R e d ,  1 June 1896, W. A. OK to H. Reed, 12 June 18%; A. Pan. to H. Reed, 11112(?) 

July 1896, ibid. 
" As wiil be discussed in Chapter IV, probably two-thirds of the actual residmts of the island in 1896 could not 
vote, as they were not members of the seven bands. Of those residents of the island who were eligible to vote, 
the majority voted yes; see Tables 2 and 3. 
61 There is a gap in file 46607-1 h m  18% to 1903, and it is sparse t h d e r .  Whether documents were 
severed hrn it prior to microfilming is unknown. 



present the settlers' case to Prime Minister Mackenzie Bowel1 in 1895 when he visited New 

~es tmins t e r .~~  In 1903, the Kent municipality minutes record the resolution that a 

committee be formed to see what could be done "towards opening up the Maria Island 

Indian ~eserve. '~'  In 1906 the idea of a sawmill on the island was broached to the DIA by E. 

B. Knight of Kamloops, who appeared to have visited the seven bands and talked to island 

residents.& However, none of these initiatives seems to have gone further. 

The Royal Commission on Indian Affairs in British Columbia, which held hearings 

on reserves throughout the province between 19 1 3 and 1 9 16, was to settle long-standing 

arguments between the province and dominion over Indian reserves, and to make 

recommendations for additions or reductions, preparatory to their conveyance by the 

province to the dominion. It unsettled much more than it settled. When the Commissioners 

arrived in Agassiz in 19 14, they met first with the Board of Trade which asked that Seabird 

Island be ''thrown open" to settlement. Harry Fooks, president of the board (former reeve 

and former city clerk), Reeve Nicholles, Mr. Cunningham, and Mr. (more likely Dr. P. S.) 

McCafEey spoke on the board's behalf. They complained that unless the island was settled 

by Whites the municipality could not collect taxes fiom it, although they contributed to the 

upkeep of the island road in order that White settlers on Maria Slough should not be cut off. 

They alerted the Commission that some Indians living on the island were not "eligible" to be 

there. They were unclear about where the Indians should go if settlers were to gain access. 

Nicholles said, "it is only natural that a white man does not particularly want to take up land 

close to an Indian." Their presentations were peppered with settler rhetoric about "'unused 

lands," "poor quality buildings," "eyesore," and Native men being "very averse to work." 

Nevertheless, they did not believe the land should be expropriated, but that the Native people 

should be bought out and their claims extinguished. Cunningham, a near neighbour of the 

reserve, realized that some Aboriginal people had been living there for thirty years and said 

that there were "some good people amongst them who have never been the cause of any 

trouble whatsoever," but as long as M a n s  continued to live there "there will be little or 

" 1913-16 Royal Commission, 400-1. 
" Kent Municipality Minute Book, 8 On 1903, vol. 1, p. 225, Kent Municipal Office, Agassiz, BC. 
" E. B. Knight to R C. McDonald, 6 Jan. 1906, NAC RGlO, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607- 1. 



nothing done with the land." He said "mt is the land we want."65 Sto:l6 elders point out that 

such sentiments gave the Halq'emeylem word for Whites - Xwelitem, "hungry people" - 
quite another meaning &om its possible origin, when Aboriginals fed starving gold miners? 

The Royal Commission then went to Seabird Island to hear presentations fiom the 

residents and representatives of the seven bands. Chief Michel welcomed the Commission, 

and expressed hope that the title to the island might be secured permanently for them, and 

that they might be paid for all their lands outside the reserves, as Governor Seymour had 

promised. He explained that their "reserves are at a stand-still" because there was no money 

"to improve them," whereas if money that was owed them for their other lands was paid, 

they would be able to go forwardO6' The speakers expressed fear about losing the island and 

a wish to retain it for h u e  generations. Chief James told of the origin of the reserve, and 

Chief Harry of Cheam told of their efforts to save it from White squatters. The Commission- 

ers were puzzled as to why there were nine chiefs, and established that although Cheam was 

not one of the seven bands, it was represented at the meeting because many of its band mem- 

bers were island residents, and that Seabird Island now had its own chief, Chief Michel. 

Felix Joe was asked by the islanders to speak for them, and he presented a list of 

residents, with statistics about stock owned, land cleared, and the number of school-age 

children6* (Table 4). The need for a school on the reserve was raised, as was the inadequate 

health care provided (or not) by Dr. Elliott, who was frequently drunk when he attended 

them. The Indians asked that Dr. McCaf'fiey attend them instead!' There were about twenty- 

1 91 3-1 6 Royal Commission, 393-405. 
66 Carlson, You Are Asked to Witness, 54. 
" David Mills had made the same point in the Commons debate. He said that if British Columbia had made 
treaties and compensated Indians for their lands, as had been done elsewhere in Canada, there would have been 
a fund h m  which the DIA could have provided Indians with assistance in their change of lifestyle. However, 
the province handed over no such h d s  in 187 1, when the dominion took over responsibility for Aboriginal 
peoples. House of Commons, Debates, 28 Mar. 1 892,5 1 5- 16. 

List compiled by Joe Pettis and Felix Joe, fiom information supplied to them by islanders. "Royal 
Commission on Indian AfEairs for the Province of British Columbia, 19 1 3- 1 9 1 6," Lytton Agency, transcript, 
NAC RG33/104, microfilm no. 459, pages inserted between pages 385 and 386 (accessed at UBCIC). 
69 Agent Gtaham had asked for a change of doctor for the Lytton agency several months eariier. Either Dr. 
Elliot did not attend when asked, or was dnrnk when he did. Graham was told no. The Royal Commission wrote 
to Ottawa twelve days after its visit to Seabird Island, and within two months Dr. Elliott was replaced by Dr. 
Peter S. McCafEey. H. Grabam to A Megraw, 23 May 1914; J. G. H. Bergemn to D. C. Scott, 26 Nov. 1914; 
D. C. Scott to J. G. H. Bergem, 5 Jan. 1915, NAC RG10, reel T-3960, vof. 11023, file 594. A day school took 
longer, and the f h t  on the reserve was opened in September 1923 with eighteen children enrolled. H. Graham 
to R T. Fmier, 12 Sept. 1923, NAC RGl 0, reel C-8748, vol. 6410, file 840-l(1). 



four families living on Seabird Island in 19 14, with a total population of just over one 

h~ndred.'~ The Commissioners interviewed agent Hany Graham several times between 

December 1914 and February 191 5, when they explored the question, among others, of 

whether the residents of Seabird Island would thrive if they were moved back to their old 

reserves and the island sold. The answer varied with each band, but it was mostly no. 

However, Graham also felt that the Indians needed only half the island? Accordingly the 

Royal Commission recommended a cutsff to Seabird island. 

Comaroff and Comaroff maintained that colonial societies rarely consisted of two 

discrete worlds, but became increasingly integrated; yet despite their internal complexity 

?hey tended to be perceived and re-presented, &om within, in highly dualist, oppositional 

terms." And the more tightly the worlds of the colonizer and colonist were interwoven, the 

deeper the conceptual contrast drawn between them. They suggested that in South Africa 

this was not only because the more the social barriers were ruptured, the more it became 

necessary for Europeans to legitimize their dominance, but also because Europeans had, 

from earliest contact, come to represent Afkica as the stereotypical Other? 

Tina Loo has complicated this concept in her examination of the stories that White 

settlers in British Columbia told themselves about the "Bute Inlet massacres" of 1864, after 

Chilcotin Indians killed eighteen White workmen. While the language of the newspaper 

reports constructed the murderers as criminals, and by extension, all Indians as Others, some 

White British Columbians reflected that the "justice" meted out in return had been no less 

savage than the murders, and that in the settlers' mistreatment of Indians in general, the 

notion of justice had been compromised. The troubling conclusion for the settlers was that 

distinctions between Self and Other were less clear-cut than they would have liked. There 

was not, therefore, a simple duality, but, as Loo has pointed out, many colonial Selves as 

well as many 0thers.7~ 

70 This Is the PettidJoe e-te. Hany of SWatets estimated 29 families and Indian agent Graham agreed, 
191 3-1 6 Royal Commission, 386,463. Graham put the population at 121, NAC RG10, reel T-3960, vol. 
1 1023, file 594C. 
" 19 13-1 6 Royal Commission, 406-520, especially 469. 
n Comaroff and Comaroff; me Dialectia of Modemiy, 25-6. Emphasis in original. 
" Tina Loo, "Bute Island Stories: Crime, Law, and Colonial Identity," in Making Lmu, Order, and Aufhorify in 
British Columbia, 1821-1871 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994). 
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As Comaroff and Comaroff noted for southern Africa, and Laforet and York for 

Spuzzum, so in the Agassiz area Aboriginal people and the White settler community became 

increasingly linked by commercial transactions and wage work. Many relationships between 

Whites and Aboriginals were, most of the time, harmonious. Nevertheless, as this chapter 

has shown, settlers did contest Aboriginal people for Seabird Island. It was in the context of 

this struggle, and despite daily commerce with their Aboriginal neighbow, that the ethno- 

centric, racist language of some settlers revealed an insensitivity, in keeping with the notion 

that agricultural people were superior, and had the right to sweep out of the way other 

cultures and lifestyles which were perceived as hindering their 'bprogress." The idea that land 

should be put to "beneficial" use - not left to Indians - had common currency. 

But, as Loo has suggested, and this thesis argues, there were never only two opposing 

groups. Some Aboriginal people who used the island would have welcomed the lease money 

as well as the wage work that White farms would have brought. Likewise, some non-Natives 

- missionaries, politicians and government officials among them - were sympathetic to the 

Aboriginal people's struggle to retain control of lands and resources. 

And while the subtle changes wrought in their lives by the close association with 

Whites contributed to the devaluing of Natives' lifeskills and undermined their self- 

confidence, at no time did they sink into passivity. Nascent hdian organizations fought with 

words at the provincial and federal levels, while at the local level, Native people fiercely 

defended their rights to the small nserves which remained theirs. For such a large reserve as 

Seabird Island they were even willing to resort to threats of violence. Throughout, the 

dominion government was an indifferent protector, potentially in conflict of interest with a 

Superintendent General of Indian Affairs who was also the Minister of the interior. 

The pressure from wn-Native settlers to be granted access to Seabird Island for 

farming and residence continued to simmer in the background for another twenty years, until 

the province and dominion settled their differences about the cut-offs which had been 

recommended by the Royal Commission to Indian reserves in the former railway belt - 

including one for Seabird Island. The contest for the island between Aboriginal people and 

White settlers was, therefore, inextricably linked to the wider squabble between the federal 

and provincial governments over Indim reserves in British Columbia. 



CHAPTER III 

CUT-OFF? - OR NO CUT-OFF? 

[Tlhe Minister ... made promises to certain public bodies in the vicinity that these 
fan& would be placed on the market at an early date .. . . 

H. Cathcart, Deputy Minister of Lands for British Columbia, 1932' 

To understand Seabird Island's importance in the dispute between the province and 

the dominion, it is necessary to review the complicated negotiations over the reversionary 

interest in Indian reserves in the railway belt. In the latter years of the dispute, the cut-off 

recommended for Seabird Island was probably more important for political reasons (at least 

for non-Aboriginals) than for reasons intrinsic to the land itself. Although the cut-off never 

formally took place, the DM acted for several years as if it had, in contravention of 

dominion policies. 

A clause in the 1 87 5 agreement which established the hint  Reserve Commission 

stated that any lands which ceased to be part of an Indian reserve in British Columbia would 

revert to the province. Whereas the dominion understood this to apply only when a band had 

become extinct, not so the province: if an existing band should surrender land, the province 

would immediately claim title and the band would receive no benefit. This provincial 

"reversionary interest" was to cause major problems in the administration of Indian affairs in 

British Columbia. Nevertheless, the allocation and surveying of Indian reserves commenced 

in 1876 under the Joint Reserve Commission, and continued under sole Commissioners 

serving consecutively (Gilbert M. Sproat, Peter O'Reilly and Arthur Vowell) until 1908, 

when the province withdrew its cooperation over the argument about reversionary interest.' 

A further complication was the creation of the railway belt in 1884, by which lands 

on both sides ofthe Canadian Pacific Railway's route were conveyed to the dominion 

(together with the Peace River block to compensate for previously alienated or unsaleable 

lands within the railway belt) to help hance railway con~truction.~ The two issues of the 

I H. Cathcart to T. G. Murphyt 19 Oct. 1932, NAC RGI 0, reel C- 12065, vol. 7785, file 27 150-3-1 8(1). 
' Tirley, A Narrow Vision, 135-9. Titley's Chapter "Land Claims in British Columbia," provided valuable 
background on the contentious issues of railway belt lauds and provincial reversioaary interest, which substan- 
tially aided my understanding of the documents concerning Seabird Island's part in this lengthy dispute. 
Therefore, this summary, whae it is not specific about Seabird Island, relies heavily on Titley. 
' Titley, A Nmrow Vision, 137. 



reversionary interest and the railway belt came together after the Royal Commission 

submitted its report in 19 16, and the fate of Seabird Island, as well as other reserves in the 

railway belt, hung in the balance. 

The Royal Commission's mandate, as agreed in 19 12, was not only to adjust reserve 

size, but also to settle the matter of the reversionary interest; henceforth, proceeds fiom cut- 

offs were to be divided equally between province and dominion, with the latter's share being 

used for the benefit of the Indians. Furthermore, cut-offs could only be made with the con- 

sent of the Indians concerned, as the Indian Act required. After such adjustments the tndian 

reserves were to be conveyed to the dominion to l l f i l  the 187 1 Terms of 

The Commission's report in 19 16 recommended that, overall, more acreage be added 

to reserves than cut-off, but notwithstanding the marginal nature of the additional lands, a 

new provincial government balked at both the additions and the notion that Indian consent 

was required for cut-offs.' The dominion government capitulated on both issues. In 1920 it 

passed the British Columbia Indian Lands Settlement Act, which paved the way for 

dominion acceptance of the Royal Commission's report, and which stated that cut-offs could 

be effected "without surrender of the same by Indians, notwithstanding any provisions of the 

lndian Act to the ~ontrary."~ It also agreed to a review of the entire Royal Commission 

report. The Clark-Ditchbum inquiry (1920-3) made fiuther adjustments to the Royal 

Commission's adjustments, most of them reductions or eliminations of reserves.' 

The status of Indian reserves within the railway belt was a particularly difficult issue. 

Ottawa maintained that when the railway belt had been created in 1884 and conveyed to the 

dominion the province lost all claim to any reversionary interest in lands that might be cut- 

' Canada, Report ofthe Royal Commission on Indian Affairsfor the Province of Britah Columbia (Victoria: 
Acme Press, 1916), 1:lO-11. 
' Titley, A Nmrow Vision, 141, 145-6. Premier Ricbard McBride suddenly retired in 19 15, and in 19 16 the 
Liberals came to power under H. C. Erewster. On Brewster's death in 19 18, John Oliver became Premier and 
his Minister of Lands for many years was Duff Pamtllo, who was the chief negotiator on Indian affairs with the 

1 "StS to dominion. AAl of these provincial actors, regardless of party, were consistently hostile to Indian reql* 
recognize Aboriginal title, and to any dominion efforts to provide Indians with adequate reserves, which would 
afford some assurance of economic self-dEciency. 
' 1 July 1920, NAC RGIO, reel C-12065, vol. 7785, file 27150-3-18(1); also cited in Titfey, A Nmow Vision, 
147. D. C. Scott surmised that Aboriginal people would rebe their consent to any cut1off!q see Teacant, 
Aboriginal Peoples and Politics, 100. 
' This review was carried out by Major J. W. Clark for the province, and by the Indian Commissioner for 
British Columbia, W. F. Ditchbunt, for the dominion; see Titley, A Nmrow Vhion, 148-9. 



off from Indian reserves within it, whether granted before or after the conveyance. The 

province maintained that its reversionary interest in Indian reserves in the railway belt laid 

out before 1884 had not been cancelled! Compounding the problem was that although the 

Justice Department had informed the DIA that the Royal Commission had no authority over 

Indian reserves in the railway belt, the DM, nevertheless, requested the Commission to 

report on these reserves as well. Unfortunately, in 19 16 the Commission "incorporated its 

recommendations in connection with the reserves in the railway beit in its general report on 

the other reserves in the Province." 

Seabird Island had been allocated as a reserve prior to 1884 and was bisected by the 

railway. Thus, any potential cut-off was claimed both by dominion and province. The Com- 

mission had recommended a cut-off, originally to be the southwestern half of the island. but 

when the Commissioners realized that this portion contained many houses, they submitted 

an addendum to the report, specifying the island's mid-section that cut the reserve into two, 

almost three parts10 (Figures 7 and 8). 

In 1923 the province accepted the Commission report, as adjusted by Clark- 

Ditchburn. In 1924 the federal government did the same - but with the proviso that in the 

railway belt reserves, ''no reduction or cut-off be made in the areas of the reserves, as 

recommended by the Royal   om mission,"^ ' as these lands were under the sole jurisdiction 

of the dominion. The province objected, believing its reversionary interest was operational in 

the railway belt, despite Ottawa's denial. The province also made other demands, but after 

the dominion promised to return control of the railway belt and Peace River block, it seemed 

that an agreement had been reached. However, a new provincial government in 1928 meant 

fUrther negotiations,12 and in 1929 an agreement was reached concerning the conveyance to 

' [bid, 148. 
H. W. McGiIl to T. G. Murphy, 22 Feb. 1934, NAC RGIO, ml C-12065, vol. 7785, file 271 50-3-1 8(l). At 

this time McGill was the Deputy SGIA and Murphy was the SGIA and Minister of the Interior. 
lo Canads, Report of the Royal Commirsion, 1916,2:443 for map showing the corrected cut-off (Figure 9); 
2:444 for map of the uncorrected cut-off (Figure 8); 2506 for the text describing the correction; for 
cocrespoadence concerning the correction, see Oct. 1916, NAC RGIO, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, tile 46607-1. 
" E. I. L&, 19 July 1924, NAC RG10, reel C-12065, vol. 7785, file 271 50-3-1 8(l); also cited in Titley, A 
Narrow Virion, 149. 
I2 These negotiations were carried out by Duncan Campbell Scott, Deputy SGIA, and Henry Cathcart, provin- 
cial Superintendent of Lands for British Columbia, and became known as the Scott-Cathcart agreement; see 
Titley, A N m w  Vkion, 158. 



the dominion of reserves outside the railway belt (in exchange for the return of the railway 

belt and Peace River block to the province). Ottawa assumed it already held title to reserves 

within the railway belt, and therefore no conveyance for such lands was needed. This was 

not at all the provincial interpretation, as the dominion later discovered. Nevertheless, in 

1930, the railway belt and Peace River block were returned to the province. Indian reserves 

within those areas were explicitly excluded fiom the transfer. ' But the province did not 

keep its side of the bargain and did not convey the Indian reserves to the dominion as agreed. 

Seabird Island was now, according to the dominion, in the "former railway belt." The 

DM thought it had complete control over such reserves, and reiterated that while it would 

make additions to them, as suggested by the amended Commission report, it ''would not 

agree to 'cutsffs,' as in the opinion of the Department it was not in the interests of the 

Indians to do so."I4 Seabird Island should have been safe fiom reduction, but it was not. 

The province continued to procrastinate about the conveyance of Indian reserves to 

the dominion, and a 1932 letter revealed that it still claimed a reversionary interest in the 

railway belt reserves, and objected to the 1924 dominion ruling that no cut-offs should be 

made fkom them." Further correspondence revealed that the proposed Seabird Island cut-off 

was a particular prize which the province had been hoping to acquire. In a letter to Thomas 

G. Murphy, the Minister of InteriorISGIA, on 15 September 1932, Nelson Seymour Loug- 

heed, Minister of Lands for British Columbia, reiterated the provincial position - that it 

retained its reversionary interest in all reserves in the former railway belt that were created 

by the province before the conveyance of the belt to the dominion in 1884. He contended 

that this reversionary interest had never left provincial control with the railway belt lands 

(nor, it would appear, had the Indian reserves themselves, as he maintained they were not 

"public land"). Furthermore, he said that at the time of the 1929 Scott-Cathcart agreement, 

the cutsffs had already taken place.'6 Therefore, according to the province, Seabird Island 

'' hid, 158-9. 
'' Memo, D. C. Scott to T. G. Murphy, 10 Mar. 1932, NAC RGlO, reel C-12065, vol. 7785, file 27150-3- 
18(l). Duncan Campbell Scott was Deputy SGLA fhm 1913 until 3 1 Mar. 1932. 
" N. S. Lougheed to T. 0. Mllrphy, 6 Apr. 1932, ibid Lougheed used a tortuous argument which could not 
stand close scrutiny; see T. G. Murphy to N. S. Lougheed, S Dec. 1932, ibid. 
I6 N. S. Lougheed to T. G. Muphy, IS Sept. 1932, ibid This was despite a scheduk which accompanied that 
agreement showing no reductions in railway belt reserves, as well as an earlier letter to Remier McBride fiom 



should be under provincial control, the reserve never having been conveyed to the dominion 

with the railway belt lands, and the cut-off having been made and ready to be plucked. In- 

deed, in the 15 September letter, Lougheed mentioned Seabird Island, quoting Sproat's 

stipulation that the land had to be "suffciently used" by the Indians within six years, and 

noting the cut-off recommended by the Royal Commission. He was puzzled as to why the 

DLA should wish to have such cut-off, retained as part of the reserves, when the Indians had 

no use for them, and bringing them "into beneficial use" could ease unemployment.17 

The reason for his concern was revealed in r letter f?om Lougheed's Deputy Minister 

to Murphy a month later. Writing specifically about Seabud Island, Henry Cathcart invited 

the dominion to make a deal: 

It is a matter of considerable urgency to this Department that this cut-off land 
should be made available for settlement as soon as possible. There is a great 
deal of demand for land in the district in which it is situated and the Minister, 
believing that there was no obstacle in the way, and without knowledge of the 
attitude of your Department, made promises to certain public bodies in the 
vicinity that these lands would be placed on the market at an early date in 
accordance with the terms of the Indian Reserve Settlement ~greement." 

He suggested that Sproat's six-year clause meant that the whole cut-off should revert to the 

province, with none to the dominion (contrary to the Memorandum of Agreement setting up 

the Royal Commission in 19 12). He asked for this case to receive special consideration and 

said that if the dominion would drop its claim to Seabird Island, then the province would not 

press the matter of the remaining cut-offs, for the time being. There wen eleven other cut- 

offs which fell within the same category: recommended by the Royal Commission &om 

reserves in the railway belt which had been allotted prior to the conveyance of the railway 

belt to the dominion. They were in the Kamloops, Lytton, Nicola and Okanagan ~ ~ e n c i e s . ' ~  

That the province was willing to forego, for the foreseeable future, the other eleven 

cut-offs, shows the value that was placed on Seabird Island. This seems somewhat out of 

proportion to its land value. The total value of all twelve cut-offs, estimated by the Royal 

- - 

the Justice Department saying the Royal Commission had no jurisdiction over railway belt reserves; see D. C. 
Scott to T. G. Murphy, Mar. 10,1932, ibid 
I' N. S, Lougheed to T. G. Murphy, IS Sept. 1932, ibid. 
l8 H. Catheact to T. G. Murphy, 19 Oa 1932, ibid. 
l9 Memo A S. Wiams to T. G. Murphy, 19 On 1932, hid. Williams was Acting Deputy SGIA. 
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Commission, was $452,79 1.80. Of this, Seabird Island accounted for $12 1,820, or almost 27 

per cent. The total acreage of these cut-offs was 7,084.03 acres," of which Seabird Island 

was 1,690 acres - or almost 24 per cent. Seabird Island was aot, however, the most valuable 

cut-off per acre. It was valued at $75.00 per acre (uncleared), while Switsemalph No. 7 in 

Kamloops Agency and Enderby No. 2 in Okanagan Agency were valued at S 19 1.00 per acre 

and $1 18.00 per acre respectively. Seabird Island did rank second in the value of its total 

cut-off area, however. The Enderby 2 cut-off was valued at f 198,7 12 against Seabird 

Island's $1 2 1,820, and the next most valuable was Scotch Creek No. 4 belonging to Little 

Shuswap Lake band, at $72,800.~' 

Perhaps something else made the Seabird Island cut-off worth more than all the 

others put together. Lougheed had been elected to represent the Dewdney district in the 1928 

provincial elections. For this election the Agassiz area was within the Yale district, but by 

the 1933 election it had been reassigned to Dewdney district. A 1932 electoral boundary map 

shows the AgassidSeabud Island area in the Dewdney riding, so the reassignment was made 

in or before 1 932? h seems possible that Lougheed had made rash pre-election promises to 

new constituents, and was placed in the embarrassing position of being unable to deliver. 

This would account for Cathcart's note of urgency and the "special consideration" requested 

of the dominion. 

In his reply to Lougheed's letter of 15 September 1932, Murphy refbted the pro- 

vince's position on all counts, concluding that "the question of reversion in favour of the 

Province does not arise.'" He left it to his deputy to write to Cathcart concemhg Seabird 

Island specifically. The letter was short and did not refer to the proposed exchange of Sea- 

bird Island for the other eleven cut-offs, merely stating that "as the lands in question were 

included in the transfer of the Railway Belt fiom the Province to the Dominion our 

" This is the corrc* figure if the acreage mentioned in A. S. Wiams's memo to T. Murphy, 19 Oct. 1932, is 
added up, not 5,554 acres as Titley suggests; Titley, A Narrow Vision, 159. 
'' A. S. Williams to T. G. Murphy, 19 On 1932, NAC RG10, reel C-12065, vol. 7785, tile 271 50-3-18(1). 
$9 - Ann Summerton, BC Legislature Library, personal communication, 8 Oct. 1998. 
T. G. Murphy to N. S. Loqgheed, 5 Dcc. 1932, NAC RG10, reel C-12065, vol. 7785, tile 27150-3-18(1). 



contention is that the Province would have no interest in the said lands.'924 There the matter 

sat for two more years - with still no conveyance of any Indian reserves to the dominion. 

By 1934 the dominion's patience had run out. In August, two representatives of the 

DM, T. R. L. MacInnes and C. C. Perry, met with Cathcart in Victoria to ask when a 

resolution "might be looked for." According to a memorandum written afterwards by the 

D M  officials, Cathcart foresaw no delay in sending the schedules "to the various registration 

districts for registration." Most important, Cathcart had stated that the provincial government 

had decided to abandon its claim to the cut-offs born Indian reserves in the former railway 

belt.'' With the provincial reversionary interest now laid to rest, Seabud Island and other 

reserves like it were safe - at least ftom provincial meddling. Amazingly, however, it took 

four more years, until 1938, for Indian reserves which were outside the former railway belt 

to be conveyed to the dominion in lifillment of the province's obligations under Clause L 3 

of the 1871 Terms of Union. The provincial foot-dragging had been of truly staggering 

proportions - a matter of sixty-seven years. 

As is well documented elsewhere, Aboriginal people had not been idle during the 

years of acrimonious negotiations over Indian reserves.26 Although Native people of the 

province had pushed hard to have the question of Aboriginal title examined by the Royal 

Commission, the province had refbsed. Nevertheless, the transcripts of the Commission 

revealed that across the province opening statements made by Native people asked for 

recognition of Aboriginal title, as well as for larger and more secure reserves, and 

compensation for lands already l o d 7  Aboriginal people never accepted the findings of the 

Commission, and the Allied Tribes of British Columbia, formed in 19 1 5, denounced them. 

Concurrent with the inter-governmental dispute about reserves, the Allied Tribes succeeded 

in getting the question of Aboriginal title onto the national agenda, and in 1927, a special 

joint committee of the Senate and &e House of Commoas was appointed to look into it. 

" H. W. McGU to H. Cathcart, 9 Dec. 1932, ibid. 
Memorandum signed by T. R L. MacInnes and C. C. Pary, 24 Aug. 1934, ibid 

26 See Tennant, Aboriginal Peoples md Politics, which discuses Aborigmal peoples' pursuit of their land 
rights through political means, and for the period 1916-27 see 96-1 13; Manuel and Posluns, The Fourth World; 
Carlson, You Are Asked to Witness. 

1 9 1 3- 16 Royal Commission, passim. Almost every opening statement by Aboriginal leadem, everywhere the 
Commission sat, made these same points. 
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However, the persuasiveness of the Deputy SGIA, Duncan Campbell Scott, turned the 

Committee against the Aboriginal position, and it found that Native people in British 

Columbia had established no claim to lands based on Aboriginal "or any other title."28 Later 

that year an amendment to the Indian Act effectively snuffed out any opposition to this 

ruling by making fund-raising for the purpose of land claims a criminal o f f e n d 9  

This background is an important corrective, lest the preceding discussion leave the 

erroneous impression that the dominion government was acting in support of Native rights. 

Keith Carlson, in discussing an earlier period (1 87 1 - 19 16) summed it up as "strong 

provincial opposition, weak federal support."30 These words also characterize much that 

happened during the later period, after the Royal Commission and prior to conveyancing of 

Indian reserves to the dominion ( 1 9 1 6-3 8). It saw the dominion backing down on several 

issues when faced with intransigent provincial opposition: in passing the 1920 law whereby 

no Indian consent was needed to implement cut-offs; willingness to have the whole report 

reviewed by Ditchburn and Clark in 1920-23, and again by Scott and Cathcart in 1929 to 

overcome provincial objections; and the premature conveyancing of the railway belt lands 

and the Peace River block back to the province in 1930, leaving the dominion without a 

strong negotiating hand, which, as Titley pointed out, allowed the province to bargain, once 

again, for "better terrn~."~' 

The one area in which the dominion won a clear victory was in the matter of 

reversionary rights. And while it ruled in 1924 not to make cut-offs in the railway belt 

reserves, Titley has suggested it did not do so out of altruism. Rather, the dominion may 

have believed that if Indians were satisfied with larger reserves they might not push so hard 

for recognition of Aboriginal title. Larger reserves would also make Native people more 

economically self-sufficient and less likely to require federal support.)* And ridding itself of 

the troublesome provincial reversionary interest had left the dominion in complete control of 

Indian reserves, which in Scott's words, would mean it could "sell, lease and otherwise deal 

" Titley, A Narrow Vkion, 14 1, 144, 1 56. 
" Texmant, Aboriginal Peoples and Politics, 1 12-1 3. 
" Carison, You Are Asked to Witness, 79. 
I' Titley, A Nmow Vkion, 159. 
"bid, 137. 
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with [zndian lands in British Columbia] not subject to any other interest."33 Scott wrote these 

words when the dominion government was in the process of passing the ruling whereby it 

could make cut-offs without Indian ~ o a s e n t . ~ ~  It should also be pointed out that the domin- 

ion's power over Indian reserves in British Columbia was, by 1938, aligned with its power 

over reserves elsewhere in Canada. Thus, as Titley noted, administrative conformity should 

be added to the reasons why the DIA fought the provincial government so hard for so long.35 

It was clearly to the benefit of the department; if the Indians also benefited it was likely more 

coincidental than intentional. Seabird Island gained to the extent that the recommended cut- 

off, which would have sliced out the centre of the island, never took place. 

Or did it? For the story on the ground, so to speak, was much more ambiguous. 

While the provincial and dominion governments were arguing in one forum, and the DM 

was contesting Aboriginal rights in another, an examination of what was happening to 

Seabird Island's timber resources from 19 19 to 1922 discloses a third layer of DM activity, 

that appeared to be not quite in step with policy decisions in Ottawa, and to the detriment of 

Native people with interests in the island. It is an example of the inconsistency that 

characterized much of the DM'S administration of the Seabird Island reserve. 

The DIA records reveal that as early as 19 17 the department was behaving as if the 

cut-off on Seabird Island had already taken place. As previously discussed, to be imple- 

mented, the cut-offs needed formal acceptance by both governments. Cut-offs to reserves 

outside the railway belt did not come into force until the federal Order-In-Council accepting 

the report was passed in 1924, and at the same time the railway belt reserves were explicitly 

excepted fiom any cut-0ffs.3~ Nevertheless, when the Seabird Shingle Company operated on 

the island between 19 19 and 1 922 the Indian agent was instructed to make it clear when he 

remitted the monies, which were fkom "reserve" and which fiom "cut-ofl" timber. It is 

probable that the revenue h m  cutsff timber did not go into band funds. If not, then it is 

almost certain that the percentage paid in cash to the Indians did not include cut-off timber 

- 

33 Cited in Titley, A Narrow Virion, 16 1. 
" 1 July 1920, NAC RGIO, reel C-12065, vol. 7785, tile 27150-3-18(1). 
'' Titley, A Nmow Virion, 16 1. 
" The equivalent provincial Order-Mound that had been passed in 1923, of course, said nothing about 
railway belt reserves beiig excepted from cut+&, see Titley, A N m o w  Vision, 149. 



revenue either. The DIA was, therefore, out of line by deeming the cut-off before the Royal 

Commission recommendations had the force of law, and by unilaterally doing so, the 

department was also in contravention of the Indian Act, which clearly stated that Indian 

consent was necessary for cut-offs - until this position was reversed in 1920. No consent to 

the cut-off is on record from any of the Native people with interests in Seabird Island. On the 

contrary, they strongly protested it. 

One of the first indications that the department was treating the reserve as a remnant 

of its previous 4,s 1 1.5-acre size was in a memo written in December 19 17 by H. J. Bury, 

timber inspector in the DIA, to Duncan Campbell Scott, recommending that he obtain quotes 

from timber companies to log the island in preparation for h i t  farming. He said, "[ilt 

appears fiom the report of the Royal Commission on Indian Affairs . . . that the land which 

now constitutes the Indian Reserve on Seabird Island comprises 2821.5  acre^."^' A letter 

sent the same month to one such company stated that "the reserve comprises 282 1.5 acres 

being only a portion of the island." Although the company queried this, saying that they 

understood the whole island was in the reserve, they were told that "only 2821.5 acres 

constitutes the Reserve as confirmed by the recent Royal Commission . . . the balance of the 

area of the island constituting that portion in the centre having not been confirmed to the 

Indians by the aforesaid  omm mission."^^ In August 1 9 18, Scott called for tenders for 

merchantable timber "on the Indian reserve on Seabird Island comprising approx. 2,82 1.5 

acres." Chief Harry Joseph had been told in May that the reserve consisted of only 2,82 1.5 

acres?9 The DIA appeared to be talking as if the cut-off had come into effect. 

tn other comspondence the department was more coy. In July 19 18, a request fiom 

the Department of the Interior for a plan showing the cut-off (concerning the possibility of 

settling returned soldiers there), was refused, with the comment that it was confidential and 

" H. I. Bury to D. C. SCOI~, 10 Dec. 1917, NAC RGIO, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 30165-5(1). A letter was 
written the month before, concerning moving the Indian cemetery off Seabird Island (see Figrw lo), in which 
the writer expected the cut-off land to be sold "in the near m" see W. E. Ditchburn to 3. D, McLean, 22 
Nov. 1917, NAC RGl 0, reel C-9656, vol. 8095, file 987136-7-33-0. 
" J. D. McLeanto J. L. B&oot, 12 Dec. 1917; 1. L. Broadfoot to I. D. McLean, 18 Dec. 1917; I. D. 
McLean to J. L. Broadfoot, 2 Jan. 191 8, NAC RG10, reel C-12124, vol, 7859, file 30165-S(1). 
" Tmder notice, D. C. Scott, 27 Aug. 1918: this was later amended a d  tenders sought for timber to the whole 
island, see J. D. McLean to J. C. Shields, 10 Oct. 1918; J. D. McLean to H. Joseph, 5 May 1919, &id. For 
maps drawn by timbet companies bidding for Seabird Islaud timber see Figures 1 1 and 12. 



that the "dominion government" had yet to decide how to deal with reserves in the railway 

belt?' Yet the issue remained a live one, for in the following March, Rev. J. Welch, OM, 

wrote to Scott about a meeting he had attended on Seabird Island, when the Aboriginal 

people strongly protested a report that "the Government would shortly take from the Indians 

a large part of the Island and give it to rehuned soldiers." They remembered the Royal Com- 

missioners' promise that no land would be cut-off without their consent - which they refused 

to give.J' It seemed their fears were well-founded, for by April Scott had already had discus- 

sions with the Soldier Settlement Board, which was about to have an appraiser look at three 

railway belt reserves in British Columbia scheduled for cut-offd2 Nothing came of the ini- 

tiative, at least on Seabird Island, but it seems that the DM had reasons for fighting the prov- 

ince for the reversionary interest that did not mesh with the Natives' own desires. Nor was it 

likely in the Aboriginals' interest; the cut-offs would probably have been considered cheap 

land and it is unlikely that Indian bands would have received I 1 1  market value for them. 

In May 19 19 the DIA went beyond talk and began to act as if the cut-off had been 

made. McLean wrote to Graham instructing him how to submit the timber revenues to 

Ottawa: 

the Department insists on these retums being made in such a manner as will 
show what quantity of timber is cut on the portion of the island which was 
confirmed to the Indians by the Royal Commission and what quantity was cut 
&om the remaining portion. This discrimination is extremely important and I 
have to ask you to see that the retums conform to this.. . . 43 

In June Graham complied, saying that all the shingle bolts cut so far were from the Indian 

reserve and not from the cut-off. In September, Graham enclosed the August cheque in the 

amount of $571 SO, which he said was fkom timber fkom the c u t - 0 ~ ~ ~  Where did this (and 

- 

' J. D. McLean to G. Wyld, 10 July 191 8, NAC RGIO, reel C-14808, vol. 7536, file 26 165-1. Perhaps 
McLean, who was the DIA Secretary and Assistant Deputy Minister, forgot for a moment that the Department 
of the Interior was as much the "dominion government" as was the DM. 
'" I. Welch, OM, to D. C. Scott, 3 Mar. 1919, ibid. Welch was asked by the Aboriginal people u, respectfully 
convey their strong objections to the government. 
" K. I. Ashton to D. C. Scott, 9 Apr. 1919, ibid The other two reserves were Spallumchcen (whether Enderby 
No. 2 or Sicamous No. 5 is not stated) and Scotch Creek. If Enderby No. 2 was intended, as seems likely, these 
were the three most valuable proposed cut-ofE in the railway belt in which the province was claiming a 
reversionary interest, and accounted for 77 per cent of the acreage of such cut-o&. 
" J. D. McLean to H. Graham, 5 May 1919, NAC RG10, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 30165-5(1). 

H. GAhsm to J. D. McLean, 7 June 1919: H. Graham to I. D. McLean, 8 Sept. 191 9, ibid., file 301 65-5(2). 
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subsequent money fiom the 'kut-off") go? Probably not into Seabird Island band funds, and 

in light of the dominiodprovincial dispute over reversionary rights it is most unlikely that 

half was offered to the province. In October 19 19, a letter to the shingle company asked that 

"you . . . make a return showing the total quantity of timber cut to date on the actual Indian 

reserve and that quantity cut outside the reserve."' Timber returns after this showed the 

percentage fiom the reserve and that fiom the cut-off - referred to as the "Original Purchase" 

and "Second Purchase" respectively. These returns were ail notarized by Graham prior to 

remittance to Ottawa? By 1922 the department assumed the cutsff to be a fait a c ~ o r n ~ l i ? ~  

It would be instructive to discover how much timber revenue may have been leached away 

by the DIA in this fashion. From the documents examined it was not possible to tell where 

these monies went, nor whether they ever found their way into Seabird Island band funds, 

nor when the department began treating the whole island as a reserve once again."* 

The DIA had obtained permission &om at least some of the Aboriginal people to log 

the timber in 19 1 8,49 but no permission was obtained to make the cut-off. Therefore, by 

acting as it did the DIA was in contravention of dominion policies concerning Indian con- 

sent. And between 1920 and 1924 it was operating in a policy vacuum with regard to Indian 

reserves in the railway belt: Aboriginal consent was no longer needed for hypothetical cut- 

offs which did not legally exist - and never would. This resulted in confbsion at the local 

level for both Aboriginal people and DIA officials for some years to come.s0 How many 

other railway belt reserves might have been similarly treated during this period? 

" J. D. McLean to J. C. Shields, 3 Oct. 191 9, ibid. 
For example, the timber return signed by H. Roddis and H. Graham, 1 Oct 1920, ibid. This, and subsequent 

timber retllrns for Seabird Island, were made after the 1 July 1920 ding that no Indian consent was needed to 
make cut-o& - but before any cut-ofi anywhere were actually implemented. 
'' When the Seabird Shingle Company wanted to buy the land its mill was on, it was r e f d  to the Ministry of 
the Interior, as this land was in the railway belt and 'hot an Indian reserve;" see J. C. Caldwell to A. Smith, 18 
May 1922, ibid. Caldwell, in charge of DM'S Laads and Timber Branch, notes in the margin of another letter 
that the Iandcleariag efforts of the Natives on Seabird Island "should be restricted to that portion of the island 
which was c o h e d  by the BC Commission;" see H. J. Bury to Scott, 26 Oct. 1922, ibid. 
" From the maps presented as Figures 9 and 12, it appears that much of the best ("green") merchantable timber 
may have been in the proposed cut-off. 
" Whose permission was obtained will be discwed in Chapter IV. 
Whether a cut-off had ever been made was discussed in DM comspondcnce in the 1950s. For example, see 

J. C. Letcher to W. S. Ameii, 2 Jan. 1953, NAC RG10, vol. 13487, file 987130-33, 
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Although it was fortuitous that Seabird Island was within the railway belt, in that this 

saved it fiom a cut-off, the presence of a track bisecting the island was problematic. The 

dyke built for the railway tracks blocked up the north end of Maria Slough, destroying the 

sturgeon habitat and probably changing the pattern of river erosion:' and a large amount of 

land has since been lost from the east-central portion of the island, ironically fiom part of the 

proposed cut-OK In the days of steam locomotives there was also a constant danger of fue to 

the trees beside the track; and Cole Harris has suggested that a railway through an lndian 

reserve was much more than an intrusive symbol of White power, but that it redefined 

Native life, with its 'bclock time, linear distance" and "revised geographical relationship with 

space and with other peoples," and that situating them within a global, rationalized 

civilization was to take away their local integrity.52 

While the dispute between province and dominion over the reversionary interest in 

Seabird Island's proposed cut-off ultimately worked to their advantage, it was not without 

drawbacks for Aboriginal people, revealing both provincial political ambitions and DM 

subterfuge, with its plans for soldier settlement. lo addition, the apparent DIA sleight of hand 

over SeabW Island timber sales cast suspicion on the department's willingness to fblfil its 

fiduciary responsibility towards the Aboriginal residents, as David Mills in the 1892 

Commons debate had feared might happen in British Columbia more generally. The timber 

sales also seriously complicated the inter-band dispute, which will be discussed in the 

following chapter. Although Seabird lsland was secure fiom White settlers after 1934, when 

the province finally abandoned its claim to the reversionary interest in proposed cut-offs in 

railway belt reserves - which Aboriginal groups had rights to the island was still unsettled. 

Site 1 8, BC Archeology Site Inventories: Seabird Island. 
" Hanis, Thc Resettlement of Bririh Cohmbia, 186. 



CHAPTER rv 
SETTLING THE OWNERSHIP - PART 1 

[T]he Indians now resident on the island must be considered as a separate band, 
having the right to the revenues which arisefiorn the timber, and scattered bands who 
had a right to settie on the island up to 1885 cannot now claim m y  interest in the 
property. 

Duncan Camp bell Scott, Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs. 1 9 1 9 ' 
The third level at which Seabird Island was contested was among the Aboriginal 

people themselves, and this dispute was concurrent with the other two. While Seabird [sland 

reserve was reasonably secure fiom White encroachment after 1934, when the province 

dropped its claim to the cut-off, settling the ownership among Aboriginal groups did not 

occur until 1958. The dispute arose because although the reserve was designated for the 

seven Tait bands in common, Aboriginal people fiom outside the Tait area also settled on 

Seabird Island, either to protect it fiom Whites and keep the land "Indian," or to take 

advantage of farming opportunities - or both. Still others who belonged to the seven bands, 

while not wishing to live there, nevertheless wanted to retain their traditional rights to the 

island's land and resources. So as families and groups each chose the path they felt best 

suited them in adapting to the new circumstances caused by loss of lands and livelihood, 

Aboriginal was turned against Aboriginal. The actions of the Department of Indian Affairs 

served to intensify the dispute. 

A pattern of residence and usage was established with a north-south division between 

Cheam people and the seven bands, and which group was instrumental in "throwing the 

white squatters off' in 189 1 became a hotly contested memory. When the DIA could not get 

the seven Tait bands to agree on leasing the reserve in 1896, it turned to the residents of the 

island (most of whom could not vote on the 1896 resolution), who seemed more amenable to 

island development, and thereafter the DIA took extra-legal measures to circumvent the 

seven bands' rights. In 1 9 1 3 the DIA appointed a chief of Seabird Island (although it was not 

officially a band) and in 1919 it deemed Seabird Island to be a band, in order to legitimize 

the sale of island timber - to the fury of many non-resident members of the seven bands. 

D. C. Scott to J. Welch, OMI, 13 Mar. 19 19, NAC RGI 0, reel C-14808, vol. 7536, file 261 65- 1. 



This thesis has argued that the stipulation about who could use the island was 

probably not made by Sproat alone, but rather in consultation with Chief Likwetem of Yale, 

Chief Pierre of Hope and, according to Chief Pierre, the other chiefs of the seven bands. So 

even if the original designation is considered to be the source of the dispute, it cannot be 

blamed on Sproat alone, although this seems less the cause than the desire of White settlers 

for access to the island, which led directly to several Cheam families settling there, who 

were not Tait, but Pilalt. 

When Whites first questioned Aboriginals' rights to the island in 1887-8, it was 

evident fiom McTiemanYs report that of the twenty-eight Native people using the island, 

only one, Swakem, was not from a Tait band but fiom Spuzzum (Table 1). He had been 

using the island since 1 878 and had a house there? A major impetus for residence on the 

island by Aboriginal people who were not Taitkeven bands seems to have occurred around 

the time of the White squatters in 1891. From Chief Harry of Cheam's testimony before the 

Royal  omm mission^ it seemed that when Bishop Durieu had warned the Indians that White 

settlers were about to take half the island, the seven bands and Cheam people had all been 

present, or at least had known about the situation. Chief Harry said he heard no other 

Aboriginals speaking up against '%rowing it open to whites" and was upset enough to move 

there with five other families, "as an Indian fiom Cheam to Popciun we all have the same 

pledge; therefore I have come over hen to help to hold this Island." Then, he said, the White 

squatters came. He made it clear that "this . . . fear of losing the Island was the cause of my 

removing fiom Cheam to this Island." He had misgivings about his right to be there, but as 

an Aboriginal he felt it his duty to protect it, if noone else would. At the meeting at Hope 

which he and McTieman had attended, he asked Chief Pierre's permission to speak "because 

the Indians fiom Yale to Popucum [sic] they might say that I had no interest in this Island." 

Permission was granted and Chief Hany said Chief Pierre "spoke in support of what I had 

said." McTiernan does not record this exchange, perhaps because it was an Aboriginal 

matter in which he had no interest. Unfortunately, McTieman does not say which fifteen 

' b6Mi~haeP @robably Michel) fbm Yale appears to have baa the only other AborigiMl midmt at that time, 
and he bad been using the island h m  about 1876. Besides a house he had seventy h i t  trees. Ah Yuen also 
lived there. P. McTieman to I. W. Powell, 15 May 1 888, NAC RG10, reel C- 101 39, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. 
Chief Harry of Cheam's testimony, 191 3-1 6 Royal Commission, 373-8. 
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Indians went with him to Seabird Island the following day. Chief Harry indicated that Chief 

Pierre knew about the threat to the island, but had done nothing about it. This testimony is 

corroborated in a report by Indian agent Harry Graham of a "very stormy" meeting in 19 18, 

at the time of the dispute over island timber. Graham wrote that when Chief Pierre was 

questioned about the 1891 squatter incident, he admitted he knew about it and that he had 

"refused to assist in turning the white squatters off.'* Chief Hany also stated that 

McTieman had encouraged him, as well as other Indians, many times, to settle on Seabird 

Island. Moreover, as Cheam was one of the earliest bands in that area to be influenced by 

Roman Catholic missionaries, a move to protect valuable potentiai farmland would have 

been a natural one for them - perhaps more so than for other Aboriginal people at that time. 

Cheam was also the most Catholicized band, and Catholic priests would have had more 

influence over them than over other nearby bands which were a mixture of Protestant and 

~a tho l i c .~  It is telling that Chief Harry cites Bishop Durieu's encouragement for his actions. 

The squatter incident of 189 1 was recounted again for the "Commission on 

establishing a New Band of Indians on Seabird Island" in 1958. Chief Albert Douglas of 

Cheam said that the old people told how the seven b d s  had six years to "improve the land" 

and did not do it, and that Chief Harry went "up the line" to certain chiefs who told him 

''they had nothing more to do with the Island because the six years was up." Chief Harry did 

not want Indians to lose good property to White people, so he asked some of his band to 

"help in chasing the white people off." Chief Douglas said there was a photo of "ninety-five 

per cent Cheam people" who did this. Mary Charles gave similar testimony: that White 

squatters had come because the seven bands had lost the island by not settling within the 

' H, Graham to J. D. McLean, 14 Dec. 1918, NAC RG10, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 301 65-S(1). This was, 
of course, filtered through Graham. Chief Harry had died in 191 7 and could not have been at this meeting; see 
Mary Charles's testimony fot the death of Chief Harry, 1958 Commission, 36. 
' Chief Harry of Cheam's testimony, 1913-16 Royal Commission, 373; Keith Carlson, personal communica- 
tion, f 8 Jan. 1999. There were Roman Catholic baptisms of "Cheams" in the 1860s, and Cheam people were 
among the first in the area to build a church and Europea~style houses, Leo J. Casey, OM, "A Brief History of 
the Catholic Church on Seabird Island," 1978, typescript, Oblate House, Vancouver, Seabird Island file. In 
addition, Cheam residents on Seabird Island built the first Catholic church on the island, around 1900, which 
was also attended by White settlers from Agassiz until a church was built in Agassiz itselE, Oblate House, SBI 
fife. Chief A l d  of Cheam was instrumental in wking with the Oblates to counteract whisky peddlers in the 
area; see CarIson, You Are Asked to Witness, 95-6. 



stipulated t h o 6  Chief Harry Joseph of Seabird Island spoke on behalf of the seven bands in 

1958, hotly contesting this version of events, stating that Cheam people had nothing to do 

with turning out the squatters, and that it was seven bands people who gathered at the south 

end bridge. The Cheam people were "at the railroad station" where he said the photograph 

was taken.' 

The question of which bands settled on the island did not trouble the DM in the early 

years, and seems to have been of importance only to Aboriginal people. As Chief Harry of 

Cheam noted, Indian agents encouraged people &om any band to settle there, probably to 

justify keeping it as a reserve, and the Indians' tribal status, whether Pilalt or Tait, seems to 

have been unknown to them? The agents were aware for whom the island was reserved, 

however, although McTieman makes no comment about the Indian fiom Spuzzum in 1888, 

nor Sam fiom Cheam who was on the island by 1891 .9 Several years later agent Graham said 

that he knew the Cheam Indians were not among those for whom the island was set aside, 

but they had "lived there so long that I never felt justified in putting them off."1° 

In the years following the departure of the White squatters, a number of families 

fiom Spuzzum, where suitable farmland was scarce, were given permission to settle on 

Seabird Island by Chief Likwetem of Yale, to whom they were related. They were not 

accepted at first by other island residents who "did not want the Thompson tribes here."' 

Spuzmm was close to the boundary between the Sto:lb and Nlaka'pamux First Nations, 

which Laforet and York stated was at Sawmill Creek (or Five Mile Creek), seven miles 

Chief Albert Douglas's testimony, 22-3; Mary Charles's testimony, 36-7, 1 958 Commission. 
' Chief Hany Joseph's testimony, ibid., 80. Why Chief Joseph was speaking against the case for a separate 
Seabird Island band, although he had lived on Seabird Island since childhood, will be discussed later. 
8 There are numerous references of agents encouraging "Indians," in general, to utilize Seabird Island through- 
out the early years covered by file 46607-1. For the first fifty years the administration of Seabird Island was as 
follows: it was in the Fraser River Agency fiom 1881 to 1910, and the agents were Patrick McTiernan, 1881- 
93, Frank Dcvlin, 1 893- 1903, and R C. MacDonald, 1903- 10. The island was then part of the Lytton Agency 
until 1954, and the early agents were E. B. Dnrmmond, 1910-1 2, and Harry Graham, 191 2-30. 

P. McTieman to I. W. Powell, 15 May 1888, NAC RGLO, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1: House of 
Commons, Debates, 28 Mar. 1892,520. 
'O Harry Graham's testimony, 1913-16 Royal Commission, 459. 
I I Johnny Bobb's testimony, 1958 Commission, 16; Chief Sun [James] of Yale to [DIA? H. J. Bury?], 9 Apr. 
19 1 8, NAC RG 10, reel C-12 124, vol. 7859, file 301 65-5(2); List of Residents of Seabird Island 12 Dec 1 9 1 8, 
ibid., file 30165-5(1); see Table 5. The Spuznrm Eamilics were recognized as legitimate settlers by the Dm in 
1918, when it was in its interest to do so, as it needed island residents' support in its plans to sell the timber. 



downriver fiom Spuzzum. Some people who lived near the boundary were bilingual.12 

According to Sto:M sources, the boundary had shifted fiom time to time, and varied as to 

resource: at one time Spuzzum was south of the Sto:lb hunting boundary, but north of their 

fishing boudary. There was much intermarriage between the two peoples. 13 

AAer the DIA policy had flip-flopped in 1892 and it decided in 1896 to lease half of 

the island for farming, the difficulty of getting the seven bands to agree may have alerted the 

department that it might have trouble in the f k m  - and that who settled on the island did 

matter. That the DIA felt it necessary to have the reserve utilized for agriculture was a corol- 

lary to the agricultural argument: that diverting Aboriginal people from traditional migratory 

pursuits by anchoring them to fms ,  was the first step towards "civilizing" them. It was 

what Sproat had envisioned, but whether it was the intention of the chiefs of the seven bands 

is open to question. They appeared to regard it as room for population expansion. l4 But Abo- 

riginal people who settled there probably did so because they saw farming as an increasingly 

necessary adjunct to seasonal pursuits such as fishing, hop-picking and lab~uring;'~ it is 

possible that the DIA realized this. The department could also have been aware that in 1896 

probably two-thirds of the people living on the island (as opposed to using it for cultivation 

only) had not been able to vote on the lease, as they were not members of the seven bands. 

Moreover, among the members of the seven bands who were using Seabird Island, either as 

residents or non-residents, the majority voted for the lease.16 

In the years following the 1896 vote the demographics of the island continued to 

change in favour of Aboriginal people who were not fiom the seven Tait bands. In 19 1 5 

" Laforet and York, Sp=m, 5. 
l 3  Keith Carlron, personal communication, 28 June 1998; Sonny McHalsie, personal communication, 2 July 
1998. 
" For example, Chief James's testimony to the 1913-16 Royal Commission, 372 (quoted in this thesis, 30). 
l 5  Wage labour was for various employers, but most important were the railway, in construction and other 
capacities, the logging industry, and for White fanners. Aboriginal women frequently worked as domestic help 
for White families, or in local stores: Mary Charles told of working as a bookkeeper for a Spuzzum store. 
Dominion Sessional Paper No. 27, 1 91 3, DM Annual Report, 230-2; Mary Charles's testimony, 1 958 
Commission, 36; Goodfellow, Memoirs of Pioneer Life in Briti&h Columbia, 24; Harry Graham's testimony, 
19 1 3- 16 Royal Commission, 468; Oblate House, Seabird Island file, typescript "Mary Charles." 
l6 TO reach these conclusions Vomll's survey of Seabird Island rrsidentshrsers in 1893 (Table 2) was com- 
bined with Devlin's 18% voting tally (Table 3), and a list of residents in 1918 giving year of setdement (Table 
5). It is not known whether the DM was aware of these trends; see A. W. Vowell to T. M. Daly, 24 Apt. 1893; 
F. Devlin to A. W. VoweU, 26 May 1896, NAC RGIO, reel C-10139 vol. 3795, file 46607-1 ; Residents of 
Seabird Island 12 Dec. 1918, NAC RGIO, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 30165-5(1). 



Harry Giabam told the Royal  omm mission" that not only had he allowed the original Cheam 

families to stay, but after he became agent in 19 1 2 nine or ten ''uninterested" families had 

arrived, compared to one or two families fiom "interested" bands. Since then the population 

had doubled, and twenty of the twenty-nine resident families were not a l i a t e d  with the 

seven bands.I8 The Commissioners asked by whose permission they had come, to which 

Graham replied, "As far as I can understand they are related to the other bands of Indians 

and have gradually worked theu way down then with the exception of the Cheam Band 

who, even today claim that they have a right there."19 Upper Sto:18 kinship networks were 

complex because of the high rate of intermarriage, and Graham seems to have been 

comfortable about such settlement. His description also revealed that a downriver migration, 

begun during the gold rush, was still underway, and that Seabird Island was a mapet." 

The DIA had taken its first extra-legal measure in 19 13 when it appointed a chief for 

Seabird Island even though it was not a band. Chief Michel was originally fiom Yale, and of 

all the Aboriginal residents had lived longest on the island. According to Fred Ewen, the 

chiefs of the seven bands were bbfbrious" as they had no more say over the islandO2' The 

appointment could have been for practical reasons, but it led to an odd situation which the 

Royal Commissioners uncovered. Asked if this created a new band, Graham said, "yes, it 

practically creates a new band," and that it gave them all the rights of a band. Consequently 

new families moving to the island needed the permission of the chief and "the people" to do 

so. One Commissioner, noting that the majority of island families were not fiom 

"interested" bands, observed "[so] the condition exists today that the people who have no 

interest in that Island can exclude fiom that Island Indians for whom it was originally set 

aside?" Graham agreed, but said that of the five new families that Chief Michel had admitted 

" For the following exchanges between Graham and the Royal Commissioners, on Feb. 6, 191 5, see Hany 
Graham's testimony, 19 13-16 Royal Commission, 458-70. 
'"e 19 1 5 DM Annual Report gave the population as 12 1. It was the !%-st time a separate figure bad been 
given for Seabird Island; prior to this it was subsumed under the seven bands' data. Dominion Sessional Paper 
No. 27,19 1 5, DIA Census and Religious data, 9. 
l9 Hany Graham's testimony, 1913- 16 Royal Commission, 4626. 

DUE* makes this lat!er point; Duff, me Upper Stafo Indimu, 42. 
2' Fred Ewm intenhew, Smith MS268, box 2, no. 1, p. 4. He implied that an uncle of Chief Michel wrote to 
Ottawa and asked if Michel could be made chief of Seabird Island Graham said the heads of Seabird Island 
families pdcipated in his selection. The two explanations are not mutually exclusive; see also Harry Graham's 
testimony, 191 3-1 6 Royal Commission, 463,466. 



three were fiom Skw'atets and only two &om uninterested bands - fiom Cheam and 

Spuzzurn. Perturbed, the Commissioners asked twice if the DIA recognized this "state of 

affairs," and were told yes; but Graham added that the DIA was never told about the 

additions to the band since 19 13. When a surprised Commissioner asked "is it not usual to 

report admissions?" Graham answered "no." He had said earlier that the Aboriginals told 

him they went to Seabird Island because they had no land on their other reserves and had 

been admitted by the chief and Ind i an~ .~  Evidently Aboriginal people did not think it 

necessary to ask the agent's permission. 

It is not clear whether the DIA was aware that "uninterested" bands were settling 

there in such numbers, or whether it was deliberate policy to allow them. Whether intention- 

al or not, the result of appointing a chief and allowing non-seven bands families to take up 

residence was that the seven bands were fiuther outnumbered, which may have exacerbated 

the fiiction between them and the others. Furthermore, appointing a chief had turned on its 

head the DIA policy of treating the seven bands as the legitimate authority for Seabird Island 

matters (in effect during the 1896 vote), and was yet another administrative flip-flop. 

A fiuther cause for friction may have been the geographical concentration of Cheam 

people in the south. Patterns of residence and/or usage can be estimated fiom Vowell's 1893 

survey (Table 2) as he described approximately where people had their holdings. Of the 

thirty-one families using the island, eight of the ten Cheam families were clustered towards 

the south end, both north and south of the railway track;13 the nine Skw'atets families were 

clustered towards the wrth end, mostly north of the railway tracks; the three Yale families 

occupied centre-island locations; people fiom the other bands, both seven bands and non- 

seven bands, tended to be at or near the north end. This confirms an early north-end/south- 

end division between Cheam people and others on the island, and lends credence to Chief 

Albert Douglas's testimony in 1958, that Cheam had "always claimed the western half where 

the Church is. I think there is an imaginary line .. . . it is shown on some of the maps of 

?L The above exchanges were extracted &om Hany Graham's testimony, 1913-16 Royal Commission, 458-70. 
21 A. W. Vowell to T. M Ddy, NAC RG10, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. In 191 5 Hany Graham said 
there were twelve W e s  h m  Cheam living on Seabird Islaad, but does not spec@ where; see 1 9 1 3- 16 
Royal Commission, 458. Although there appears to have been a population decline between Vowell's thirty-one 
fimilies and Graham's twenty-nine, Vowell refmd not only to residents but to all who utilized the island, 
whereas Graham referred to residents only. 



Seabird ~s land."~~ Mary Charles referred to a paper which Chief Harry of Cheam gave to her 

just before he died in 19 17, but which had since been lost? She testified that it was signed 

by Father Pettivent Ipcytavin], Bishop Durieu and the Indian agent (possibly in 1891). She 

said the paper stated that "anybody fiom Port Douglas or Yale or anywhere who could not 

make a go of it outside to come here to live . . . and half of the island had to be given to 

Cheam because they fought for it," and "the other half belonged to the Seven Chiefs." She 

said Chief Harry told her, "there is an iron stake on this side by the Gabriel place across to 

Fred Ewen's old place . . . I'm sorry I never showed it to you, but it is there." Mary Charles's 

son, the present Chief Archie Charles of Seabird Island, also confirmed that a division used 

to be recognized between Cheam and the other users of the island? For whatever reason, 

whether by DIA complicity, or neglect, or Indian agency, or a combination, the early 

patterns of residence and a north-south division took on the force of custom over time. 

Having taken the step of creating a "virhral" chief on Seabird Island, the next extra- 

legal step of creating a 'tirtual" band was a logical one. This occurred in 19 19 after the DLA 

had tried unsuccessfully for several months to have the seven bands agree to sell timber on 

the island, partly as an aid to clearing for f m s  and probably because it was money in the 

bank and (at least some of it) would aid Indian self-sufficiency - with correspondingly less 

output by the federal treasury. 

After 1913, the diminishment of the seven bands' authority over Seabird Island was 

not immediately apparent. In 19 1 5,  both the residents and representatives of the seven bands 

signed a petition requesting a shingle mill on the island, although nothing came of it at that 

time?' During 19 17 and 19 18 a number of timber companies enquired about logging there? 

'' Chief Albert Douglas's testimony, 1958 Commission, 25. Seabird Island lies on a northeasterly/southwesterly 
axis, hence his reference to the "western half." I found no maps in the DIA files with a dividing line between 
Cheam and the others. However, the map showing the incorrectIy marked cutsff recommended by the Royal 
Commission, which was later amended, does divide the island into north and south. Perhaps this was the map to 
which Chief Douglas refemd; see Figure 8. 

Possibly in the the in the Indian agent's Lytton office on 10 Sept. 193 1. A. Strang to A. F. MacKenzie, 20 
Mar. 1934, NAC RG10, reel C-12125, vol. 7859, file 30165-S(3). 
26 Chief Albert Douglas's testimony, 25; Mary Charles's testimony, 36=1,39, 1958 Commission; Chief Archie 
Charles, personal communication, 3 1 July 1998. 
" H. Onbrm to J. D. McLclm, 2 June 191 5, NAC RGIO, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, He 30165-S(1). 
'' H. J. Bury to D. C. Scott, 16 May 1918, ibid. It was at this time that the question of the size of the reserve 
was raised, and whether or not there had been a cut4X 



In March 19 18, Graham and Mr. Kellington, a timber merchant, held a meeting with forty 

''Indians of this reserve" who agreed to surrender the timber for 50 per cent of the money in 

cash. A mill would be erected for which they would cut shingle bolts and be hired for other 

labour. The department balked at 50 per cent and explained that "regulations" only allowed 

them LO per cent in cash?' There was hitch, however, for Graham had not asked the right 

people, despite his awareness of the seven bands' interest in the island. He reported that 

"Indians who live on the other Reserves, but who claim an interest in the Island held another 

meeting at Ruby Creek and repudiated what had been done." He was disapproving that 

b'outside" Indians, as they had come to be known by the DM, were "holding up progress.'"0 

Meanwhile, Deputy SGIA Scott was confidently assuring a member of parliament that "as 

soon as the Indians surrender the timber the sale by public tender will be arranged."" 

It appeared that the "paper burden" in Ottawa had all but buried the memory of the 

rights of the seven bands to the island, and Sproat's Field Minute subsequently surfaced as a 

reminder. White settlers in the area told W. E. Ditchbum, Indian inspector for British 

Columbia, that there were people on the island who had no rights to it, which Ditchbum 

relayed to Scott. Ditchbum thought that because obtaining permission fiom the seven bands 

would take too long, and there were so few Aboriginals on the island with legitimate rights 

to it, a formal sunender of timber could be dispensed with altogether." 

But in July 191 8, H. J. Bury, DM timber inspector, took an initiative of his own to 

enlist the residents and bypass the seven bands, thereby touching off an acrimonious dispute 

among Aboriginal people which still rankled in 195 8. He obtained a petition signed by 

eleven residents of Seabird Island (initiated and witnessed by him) surrendering all the 

timber on the reserve. They requested 10 per cent in cash and the rest to be used to help them 

clear the land?' It was revealed later that Bury had promised that they alone would receive 

the timber money and not have to share it with the seven bands. Ifthe "outsiders" objected 

- -  - -- 

29H.Gfa&amtoJ.D.McLean, 12Mar. 1918; J . D . M c L e a n t o H . G ~ 2 O M a r .  1918,ibid. 
'O D. S. Peters to H. Graham, 19 Mar. 1918; H. Graham to l. D. McLean, 26 Mar. 191 8, ibid. 
" D. C. Scott to S. I. Crow, MP, 19 Mar. 1918, ibid. 
32 W. E. Ditchbum to D. C. Scott, 9 May 1918, NAC RG10, reel C-12120, vol. 7851, file 30150-19. It should 
be noted that his letter concerned obtaining spruce timber for warplanes, and was assuming the recommended 
cut-off either had, or would in the fbture? take place. 
'' Eleven Seabird Islaad residents to D. C. Seott, 19 July 191 8, NAC RGIO, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 
30165-S(1). 



"Mr. Bury would attend to them, send them to me were his words." The residents felt 

aggrieved because they had already agreed to sell the timber but the "outsiders" put a stop to 

it.34 However, some had misgivings about the legality of their action which were allayed by 

Bury, who was, after all, a DM official. Jimmie Andrews, whose brother August had been 

one of the signatories, testified in 1958 that "Felix Jones [Joe] . . . one of the head men on 

Seabird Island . . . said 'we don't own the timber. We may get in trouble if we sell it. It 

belong[s] to the Seven Bands.' Mr. Bury said 'no' and August Andrews thought it was 

legal." Jimmie Andrews and others also testified in 1958 that Bury had said Seabird Island 

was a separate band." In defence of his actions Bury stated that the "absentee Indians" had 

never resided on the island whereas the residents had worked hard and "achieved great 

progress in making farms and in my opinion deserve all the encouragement it is possible to 

give them."36 

Scott advertised for tenders in August 19 18 on the strength of the surrender obtained 

by Bury, and in the knowledge that it was not fully representative of the legitimate owners of 

the reserve, some of whom had protested the sale?' Perhaps he was taking Ditchburn's 

advice after all. He did not have long to wait for another protest signed by chiefs of the seven 

bands, as well as, it appeared, by Chief Harry Joseph of Seabird Island, who had taken over 

after Chief Michel died in 19 16. Kellington, meanwhile, had lost patience, withdrawn his 

offer, and refused to tender agah3' 

Seabird Island residents, still apparently unsure of their ground, asked Graham to 

confirm what Bury had promised. He was unable to do so, and wrote to Ottawa for instruc- 

tions, saying he thought the seven bands had the same rights as those on the island.39 He 

disapproved of Bury's offer to the islanders of "inducements." Meanwhile the timber had 

been sold and the first bonus money was waiting to be paid, but a DIA accountant was 

perplexed as to whom it should go. He wrote to Scott reminding him that some islanders 

- - -  

'' G. Madall to H. Graham, 14 Oct 191 8, ibid. 
" I i i e  Andrw's testimony, 1958 Commission, 30-2. 
"%. I. Bury to D. C. Scott, 5 Oct. 191 8, NAC RG10, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 30165-S(1). 
" D. C. Scott, 27 Aug. 191 8, ibid 

Seven bands chiefs to A. Meighn (SGIA), 23 Sept. 191 8; A. E. Kellington to D. C. Scott, 3 Oct. 191 8, ibid. 
'' H. Graham to I. D. McLean, 17 Oct. 1958, bid. In fact, according to Spoat's Minute of Decision, they had 
more legal rights than many island residents, at least by Euro-Canadian tenns, and possibly also Aboriginal. 



were not members of the seven bands and gave population figures for the latter!' Perhaps 

Scott consulted Bwy, for a few days later Bury recommended that "the resident Indians on 

the island be regarded to all intents and purposes as the SEABIRD ISLAND BAND. and any 

distribution of monies accruing fiom the sale of timber or land be restricted to this band." 

His rationale was Sproat's six-year clause, which he interpreted, as had the White settlers, as 

meaning the Aboriginals had to have settled on the island "in the time specified"." 

This resulted in contradictory instructions being sent to ~raham,"~ who quickly 

pointed out then were only 'Wee families of seven people" who had settled on the island 

within six years, whereas there were over a hundred people now living there, and he 

promised to send a complete list of residents. Furthermore, he said Seabird Island residents 

were refusing to accept payment of the timber money until a meeting was held with the 

seven bands. They contended that "not one of them ever heard of the arrangement that the 

Indians were only given six years fiom the 13" June 1879 to settle upon the ~sland.''~ They 

were, of course, correct, in that it was usage and not settlement that was required, at least by 

the letter of the law, which the department had abided by - until now. 

The Seabird Island residents invited Graham to attend a meeting with the "Outside 

Band . . . so as to avoid trouble between us and said band and you can explain to them the 

hard points contained in the Ottawa letter.'* This was the "very stormy" all-day meeting of 

12 December 19 18, at Seabird Island, b e e n  representatives of the seven bands and the 

islanders. The seven bands (according to Graham) made three major arguments: that the 

money for the CPR right of way had been distributed among the seven bands, that if Sproat's 

six-year clause was legal then the island rightly belonged to the government and there would 

be no need to distribute any money, and that when Bury took the timber surrender there were 

only eleven resident families represented out of twenty-seven. Graham emphasized that it 

was not a question of who got the money, but whether the seven bands had a right to the 

island or not. He believed that the people fkom the other reserves had more land than they 

Paget to D. C. Scott, 9 Nov. 191 8, ibid Althougb the mill had not yet been built, bonus money was paid by 
the contractor at the closure of the sale. 
I' H. J. Buy to D. C. Scott, 12 Nov. 191 8, ibid 
" J. D. McLean to H. Graham, 18 Nov. 19 1 8, ibid 
" H. Graham to I. D. McLean, 7 Doc 191 8, NAC RGIO, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 301655-5(1). 

Sixteen Seabird Island people to H. Graham, 9 Dec. 19 1 8, ibid 



could work, except for Skw'atets which was washing away into the river. Graham said he 

enclosed "a complete list of the residents of the Island, showing the Band they originally 

belonged to and the year settled on the reserve." However, the list is far from complete as 

Graham omitted all the Cheam people, although he did include the newly recognized 

Spuzzum people (Table 5). His purpose is hard to understand, unless it was meant to be a list 

of only the "legitimate" settlers on the island. He recommended residents of the island be 

made into a separate band and give up all claims to their old re~erves.~' 

Chief Piem and the seven bands then protested the building of the shingle mill. 

Graham calls them "dis-satisfied outside Indians who are just trying to make tr~uble.''~ The 

seven bands again asked the department to respect their rights and declare the sale of island 

timber illegal; nor did they want Seabird Island to become a separate band. This letter stated 

that Chief Harry Joseph, whose name was appended along with the other chiefs, had been 

elected to protect theu rights to the island. Graham was told later, however, that Chief 

Joseph's name had been signed without his permission.47 On 24 February 1 9 1 9, J. D. 

McLean wrote in answer to Chief Pierre, that "only those Indians of the associated bands 

who took up residence on the island and settled there are entitled to be regarded as the 

Seabird Island band and the remaining Indians of the associated bands have ceased to have 

an interest in the Island." On 4 March 19 19, Scott wrote to Graham stating that "it is decided 

to recognize the Indians resident on Seabird Island as the Seabird Island band, such band 

being entirely separate and distinct from the seven associated bands from whom those 

Indians originated." He is directed to pay the money to this band. Thus, the position of those 

Aboriginal residents who did not originate born the seven named bands was still ambiguous, 

although it appears that timber money was paid to all residents, whatever their origin."' 

Chief Pierre took the letter of 24 February to a lawyer, through whom he asked the 

MiaisterISuperintendent General to cancel the timber sale and set up a Commission to look 

" H. Graha~~  to J. D. McLean, 14 Dee. 1918, ibid; see also Figure 2 and Table 4 compand with Table 5. 
" 1. Graham to I. D. McLean, 19 Dec. 19 1 8, ibid. 
*' Seven bands chiefs to H. Graham, 17 Dec. 191 8: Seabird Island residents to H. Oraham, 23 Jan. 1919, ibid. 
Seabird Island residents said that it was Dennis Peters who had falsely signed Chief Joseph's name to the 
document. A one-time resident of the island, Peters seems to have had a falling out with other residents and left- 
4a J. D. McLean to P. Ayessick [sic], 24 Feb. 1919; D. C. Scott to H. Graham, 4 Mar. 1919, ibid, 1958 
Commission, passim. 



into the matter. He said the seven bands recognized that those residents of Seabird Island 

who were not of seven bands origin were intermarried with them and now of such long- 

standing residence - with the knowledge of the government - that they were entitled to an 

"almost equal consideration" as the seven bands. Chief Pierre argued through the lawyer that 

the fact that the timber had not been used to date, nor the island cultivated, was no reason for 

the government to interfere with it, but that the unused portions of the island should be kept 

for use by the present residents and their descendants and (the letter implies) for any seven 

bands descendants who wish to settle there. He stressed that the land was not abandoned and 

only in such circumstances would the government be justified in depleting the island "of one 

of its most valuable a~sets.''~ The letter implied a conservationist approach in contrast to a 

quick-money-now option. This was a reversal of the image which the DIA cherished of its 

relationship with Aboriginal people - that of the prudent manager of resources for 

improvident Indians. No wonder it elicited only a brief and rather surly response from Scott. 

He declared that the island's residents were the only ones with a claim to the land and its 

resources, and he did not wish to debate the matter with Chief pierre." 

It could be argued that the DIA and Seabird Island residents took the equally valid 

view that the land had to be cleared if farms were to be built or expanded, and selling the 

timber both cleared the land and put aside money for f h r e  farm development. However, it 

came as a shock to the Seabird Island residents that the timber of the whole island had been 

sold. One might s d s e  they were also shocked at the "cut-off," which they learned of on 

enquiring about the timber. 

Once the mill was operating, island residents made good money cutting shingle bolts. 

Four cash payments of timber money were distributed to all the members of the newly 

deemed band - in 19 19, 1 92 1, 1923 (together with stumping supplies) and a last payment in 

1932.5' The second payment was received several months following the request, and only 

after the band appealed to Bury, whom they perceived as an ally. In recommending payment 

Taylor Mayers Stockton and Smith to A. Meighen (SGIA), I 1 Mar. 19 1 9, ibid. 
50 D. C. Scott to Taylor Mayas et al., 22 Mar. 19 19, ibid 
" H. Joseph to D. C. Scott, 20 Mar. 1919, Wd; J. D. McLean to R Gaabsm, 26 Jan. 1921, ibid., file 30165- 
5(2); H. Graham to J. D. McLean, 2 Feb. 1923, Lbid; A. F. MacKenzie to A. Straag, 16 June 1932, NAC 
RG1 0, reel C42125, vol. 7859, file 301 65-5(3). 



he explained that enormous stumps had to be blasted in order to clear the land, and said 

Wese Indians are some of the most industrious and progressive in British Columbia and 

well deserve encouragement.'y52 When the band asked for a third payment they were means- 

tested to discover how productively they had used the first two. Bury's suggestion was again 

followed: that only a portion be in cash and the rest in supplies and provision of equipment 

for blasting stumps. They had received just over 46 per cent of the total timber money, and 

were told to expect no further cash payments, the rest being held in Ottawa in trust." 

However, by 193 1 the Depression was biting hard and the band asked for money to see them 

through. They had been unable to get work or sell wood fiom their own personal holdings, 

and needed help to clear land and buy seed. Although Indian agent A. Strang concurred, the 

money took fifteen months to arrive, as it was thought best to distribute it at the time of year 

when land-clearing was in process." This reluctance to pay out money supposedly held in 

trust for Indians was nothing new. D. I. Hall maintains it characterized Clifford Sifton's 

tenure as Minister of JnteriorISGLA (1 896-1 905), and that money was only distributed for 

projects of which the DIA approved.s5 

Two striking points arise fiom this correspondence about timber sales: the attempt by 

the DIA to denigrate those seven bands members not living on Seabird Island, and the view 

it affords of departmental politics and its ramifications for the reserve. The seven bands 

members not living on the island were referred to as outsiders, or absentee Indians, or 

described as holding back progress. There is a bias towards island residents, perhaps because 

(whether consciously reasoned or not) they wen thought to be serious about fanning, 

whereas those who had chosen not to make use of the large, fertile reserve could not, by 

dehition, be Wly committed to the new agricultural paradigm. The social transformation 

may therefore have been seen as less successll among the seven bands - indeed, as a failure 

" H. J. Bury to D. C. Scott, 22 Jan. 192 1, NAC RGl 0, reel C-12 124, vof. 7859, me 301 65-S(2). 
H. J. Bury to D. C. Scott, 26 Oct. 1922; H. G r a h  to I. D. McLean, 16 Nov. 1922; H. I. Bury to D. C. 

Scott, 16 Dec. 1922, ibid; see also Figure 2 for a list of b40wners of land" on Seabird Island. 
The total revenue fiom the timber was $33,655.09, of which island residents received 514,727 in cash and 

$3,000 in supplies - totalhg 52.67 per cent of timber revenue. These figures are extracted fiom file 30165- 
S(2). They presumably represent the revenue fiom the reserve land. It is unknown whether any of the revenue 
fkom the proposed --off ever went into band fimds. 
" D. I. WI, ''Clifford Sifton and Cauadian Indian GdminiSb.ation, 1896-1 905," in As Long As the Sun Shines 
and Water Flows, ed. Ian A. L. Getty and Antoine S. Lussier (Vaucouver: UBC Press, 1983), 129. 



for the department - for which it then blamed the Aboriginal people. Perhaps it was simpler: 

the seven bands had thwarted the DM'S plans for the island, and were beyond the pale. In its 

attitudes towards Aboriginal people, generally, the DIA minored much of the settler 

rhetoric. As Hall points out, and as the Seabird Island case illustrates, the opinions of 

Aboriginal people were rarely taken seriously, unless corroborated by a White person, and 

there was a tendency to discount written communications from them as being ~nreliable.'~ 

Chief Pierre attempted to circumvent this by hiring a lawyer, to no avail. Nevertheless, all 

did not go smoothly for the department, and when it met opposing forces, such as the seven 

bands, it had to expend considerable amounts of time and energy, and might also be forced 

to take extraordinary - and extra-legal - measures in order to get its way. 

This correspondence about timber sales also affords a revealing glimpse into 

departmental politics, and suggests that they may have worked to the benefit of Seabird 

Island residents. It is evident that the word of Bury, employed in the land and timber section 

and based in Ottawa, was consistently believed over that of the Indian agent in the field, 

Harry Graham. They had disagreed over the extent of a fire on the island and there was an 

accusatory tone to the letter asking Graham to explain himself.s7 Also, Bury's population 

statistics for Seabird Island were more readily believed than Graham's. Being in Ottawa, 

Bury was better known, more trusted, and had the ear of Scott who, it seems, frequently took 

his advice: it was Bury who first suggested treating the Seabird Island residents as a separate 

band, in August 19 18, shortly after his visit.58 Bury was an advocate of the islanders' 

interests: on several occasions he described them as industrious, hard-working, and 

deserving. It is reasonable to assume that his view carried considerable weight. Graham, on 

the other hand, while raising the issue of the seven bands' rights more than once, eventually 

had to support the departmental line. J. D. McLean, the Assistant Deputy and Secretary of 

the DM, with whom Orsham carried on most of his correspondence, was described by Hall 

as "a m a .  of short temper, concerned with picayune detail in day-today matters, and very 

" Hall, "Clifford Sifton," 1284. 
J. D. McLean to H. Graham, 12 Aug. 1918, NAC RG10, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 30165-S(1). 

" J. D. McLean to H. Graham, 16? kc. 1918, ibid H. J. Bury to D. C. Scott, 9 Aug. 1918, NAC RGIO, reel 
C-14808, vol. 7536, file 26165-1. This visit was when he had obtained the eleven residents' permission to log. 



impressed with his own importance."s9 McLean's successor was, if anything, even more 

discourteous. He once scolded Graham for having remitted the timber paylists improperly 

and seemed to willllly misunderstand Graham's reasoned explanation.60 There was a deep 

mistrust of Graham's abilities and integrity, and his authority was undermined by Bury's 

occasional visits. It is also likely that Aboriginal people sought to use these divisions to their 

own advantage. But the divisions were not only between headquarters and field agents: there 

were also petty rivalries between top DIA officials in Ottawa, and it was for this reason that 

Clifford Sifton appointed a new Deputy SGIA, Frank Pedley, from outside the department? 

Such departmental schisms were part of the backdrop for the DIA's inconsistent policies 

concerning Seabird Island. 

Nevertheless, Indian agents generally - even Graham - wielded much power over 

almost every aspect of a reserve Indian's life, a power which Paul Tennant has said was at its 

height fiom the late 1920s through the 1940s." For example, despite his low standing in 

Ottawa, Graham almost managed to introduce draconian measures to regulate Native life in 

the Agassiz hop yards, where hundreds of Aboriginals, including Seabird Island people, 

congregated every fall for hop-picking. Graham felt thcre were too many deleterious influ- 

ences there, but failed to have the hopyards declared temporary Indian reserves. He then not 

only tried to stop illegal liquor sales to Aboriginal people, but also to prevent them 

"squandering" their money on jitney rides, and wanted to force hopyard stores to sell only 

necessities to Aboriginals - no treats like ice-cream or soft drinks - and to prohibit card or 

gambling games on their premises. Ottawa thought these measures were much too harsh, and 

prevented their implementation? 

But then were also disadvantages for Aboriginal people of Onawa's low regard of 

Graham, as when he had requested a change of agency doctor in 19 14 and been refhed, and 

-- 

'' Hall, "CLiBord Sifton," 138 n 7. 
k F. MacKenzie to H. Graham, 3 May 1922, NAC RGIO, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 30165-5(2). 

'' Hall, ''Clifford Sifton," 140 a 24. Pedley was SGIA 1902- 191 3. 
" Tennant, Aboriginal Peoples and Politics, 1 14. 
63 Articles of Agreement and letter, H. Graham to D. C. Scott, 23 Jan. 1923; 1. D. McLean to H. Graham, 1 5 
Feb. 1923, NAC RG10, reel C-10178, vol. 4045, file 351304. The yearly hopyard gatherings were important 
for trading as well as incorporating other traditional Aboriginal activities, such as gambling games, which 
Marian Smith and Keith Carlson suggest accomplished a significant mlistn'bution of wealth; see Carison, 
"St6:16 Exchange Dynamics," 344,3940. 



when he had put forward the case of the seven bands in the timber dispute and been ignored. 

Paradoxically, DM headquarters was dependent on the willingness of local field personnel 

to implement its policy decisions. Graham had not turned Cheam people off the island, as he 

technically should have done, and had allowed others to settle there whom he knew were not 

legally entitled to do so. That he had the authority to determine who settled there attested to 

his power; that he did not act on it illustrates both the flexibility which Indian agents 

sometimes displayed, and the vulnerability of DXA headquarters. It was a long reach fiom 

Ottawa to Seabird Island. 

The level of coercive tutelage and surveillance is striking in the timber correspon- 

dence. There were attempts to ensure strict adherence to DL4 instructions about where and 

when Aboriginal people could cut shingle bolts on the island. On one occasion they were 

permined to cut only until the end of March when Graham deemed it appropriate that "they 

must start on their ran~hes."~ Writing about the turn of the century, Hall said that the 

paternal grip of the department was felt in "innumerable ways, &om everyday administrative 

trivia to issues of band politics.'"5 This was also true well into the twentieth century. 

While internal DIA divisions are readily apparent fiom its correspondence, it is 

harder to determine the lines of division among Aboriginal groups. Besides the seven 

banddisland residents division, there could have been a split among the island's residents: 

between those fiom the seven bands at the north end, and those fiom Cheam at the south. 

There are indications at the 1958 hearings that this division may have become sharper over 

time. However, the early letters and petitions are almost always signed by a mix of island 

residents - from Cheam, Spuzzum, Skw'atets and others, who seemed united in desiring to 

make a success of fanning. But Graham hints at such dissent, even early on, when he said of 

the 12 December 19 18 meeting that "practically the only ones. . .objecting [to timber sales] 

were the outside Indians" (emphasis added).66 

The displacement of the seven Tait bands downriver in search of more living space 

was initiated by the gold-rush, as well as the search for suitable agricultural land in case 

H. Graham to J. D. McLeap 8 Feb. 191 8, NAC RG10, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 301 65-5(1). 
65 Hall, TlifEord Sifton," 129. 
H. Graham to J. D. McLean, 19 Dec. 1918, NAC RGIO, ml C-12124, voi. 7859, me 30165-5(1). 
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traditional pursuits became less feasible as White settlement encroached. Seabird Island 

seemed to answer both needs, and with the assistance of Reserve Commissioner Sproat it 

was set aside for their use. But the designation of the reserve exclusively for the seven Tait 

bands was thwarted because of the danger posed by the White settlers' hunger for land. 

Despite his misgivings about his right to do so, Chief Harry and band members koom Cheam, 

a Pilalt tribe, moved to the island to help save it from the White squatters, and probably to 

take advantage of its farming opportunities. Over time, patterns of residence were 

established which accentuated this tribal division - or may even have been an expression of 

it, whether consciously thought of as such or not. However, intermarriage among the Sto:16 

and between Sto:lb and Nlaka'pamw, continually blurred the boundaries of who was 

"eligible" to settle there and who was not. 

The Department of Indian Affairs took no action to protect the seven Tait bands' tri- 

bal rights. Indeed, its lack of understanding about such cultural matters, and its deliberate 

disregard of its obligations towards the seven bands, meant it eventually saw the original 

ownen as intruders, especially when they stood in the way of the DM'S plans for the island 

as an agricultural settlement, deemed to be necessary for the Indians' social transformation. 

Unable to move forward legally, owing to activist leaders like Chief Pierre, the DM resorted 

to extra-legal measures. Departmental politics predisposed Duncan Campbell Scott to take 

the timber inspector's advice, and the Seabird Island band became a quasi-reality. Mean- 

while, the island was logged, and once the disbelieving residents had been assured that 

everythmg was legal the timber money was paid to the residents - of whatever band origin - 

to cries of protest h m  the seven Tait bands whose members only shared in the money if 

they lived on the island. While revenue fiom resources was significant to Aboriginal leaden 

for its prestige-enhencing potential, Indian agent Graham thought that, in this case at least, 

the symbolic act of ownership by which the residents alone had surrendered the timber and 

been compensated for it, was more important than the money. Whether they received the fbll 

amount due them, or whether the money &om timber on the proposed cutsff land went 

elsewhere, is not apparent. 



CHAPTER V 

SETTLING THE OWNERSHIP - PART 2 

Indians are always Indium ... When I am hungry I come to your house and we are 
fiiends. ryou are hungry you come to my house. Thar is the Indian way. Now why is it 
today we have to fight like this? It does not make sense ... . 

Chief Vincent Harris, during the 1958 Commission hearings1 

The furore concerning the DIA's decision to treat Seabird Islanders as a separate 

band eventually died down - at least the DM documents are silent on the matter, which may 

not be the same thing. During the Depression a relief camp was established on the island, 

when clearing was begun for the highway that was eventually built beside the railway line. 

There was also some prospecting for placer gold on the river bank, and in 1936 nine pros- 

pectors' permits were issued to non-Aboriginals who, over the residents' protests, were to be 

allowed to conduct "test drilling." Nothing appears to have come of this.2 About a dozen 

Seabird Island men fought in the Second World War - for a country that did not allow them 

a vote. A day school had been in operation since 1923 utilizing the reserve's council house. 

A purpose-built school had to wait until 1948, although construction was delayed due to the 

devastating flood in June which saw most Seabird Island residents temporarily evacuated.' 

This was two years after turmoil of another kind broke over the reserve - fiom a more 

familiar source. 

In 1946, Scott's 19 19 declaration of Seabird Island as a band was overturned when a 

DIA solicitor determined that the band had not been properly constituted, because the rights 

of the seven bands had been "overlooked." The band firnds were frozen as officials 

attempted to discover who had rights to the island. In 195 1 J. C. Letcher, acting 

superintendent, gave Chief Harry Joseph the bad news that in order to have the reserve 

legally allotted to Seabird Island residents it was necessary to obtain releases fiom all seven 

bands. He expressed his hstration that the matter was so complicated. Chief Joseph was 

understandably annoyed, stating his belief that they were a separate band, and that the seven 

Chief Vincent Hamis, 1958 Commission, 84. 
Chief Archie Charles, personal communication, 20 Oct 1998; Prospecton' permits, NAC RGIO, reel C- 

14765, vol. 7464, file 18165-S(1). 
H. Grahsm to R T. Farier, 1 2 Sept. 1923; A. Strang to D M  Ottawa, 1 3 July 1948, NAC RG10, reel (2-8747, 

vol. 6410, file 84(Fl(l); Betty Walker, personal communication, 28 June 1998. 



bands had no more rights to the island. By the 1950s, island population was just over two 

hundred, and the residents were unable to develop the island's resources without access to 

the capital funds. 

In 1953 the seven bands rebed  to relinquish their claim. They suggested that once 

Seabird Island residents had control of the reserve they would sell the land. However, they 

requested that all monies but the capital funds be released to the islanderse5 No action was 

taken by the DIA and no explanation was given, despite promptings by Letcher. With the 

question stalled in Ottawa, Vincent Harris of Seabird Island raised the issue at an Indian 

conference with the Deputy Minister in Vancouver in 1955. Oscar Peters, chief of the large 

Hope band, was also present and put the seven bands' point of view. The officials suggested 

that the Aboriginal people should come to an agreement among themselves.6 The DM, 

whose administrative decisions had been largely responsible for the intensity of the dispute, 

now wanted to wash its hands of the matter. 

Early in 1956, the seven bands were approached by Fraser Valley Frosted Foods of 

Chilliwack with a view to leasing the whole island, indefinitely, for agricultural purposes. A 

meeting at Hope between three of the seven bands and Seabird Island people decided that 

one thousand acres should be leased, and that the seven bands, as well as Seabird Island 

residents, should manage the reserve and negotiate all leases.' Chief Peters was now the 

spokesperson for the seven bands, and the DIA began to see him as the main obstacle to any 

settlement over Seabird Island. It appears that Chief Peters desired the seven bands to share 

in any Wire lease monies generated from Seabird Island, and it was left to Letcher to 

mediate a workable compromise that the DIA would also find legally acceptable. However, 

Letcher was given little guidance as to what would satisfy the department, and his fivstraiion 

showed.' Meanwhile, island administration was held in abeyance which caused much 

4 H. Joseph to J. Giliett, 19 Oct. 195 1 ; J. C. Letcher to H. Joseph, 22 Oct. 1 951 ; unsigned DIA memorandum, 
26 Feb. 1958, NAC RG10, vol. 13487, file 987130-33; E. L. Fairdough to W. H. Hicks, MP, 16 Juae 1958, 
George L. Cassady, private papers. By the 1950s local Wan agents had been replaced by Man 
superintendents who fulfilled much the same role. 
' Seven bands to W. Hams, SOI& 25 Apt. 1953, NAC RGIO, vol. 13487, file 987/30-33. 
W. C. Bethune to W. S, Ameil, 20 o*. 1955, ibid 

7 Minutes of Meeting held 22 Feb. 1956 at Hope, ibid. 
' W. S. Ameil to Ottawa, 22 May 1956; W. C. Bethuae to W. S. Amcil, 29 Aug. 1956; W. S. Arneil to I. C. 
Letcher, 12 Sept. 1956; J. C. Letcher to W. S. he& 23 Om 1956, &id. 



hardship for residents: funds were still frozen, membership in-transfen were put on hold, 

estates of deceased islanders could not be settled, enfranchisement requests could not be 

dealt with, no capital funding was available for farm improvements so health inspectors 

closed down dairy operations and herds had to be sold, and long-term plans, such as the 

Fraser Valley Frosted Foods proposal, fell through.g 

In an effort to break the impasse, Letcher wrote a circular letter in 1957 to all mem- 

bers of the seven bands, asking them to consider transferring their rights in Seabird Island to 

the residents. Delivered by Seabird Island band members to each household, it seemed to be 

an attempt to bypass Chief Peters and appeal directly to band members. Enquiries were also 

made by Ottawa as to whether it would be fair to all concerned if the minister used Section 

17 of the Indian Act to arbitrarily create a new band (an option not available to Scott in 

19 19), or whether it would cause serious resentment, l o  but no action was taken then. 

There was a more conciliatory tone in much of the DIA correspondence in the 1950s 

- at least in comparison to what had gone before. It was indicative of a post-war change in 

attitude towards Aboriginal people throughout Euro-Canadian society, which was to gather 

momentum. This was paralleled, and probably partly induced by, the increasing ability of 

Aboriginal people to express their opinions more effectively, not least because some of the 

restrictions which had crippled Native political and cultural activities had been lifted in 

1% 1, resulting in what George Manuel called a renaissance of Native activism. That is not 

to say that much changed in a hurry, as Aboriginal ability to affect DM policy remained 

limited, and racial discrimination in the wider society was a continuing reality.' ' 
There was a dichotomy at the heart of the DIA relationship with Aboriginal people 

concerning Seabird Island. On one hand, there was a somewhat more accommodating and 

less patronizing attitude, and on the other there was an attempt to disparage Chief Peters, and 

to hold him responsible for what the department saw as the obstinate lack of cooperation by 

-- - 

W. S. Ameil to Ottawa, 12 Dec. 1956; L. L. Bmwa to I. C. Letcher, 9 Jan. 1957, ibid.; Johnny Bobb's 
testimony, 1958 Commission, 21. 
l o  I. C. Letcher to seven bsllds members, 14 Feb. 1957; 1. C. Letcher to V. Harris, 15 Feb. 1957; W. C. 
Bethune to W. S. Ameil, 1 Apt. 1957, NAC RGlO, vol. 13487, file 987/30-33. 
" Activities "unbmedn in 1951 included the political pursuit of Aboriginal rights and the much misundmood 
potlatch. For a discussion of Native activism in this period see: Tennant, AboriginaI Peoples and Politics, 1 14- 
38; Manuei and Posluns, The Fourth World, 69-126; J. R Miller, Skyscrapers Hide the Heavens: A History of 
Indian-White Relations in Canada, rev. ed (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991 ), 222-3. 



the seven b8ndd2 It is difficult to tell from the DIA documents how much support Chief 

Peters had fiom the rest of the seven bands; the department thought he exercised much 

influence over them. This is quite possible, as he was an activist well noted beyond his band. 

In the late 1950s he was a vice-president of the Native Brotherhood of British Columbia, and 

Tennant related he was one of the few Coast Salish leaders active in that organization. The 

Native Brotherhood had been formed in 193 1 to continue the work of the Allied Tribes, and 

was opposed to the assimilation of Aboriginals into mainstream Euro-Canadian society. 

Chief Peters helped activist George Manuel organize several inter-tribal meetings, and in the 

fall of 1958 - just after the Seabird Island Commission hearings - the Aboriginal Native 

Rights Committee of the Interior Tribes of British Columbia was formed, and Chief Peters 

was elected chairman. The Committee held a large meeting at Hope in 1959 which set 

directions for firture province-wide Aboriginal cooperation and strategies.'3 

Perhaps it was due to Chief Peters's high profile (about which the DIA documents 

examined for this thesis are entirely silent) that Seabird Island residents called on another 

notable activist to support their position. Andrew (Andy) Paull, a Squamish fiom North 

Vancouver, had been for many years a tireless campaigner for Native rights at the national as 

well as the provincial level. He was one of the founders and chief spokespersons of the 

Allied Tribes, together with Rev. Peter Kelly, and a leader in the Native Brotherhood with 

Kelly and Guy Williams. However, he had been dismissed by the latter organization in 1945, 

for reasons which Manuel and Posluns describe with sensitivity and empathy, and thereafter 

the North American Indian Brotherhood (NAB) allowed him a forum in which to be 

heard.I4 A rivalry developed between the Native Brotherhood and the NAB and they had a 

public falling out in 1947 .I5 While these events occurred a decade before Paull 's involve- 

l 2  W. S. Arneil to W. C. Bethune, 12 June 1957, NAC RG10, vol. 13487,me 987/30-33. Chief Oscar Peters 
was the son of Dermis Peters, a former Seabird Island mident who had supported Chief Pierre Ayessik's 
opposition to the creation of a separate Seabird Island band and the logging of the island. It is not known 
whether Dennis Peters's dispute with other island residents had caused him to take this position, nor whether it 
also influenced his son; see A Paull to W. S. Arneil, 28 Mar. 1958, ibid 
l 3  Tennant, Aborigind Peoples and Politics, i 1 6-1 7, 1 20, 1 27-8. 
'' E. Palmer Patterson II, "Andrew Paull and Canadian Indian Resurgence" (PLD. diss., University of 
Washington, 1%2), passim; Manuel and Posluns, The Fourth World, 86. 
Is The issues were the extension of proviacia1 voting rights to Aboriginal people, and Native representation 
before a joint parliamentary committee in Ottawa; see Tesmant, Aboriginal Peoples cmd Politia, 120-2. 



ment in the Seabird Island dispute, they may have colomd both men's attitude towards to 

the other, and the causes for which they were arguing. The intransigence of Chief Peters over 

Seabird Island was matched by the scathing personal attacks which Paull made on Chief 

Peters in letters to the DM. The correspondence reveals a strong antipathy between them, 

and both men brought considerable political baggage to the Seabird Island case. Understand- 

ing this helps to put their participation in the dispute into perspective. l6 

Paull's first involvement was at a meeting called by the Seabird Island band council 

with DM officials in May 1957, at which Paull suggested that the 191 8 surrender of island 

timber was a way of establishing ownership of the reserve - an issue which appeared to be 

new for the current officials. A meeting was held in June and attended by the chiefs and 

councils of seven of the eight bands concerned, as well as the chiefs of Cheam and 

Vakweakwioose (a Chilliwack band), Paull and three DIA officials. According to the Indian 

Commissioner for British Columbia, W. S. Arneil, Chief Peters objected to Paull's participa- 

tion, which resulted in Paull suggesting that Seabird island residents should ask the DIA to 

constitute them as a new band under Section 17. The island residents, with the assistance of 

Paull, drew up the request and Ameil endorsed it. Arneil believed that some of the seven 

bands' members, as well as some of the chiefs, would agree to such a resolution, but were 

persuaded to oppose it by Chief Peters. Arneil noted that the Seabird Island group stressed 

that any of the seven bands' members wouid be welcome to live on the island. Chief 

Joseph's name does not appear on the Section 17 petition, which, in view of his testimony at 

the 1958 hearings, is not surprising. Vincent Harris signed the document as chief." 

There was silence from Ottawa for four months, perhaps because of a change in 

government in June of 1957. In November the Acting Minister decided to have the matter 

"considered by an independent commission before reaching a decision under Section 17 of 

the Indian AC~."'* At this time, and for only a few months, E. David Fulton was the minister 

l6 A. PauU to the ministedSGIA (E. D. Fulton &om 21 June), 18 June 1957; 0. D. Peters to W. S. Arneil, 27 
Jan. 1958; A. Paull to W. S. Ameil, 28 Mar. 1958, NAC RGIO, vol. 13487, file 987/30-33. 
I7 J. C. Letcher to W. S. Ameil, 6 May 1957; Minutes of Meeting (by J. C. Letcher), 1 June 1957; Petition &om 
forty-two residents, to J. W. Pickersgill, minister and SGIA, 8 June 1957; W. S. Arneil to Ottawa (AWDIA), 
12 June 1957, ibid In 1936, the position of Deputy SGIA was replaced by Director, Indian Affairs Branch, 
responsible to the minister. For clarity, this thesis will continue to refa to the DM. 
'' H. M. Jones to W. S. Ameil, 8 Nov. 1957, Bid. 



in charge of Indian affairs. As the MP for Kamloops, he was interested in Aboriginal issues 

and encouraged young Aboriginal leaders, like George ~ a n u e l . ' ~  It is probable that the 

decision for the Commission originated with him and that it was seen as a more consensus- 

building solution, and preferable to a DM edict. Moreover, for the first time in Canada, 

Aboriginal people were to sit as ~ommissioners?~ The chairman was to be a non- 

Aboriginal lawyer. George L. Cassady. QC. of New Westminster. Concerning the choice of 

Aboriginal Commissioners, H. M. Jones, the director of Indian Affairs, wrote to Arneil that 

"They could be secured fiom other bands having no personal interest in the matter, or they 

might be representative of the Indians living on Seabird Island and those living elsewhere 

but having a common interest in the Island. I am inclined to favour the latter, provided it is 

possible to nominate good men." The DM chose Chiefs Vincent Harris and Oscar Peters, the 

two current protagonists in the dispute. Letcher believed that with such a Commission the 

chairman would have to make the final decision, and that more disinterested Commissioners 

should have been named?' Was the DIA deliberately sabotaging the minister's desire for an 

impartial hearing? However, this may be a Eurocentric notion; it is possible that the Aborigi- 

nal people concerned would have preferred Commissioners who had a stake in the outcome. 

Chief Peters was a reluctant Commissioner fiom the start, and tried to have the 

proceedings postponed, citing a number of reasons which the DIA felt were spurious. His 

stalling tactics may have k e n  an expression of his reluctance to use a Euro-Canadian forum 

for dispute resolution, and that he felt more appropriate Aboriginal mechanisms were being 

ignored. Although the hearings opened as scheduled, and all but the Union Bar band were 

represented, Chief Peters asked for an indefinite adjournment saying he needed more time to 

prepare his case. A copy of Cassady's agenda shows he was against adjournment, but he 

expressed concern that the hearings be fair to both sides, and as Chief Harris reluctantly 

l9 Tennant, Aboriginal Peoples md Politics, 126-7. Indian M a .  was moved 6rom the Ministry of the Interior 
in I935 and h m  then until 1949 was under the Minister of Mines and Resources. From 1950 to 1966, it came 
under the Minister of Immigration and Citkmbip. 
'O "Hearings Start Today On Independent Band for Seabird Reserve," The Agassiz-H-on Advance, 27 Mar. 
1958: 1, Agassiz Harrison Museum, For the newspaper photograph of the three Commissioners see Figure 13. 

H. M. Jones to W. S. Ameil, 8 Nov. 1957: J. C. Letcher to W. S. Ameil, 29 Nov. 1957, NAC RG10, vol. 
13487, file 987/30-33. 



consented, Cassady agreed to adjourn - but only until 19 ~ u n e . ~  h the intervening weeks 

tragedy struck the Seabird Island reserve. On 26 April a f i e  demolished Chief Joseph's 

house. Both he and his wife were badly burned and his wife died a week later.23 

Chief Peters was not idle during those weeks. According to the Vancouver Sun, he 

organized a petition to have Seabird Islanders constituted as an eighth band with an interest 

in the island together with the other seven. rather than having sole jurisdiction over it. The 

petition asked for Chief Joseph's reinstatement as the active chief and Chief Harris's 

suspension, and requested adjournment until December. He caused a stir by sending the 

petition to the Prime Minister, John G. Diefenbaker, to Fulton, now Justice Minister, and the 

new MP for Yale, Harold Hicks. Hicks, an acquaintance of Cassady, wrote asking Cassady 

to inform him of the outcome. Hicks enclosed the reply he had had from the new minister in 

charge of Indian affairs, Ellen Fairclough, who explained that "repeated attempts have been 

made [since 19461 to reach an amicable solution and the delay has adversely affected those 

Indians residing on the Island," and that a Commission was felt to be better than making a 

decision based only on information in the files." 

it is unfortunate that only ninety pages of the 147-~a~e" transcript of the 

Commission hearings were located, for the omitted section would have documented Chief 

Peten's witnesses, and better established what support he had among the seven bands. For 

example, representing Union Bar and Yale were Wilfred Wells and Patrick Charles (or 

Charlie) respectively. Neither were chiefs, however, and both had written, possibly at Chief 

Peten's behest, to request postponement of the March meeting. But in 1952, both Union Bar 

and Yale bands had signed documents relinquishing all rights to Seabird Island, provided 

George L. Cassady, *Seabird Island Commission: Agenda," 27 Mar. 1958, George L. Cassady, private 
papers; 19% Commission, 3-9. 

''Mrs. Joseph Dies of Bum, Rites At Chehalis Yesterday," The Agarsh-Harrison Advance: 8 May 1958: 1 ,  
Agassiz Harrison Museum. 
'' Vancouver Sun, 6 June 1958, clipping in George L. Cassady, private papers; E. L. Fairclough to W. H. 
Hicks, MP, 16 June 1 958, George L. Cassady, private papers. 
" The number of pages is mentioned in George L. Cassady's invoice, 22 Oct. 1958, NAC RG10, vol. 13487, 
file 987/30-33; also in court reporter B. F. Spring's invoice, 28 Aug. 1958, George L. Cassady, private papers. 
It is intriguing that a report of the hearings in me Agussiz-Harrison Ahrmce provides no hmha information 
than is in the first ninety pages. The hearings were on 19,20 and 24 h e ,  but it is as if the reporter had access 
only to Q same ninety pages that I did. There is no notation of an adjournment at the bottom of page ninety. 
"Commission Completes Hearings On Seabird Island Independent," The Agussir-Hmison A h c e ,  26 June 
1 958: 1, Agassiz Harrison Museum. 



they could receive a share of the capital fimdd6 Therefore, Wells's and Charlie's support for 

Chief Peters might not have had the whole-hearted approval of their bands, despite Wells's 

letter being co-signed by Chief Alex Peters Josh. Unfortunately, their testimony is not within 

the first ninety pages. Chief Harry J. Peters of the Skw'atets band, who was the interpreter 

for "Skawahlook dialect" (a micro-dialect of Halq'emeylem), when asked to testify, declined. 

And although he had written to say he would be unable to attend the 27 March hearing, yet 

he did attend and had been ready to act as interpreter He was also shy about translating 

some of the things that Chief Joseph said about chief ~arr is? Skawahlook and Ohamil 

bands were not represented at the June hearings. Ohamil had sent letters to Cassady 

requesting adjournment &om March until December, and to the "Deputy Minister" with a 

request to postpone or stop the hearings. There were no letters on file fiom Skawahlook, but 

they had been viewed in the past as being followers of the Hope band's lead. Skawahlook 

and Ohamil had both sent people to the 27 March meeting. Chief Peters, of course, spoke for 

Elope?* Page nine to seventy-seven dealt with witnesses in support of the Seabird Island 

position. One was a seven bands chief, Fred Cheer of Popkum, who said that Popkum had 

signed a resolution in 195 1 relinquishing all rights to Seabird Island and was in favour of it 

becoming a separate band.t9 Even with a portion of the trmscript missing, it is evident that 

Chief Peters did not have unanimous seven bands support. Although it should be treated 

cautiously, Paull noted in a subsequent letter that no other seven bands' chief had spoken in 

support of Chief Peters's position.30 

The Seabird Island residents' testimony asserted their ownership rights for the 

following reasons. First, because Sproat's time limit had expired without the seven bands 

'' W. L. Wells and Chief Alex Peters Josh to deputy minister, 19 Mar. 1958; Patrick and Annie Charlie to 
deputy minister, 19 Mar. 1958 (according to Annie and Patrick Charlie's letter, a meeting of the seven bands 
had been held at Hope on 19 March); Relinquishment document signed by the chief and four members of 
Union Bar, 23 Jan. 1952 (the names W i d  Wells and Alex Peters both appear on this document); C. Letcher 
to W. S, Ameil, 28 Jan. 1952, mentions the Yale relinquishment, NAC RGIO, vol. 13487, file 987/30-33. This 
19512 initiative was not successful, probably because surrenders were not received from all seven bands- 
'' 1958 Commission, 1,81,88; Hany I. Peters and W. I. Peters to G. L. Cassady, 18 Mar. 1958, George L. 
Cassady, private papers. 
'' Ohamil to G. L Cassidy (sic] ad.; Ohamil to deputy minister, 22 Mar. 1958, George L. Cassady, private 
y-- - 1958 Commission, 27-8. The resolution, apparently dated 26 Sept. 195 1, was read into the record. 
'O A Paull to ?[DM?], 25 June 1955 [sic, 1958 surely], NAC RG10, vol. 1 3487, file 987/30-33. 



having occupied or "improved" the land, it left the way open for Cheam settlers, and Chief 

Harry of Cheam's Royal Commission testimony was read into the record ( inc~rnct l~) .~ '  

Second, it had been mostly Chearn and not seven bands people who chased away the White 

squatters. Third, agent Graham's Royal Commission testimony, which was also read into the 

record, stated that the DM had virtually created a band with the appointment of a chief. 

Further, although the DM knew there were Aboriginal settlers who were not fiom the seven 

bands, yet it did nothing to remove them. Fourth, Bury had established the residents as a 

band, and they alone had surrendered and were paid for the timber.32 It was a convincing ar- 

gument, and those residents who spoke had connections with a number of bands.33 In 

arguing the first point, Paul1 made the same misinterpretation as others had in saying that 

Sproat's Minute of Decision required there to be residency on the island, rather than simply 

use of the land; counsel for the Commission, Gordon McKinnon, corrected him.34 

Despite Cheam not being one ofthe seven bands, Chief Albert Douglas told how the 

Cheam band had also signed a resolution in 1 95 1 "that [Seabird Island] be recognized as a 

separate band." He maintained this indicated that Cheam "must have had some kind of hold 

on Seabird Island." However, he added that Cheam would claim no fiuther interest in the 

island if the seven bands did the same. If they did not follow this course, however, he said 

Cheam ''will come back and claim [the western] half of Seabird Island as we always d i d  

because there were many Cheam people still living there.35 

Chief Joseph's testimony was an enigma. In 195 1 he had been upset to learn that the 

seven bands still had a say in island matters, yet in 1958 he vehemently supported Chief 

I' 1958 Commission, 54-61. The excerpts fiom the Royal Commission were abbreviated, sometimes 
paraphrased (although there was no indication of this), and on one occasion Chief Harry of Cheam's testimony 
was ascribed to Chief Pierre of Hope. me mistake could have been obvious to anyone listening cIoseIy. The 
excerpted copy came from the DIA, yet the material omitted, with that one possible exception, appeared not to 
h g e  either Seabird island's or the seven bands' cases. 

1958 Commission, 9-77 passim. 
'' Those residents who testified (withi0 the Srst ninety pages) were Johnny Bobb and Ilmmie Andrew, both 
originally fin111 Spwnm and among those who claimed legitimate ownership through Chief Likwetem; Dan 
Thomas, originally of a Skw'atets family; Mary Charles, whose father had come fiorn Boston Bar (Nlaka'pamux 
territory), but who appears to also have had conuections with Cheam; Fred Ewen, the son of Ah Yuen and Lucy 
Aleck of Popkm; and David Charles fiom Chehalis who also had Maka'parnux connections. Chief Harry 
Joseph, origiaally fiom SWatets, was Chief Oscar Peters's witness. 1958 Commission, passim. 
" hid, 86. 
3S Ibid., 24-5. 



Peters's position: that the seven bands still owned the island. He denied that Cheam people 

were involved in throwing the squatters off the island, contradicting Chief Harry of Cheam's 

testimony as passed down to chief ~ o u ~ l a s ?  in introducing him, Chief Peters calls him his 

grand-uncle. Was kinshiplfriendship a factor in his seeming change of allegiance, or was it 

because Vincent Harris had been elected chief the year before by the residents of Seabird 

Island and Chief Joseph felt slighted? 37 Perhaps he agreed to support Chief Peters in return 

for Peters's support for his reinstatement. Although Chief Peters said that Joseph had been 

elected chief by the seven bands to look after their interests on the island, Fred Ewen had 

told Marian Smith that Chief Michel had selected Joseph to be chief after he died.)* Perhaps 

Chief Joseph trod a very difficult path between two allegiances, balancing his seven bands' 

origin and his chiefship of the island residents. He was a chief in the traditional mold, and in 

1958 was ninety-two years old. He may have had the support of other residents on the island 

who did not a g m  with the new ideas about island development which Chief Harris was 

proposing. Moreover, he had just lost his wife and would still have been grieving.39 

Apparently Chief Joseph implied that Chief Hams was the cause of all the trouble, 

and although no-one would translate it Mly into English, Harris would have ~nderstood."~ In 

response, Chief Harris spoke passionately about the difficulties faced by chiefs in helping 

their people to adapt to new ways, about improving living conditions, and about the potential 

for employment Seabird Island reserve offered, provided the ownership was simplified and 

capital h d s  made available. Rather than going off reserve to find employment, it could be 

developed on the island. He denied that once in control the Seabird Island band would sell 

the land, and made it clear that the band would be open to new members: "The land here is 

36 Ibid., 80. 
'' 1958 Commission, 78. While Halq'emdylem has many specific terms for different human relationships, the 
St6:16 did not distinguish between close family and friends as Europeans do, and had a category of people - 
close relatives, in-laws and fiends - who were often called by the same general term, sjh:ye. Therefore, Chief 
Peters's reference to Chief Joseph as his grand-uncle need not necessarily be a blood or marriage tie; see 
Carlson, '%&I6 Exchange Dyaamics," 1 0- 14,3 3. 
'' Smith MS268, box 2, no. 1, p. 4. 

Marian Smith's fieldnotes record Ewen (in 1945) as saying, "the young fella trying to push the chief off these 
days . . . agent doesn't want educated man in there, doesn't want to be bothered by letters all the time. Can't 
replace the Chief unless he resigns." See Smith MS268, box 2, no. 8, p. 3. This implies divisions among island 
residents of which the public hce may have been Chief Joseph's opposition to Chief Harris in 1958. Chief 
Peters may have used this division to further his cause. 

1958 Commission, 8 1-2. 



worth a gold-mine.. .[i]f any youngsters want to transfer here there is lots of room for them." 

It was an eloquent appeal to kin for help so that money might be released and Seabird Island 

residents enabled to earn a living fiom their land? 

Tom Jackson, a member fiom Hope who supported Chief Peters, pointed out that it 

was not the seven bands who were tying up the money, but the DLA. The seven bands were 

happy for the revenue h d s  to be released, but not the capital funds - however, it was the 

DM'S decision to freeze all h d s  until the question of ownership was settled!2 It is 

tantalizing that the transcript ends at this point, during the second day of the threeday 

hearings. 

One gets the strong impression from reading the transcript that there were under- 

currents of meaning in the heavily freighted speech and impassioned arguments that are 

impossible for a non-Aboriginal, outside researcher to interpret - especially forty years on. 

In August 1958 the majority report of Cassady and Chief Harris was sent to Ottawa 

recommending that a new band of Indians be established in accordance with Section 17 of 

the Indian Act, and that all h d s  be divided on a per capita basis W e e n  the eight bands. 

Chief Peters submitted a minority report in which he stated that the seven bands rejected the 

fmdings of the Commission and did not relinquish ownership of the reserve. He requested a 

Royal Commission "to investigate all problems confronting the Native Indian [sic] of BC.'*'~ 

The Commission hearings had changed nothing. Depending on one's viewpoint, the DIA 

could be castigated for a "show" Commission which only delayed the inevitable - or 

congratulated on at least attempting to obtain a consensus and for allowing all sides to be 

heard in a public forum. The government delayed legislation for three months to allow 

members of the seven bands to transfer if they wished. None did. Thereafter, transfers had to 

have the new band's permission. On 1 January 1959 Seabird Island became an independent 

band, and Vincent Harris was re-elected chief. By late January the band bad already received 

a number of proposals for a two-thousand-acre block of land that it wanted to lease? 

'' Chief Vincent Harris's testimony, 1958 Commission, 82-5. 
" Tom Jackson's testimony, 1958 Commission, 88. 

Canada, "Commission on Estabbhbg a New Bend of Indians 00 Seabird Island, British Columbia, 1958," 
Report, BC Archives and Records Service, Government Records Catalogue, GR-198 1, microfiche. 
" "Seabird Island Land Availnble For Lease," The Agc1ssiz-HC1171;Son Advmce, 29 Jan. 1959: 1. 
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It is tempting to see the dispute of the 1950s in generational terms, with traditional 

leadership versus modem, or as a pro- and anti-development issue, or as a desire on the part 

of the seven bands for access to the island's resources (both natural, family-owned resource 

sites and revenue fiom timber and land leases), or even as an extension of personal feuds. 

While each may have played a part, this thesis argues that it was even more complicated: 

that tribal boundaries still mattered, and that external influences, fiom both White settlers 

and the Department of Indian Affairs, were crucial, contributing factors. 

In one of several reversals in the DIA's administration of Seabird Island, the 

residents were informed, after twenty-seven years, that a mistake had been made and they 

were not a band after ail. With the ownership in doubt, funds were frozen and many 

activities came to a halt. This fwlled resentment by island residents towards the seven 

bands, which refused to relinquish their rights to the island. Anger boiled over in the 1958 

Commission hearings and was expressed at the level of personal animosities, which were 

heightened by the simmering enmity between Chief Oscar Peters and Andrew Paul1 which 

had been formed elsewhere. Seabird Island residents had acted in good faith in 19 1 8, but 

their trust had been misplaced and they too were let down by the DM, which had persuaded 

them that selling the timber was legal. Moreover, Seabird Islanders were disheartened with 

the lengthy wait for a resolution after the repeal of Scott's decision in 1946. On the seven 

bands' side, the persistence of men like Chief Peters, and Chief Pierre Ayessik before him, 

was remarkable in that they purswd what they believed to be right, and ultimately, for Chief 

Peters, with very little support &om the other seven bands' chiefs. And if, as Pad1 

suggested, it was more a personal matter than a point of principle for Chief Peters, Peters 

nevertheless displayed courage and stamina in taking on the government, almost single- 

handedly. The inability or unwillingness to act with integrity towards both the seven bands 

and the Seabird Island bbband" was an abdication by the DIA of its responsibility towards 

both groups, and for that it must bear much blame for both the intensity and complexity of 

the inter-band dispute - if not for its initiation. 
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CONCLUSION 

In the confrontation over Seabird Island between the White settler farmers and their 

Aborigmal neighbours, as with similar encounters elsewhere, there was no common 

worldview on which to base an understanding of the other. The Aboriginal people saw 

themselves in harmony with nature, and the natural landscape was deeply symbolic, en- 

dowed with supernatural significance, and represented an ability to live off the resources of 

river and land - which were their ancestors, transformed to sustain them.' They saw the 

White settlers as having an insatiable and unreasonable desire to dispossess them of their 

lands and resources, and therefore of their very life, and they felt justified in defending them. 

The settlers, on the other hand, felt their lifestyle was far superior to that of the Aboriginal 

people. They saw their own cultivated fields, with their newly introduced crops and 

livestock, as equally symbolic - but of their ability to modify nature and survive in the midst 

of a hostile wilderness, kept at bay by fences and social conventions. Many sincerely 

believed that it was in the Aboriginals' best interest to be remade in their image. As they 

looked across Maria Slough, they saw potentially fertile farmland going to waste, and felt 

justified in attempting to take it. That they did not succeed was due to a combination of 

Native initiatives (in prompting the eviction of the squatters and voting against leasing in 

1896), the dominion government's victory in retaining control of the railway belt reserves, 

and its decision not to implement cut-offs fiom them. 

Like Aboriginal people across Canada, those who lived in the upper Fraser Valley 

and lower canyon were gradually and subtly transformed, as the work of acculturation to 

Euro-Canadian ways progressed through schooling, missionaries, tutelage under watchful 

Indian agents, and in a myriad other ways, as traditional options were closed off. Comaroff 

and Comaroff described this process as the colonization of consciousness, and suggested that 

while colonized peoples frequently rejected the message of the colonizers, they were 

powerfully aected by its media, which explained why new and compelling influences 

silently took root amidst outward protest and resistance. However, they also suggested that 

this hegemonic process rarely succeeded in completely supplanting what was there before, 

- -- - 

Carlson, You Are Asked To Witness, 54-5. 



and was constantly being made and unmade? In British Columbia, outward expressions of 

culture have been continually reformulated by Aboriginal peoples as they have incorporated 

new ideologies, technologies, and items of material culture, but their deeply-rooted sense of 

Aboriginal identity has remained. As Tennant noted, this is partly because they have never 

left their ancestral homelands, and because they have watched with a deepening sense of 

injustice as those lands have been reduced to tiny reserves while their surrounding traditional 

territory has been expropriated without regard to Aboriginal title.3 

Farming, which was one of the many adaptations made by Aboriginal people in 

British Columbia, required not only changes in technology, but for the Sd:l6 - the people of 

the river - it also meam a radically different way of conceptualizing their relationship with 

the land. Many who settled on Seabird Island may have done so with the intention of farm- 

ing, but they incorporated the change of lifestyle as much as possible on their own terms - 

although necessarily within the narrow limits set by the DM. While some readily embraced 

the change to farming, others, to the department's chagrin, initially ignored its desire to see 

them anchored permanently on farms, and combined fanning with both traditional and non- 

traditional seasonal activities, such as fishing, hop- picking and wage labour for lumber 

companies. Aboriginal people also constantly sought more autonomy over the reserve and 

over their own personal locations: for example, by requesting exemption fiom stumpage 

dues for timber they cut and sold, and by rehing to hke White farmers with stumping 

machinery and renting equipment to do it themselves! But as the residents became more 

involved in farming, Seabird Island was for them a vehicle for change, and valued as much 

for its agricultural and employment potential as for its role as a traditional resource site. In 

1945 Leacock observed that they "are fairly well integrated in one way or another into the 

larger economic life of the province."5 

If there were changes to Aboriginal lifestyle for those with an interest in Seabird 

Island, there were also continuities. Suttles has shown how inter-village kinship ties have 

' Comamff and Comaroff. Christianity, Colonialbm, and Consciousness, 25,3 1 1. 
3 Tennant, Aborrginal Peoples and Politicr, 38. 

A. Megraw to D. C. Scott, 2 Aug. 1916, NAC RG10, reel C-10178, vol. 4045, file 331,304; H. Graham to I. 
D. McLean, 14 May 1928; H.. Graham to J. D. McLean, 22 Nov. 1922, NAC RGIO, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, 
file 30 165-5(2). 
Leacock, 'The Seabird Community," 18s. 



persisted despite "over a century of missionary and government policies that have tended to 

isolate Indian villages - now reserves - fiom one an~ther."~ Conversely, evidence examined 

for this thesis suggests that continuity is also revealed in the way old tribal divisions played 

themselves out in the inter-band dispute over rights to the island and its resources. It is 

unclear, however, if Aboriginal people themselves viewed the dispute in this way. Nowhere 

in the DM correspondence, or in either of the Commission transcripts, are the tribal names 

Tait and Pilalt used. It is possible that the term "seven bands," which occurred throughout, 

may have been understood to mean Tait by the individuals involved.' Furthermore, contrary 

to Duffs contention, the seven Tait bands appeared to demonstrate a moderate sense of unity 

- certainly concerning Seabird Island through the period of the timber dispute to the early 

1920s. The renewed dispute in the 1950s may have owed more to personal animosities 

between Chief Peten and Chief Joseph on the one hand and Chief Harris and Andrew Paul1 

on the other, as by this time, at least over the question of Seabird Island, the seven bands' 

unity seems to have waned. 

Furthermore, if Keith Carlson is right in his proposal of four Tait subgroups, this 

might account for the somewhat different positions taken by Popkum and Skw'atets people 

on at least three occasions: in 1896 over the leasing of the island (about which they com- 

bined and sent a separate letter stating their agreement), in 19 18 when the Skw'atets claimed 

Seabird Island as their ancestral home, and in 1958 when Chiefs Fred Cheer and Hany I. 

Peters of Popkum and Skw'atets, respectively, refused to support Chief Peters in his effort to 

block the creation of a separate Seabird Island band? 

Whether Sproat's seven bands were traditionally understood to be part of a single 

Tait tribe, or whether they were Tait subgroups, the inter-band dispute is indicative of the 

diversity among Aboriginal peoples. While many early travellers, miners, and settlers saw 

"Indians" as an undifferentiated mass, to the more discerning eye of Simon Fraser and 

Gilbert M. Sproat there were distinct differences between the people who lived above 

Suttles, The Persistence of Intavillage Ties," 2 10. 
An oral history of Seabird Island might help to answer some of these questions. 
' SMatets aad Pophrm tribes to A Vowell, 13 Apr. 18%, NAC RGIO, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-2; 
SWatets Indians to H. Graham, 6 Dec. 191 8, NAC RG10, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 301 65-5(1); 1958 
Commission, 28,88. 



Spuzzum and those who lived below. For anthropologists like Wilson Duff and Wayne 

Suttles there were W e r  divisions into different tribes within the StM6 and Nlaka'pamux 

First Nations. For the Sto:l6 themselves there may have been even h e r  distinctions, as 

Carlson has suggested. In explaining the extent of the diversity among Aboriginal peoples of 

the Northwest Coast, Carlson has pointed out that while all the languages spoken between 

Britain and India are part of one Indo-European language family, at the time of contact in 

British Columbia there were at least ten distinct Aboriginal language families and dozens of 

mutually unintelligible languages. In addition, there are considerable differences in cultural 

traits, socio-economic structures and religious beliefs between the speakers of these 

Aboriginal languages? Their diversity is masked by their common allocation within the 

Northwest Coast culture area. This thesis has attempted to show that Aboriginal diversity, 

even in a comparatively small geographic area, was such that the welding together of people 

&om different banddvillages, tribes and nations to form the Seabird Island band was a 

lengthy and difficult process. 

It was also difficult because the act of creating the Seabird Island band, by definition 

a discrete community under the Indian Act, conflicted with the Sto:l6 concept of 

"community." The reserve system cut across the inter-village kinship groups that inter- 

married and potlatched together. It was not surprising, therefore, that Eleanor Leacock's 

1945 study of Seabird Island failed to find a ''community" in the Euro-Canadian sense. And 

although Suttles used it as an example of how Aboriginal villages did not constitute a self- 

contained social unit, the history of Seabird Island, as this thesis has shown, seems to be too 

exceptional to usellly prove his general point. 

So if inter-village kinship alliances were the norm, why was there an inter-band 

dispute over Seabud Island? First, because, as Sproat noticed, tribal divisions mattered, and 

alliances across them appeared not to preclude a highly-developed sense of coherence 

concerning tribal membership. The case of Seabird Island suggests that tribal temtory was 

just as important as tribal membership, and when White settler encroachment initiated a 

. - 

Keith Cartson, "'What About the History of Om Culture and Tradition?' A Central Coast Salish 
Ethnohistog? (PhD. prospectus, University of British Columbia), 5. 



response fiom the Cheam band, there was a corresponding reaction fiom the seven bands." 

Second, the Department of Indian Aff'airs tipped the balance, and greatly accentuated any 

latent inter-tribal, inter-Nation rivalry by encouraging the island residents to act in their own 

self-interest in the timber dispute of 19 1 7- 19 - and against the seven bends non-islanders 

who were related to many of them. It is notable, however, that throughout the dispute, 

Aboriginal people expressed concern that it was an argument among kin, although this did 

not prevent them from utilizing non-traditional forums in an attempt to settle it." Thus, the 

obstacles to settlement within the hmework of the Indian Act were formidable: the Seabird 

Island band developed fiom disparate groups clustered mostly at either end of the island, and 

bonds had to be forged not only across bandvillage, tribe and nation, but also across the 

traditional boundaries of Aboriginal "community." In this the island residents had the DIA 

as their ally. 

As well as endeavouring to reveal something of the diversity among Aboriginal 

peoples, this thesis has argued that non-Aboriginals were far fiom united in their opposition 

to Native people. Moreover, certain elements occasionally allied with one or other Aborigi- 

nal faction. The consequences varied. The dispute between provincial and dominion govem- 

ments had a welcome, but largely unintended, outcome for Seabird Island residents - it was 

an important step in retaining the island intact as an Indian reserve. Had the province won 

control of railway belt reserves, the cutsff fiom Seabird Island would certainly have taken 

place, quite possibly on account of election campaign promises made by a provincial cabinet 

minister to his Agassiz constituents, who, it appears, were still agitating to have Seabird 

Island opened to White settlers as late as the 1930s.I2 Difference of opinion within the 

dominion government itself was also evident in the rivalry between the Ministry of the 

Interior and the Department of Indian Affairs in the late nineteenth century, and in the many 

disagreements between DIA field and headquarters personnel after the turn of the century. 

-- - 

'O Tribal disputes in the past had also taLm the form of  raiding and Ware, which was reported by the Fon 
Langley fur traders; see Suttles, "The Ethnographic Significance of the Fort Langley Journals," 19?-2OS. 
11 For example, Chief Pierre's letter through his lawyer, as well as the 1958 Commission hearings. However, 
for some, Like Chief Oscar Peters, there was a reluctance to use this latter forum for settling the dispute; Taylor 
Mayers Stockton and Smith to A. Meighen, 1 1  Mar. 1919, NAC RG10, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 30165- 
5(1); l9S8 Commission, passim. 
" By definition Nelson S. hugheed's constituents wae wa-Indians, as Indim did not have the vote tbca 



This was sometimes manifested in alliances across ethnic lines, as when Indian agent Harry 

Graham attempted to put forward the claims of the seven bands during the timber dispute in 

19 17- 19 in opposition to H. J. Bury and D. C. Scott, who allied themselves with the island 

residents. And notwithstanding his proposed restrictions on Indian leisure time in the 

hopyards, Graham complained bitterly to the department for many years about accommoda- 

tion and sanitary arrangements for Aboriginal people at the hopyards. In this he not only 

contradicted the previous Indian agent but was consistently opposed by Inspector W. E. 

Ditchbum in Victoria who maintained there was nothing wrong with hopyard facilities." 

The missionary enterprise represented a M e r  division among non-Aboriginals. 

Both the dominion and provincial governments saw Christian missionaries as necessary, as 

they assisted with the "civilizing" project in schools and churches, but the governments 

thought they also meddled in issues which should not concern them. While this thesis has 

not examined the role of missionary influence, it has noted that Oblates fiequently acted as 

advocates on the question of Aboriginal rights to the land: for example, as Father Grandidier 

did in the Okanagan. Specifically concerning Seabird Island was Bishop Paul Durieu's 

encouragement of Cheam people to settle there in 1891, and Rev. I. Welch's letter, written at 

the request of Aboriginal people, concerning the issue of soldier settlement in 19 1 8.14 

There was no malevolent master plan on the part of the dominion government to 

reduce Aboriginal people in British Columbia to poverty and dependence. Quite the 

contrary. The mandate of the Department of Indian Affairs was to protect and "civilize," so 

that Aboriginal people could be "assimilated" and "take their place in society" beside their 

White neighbours. But the gap between intent and effect, and the problematic nature of the 

civilizing process have been the central paradox of Canadian Indian administration. 

Moreover, segregation on reserves was antithetical to assimilation, and what was initially a 

persuasive campaign to convert Aboriginal people to Euro-Canadian lifeways became 

increasingly coercive as Aboriginal resistance began to be seen as a '~r~blern." '~ That 

l3 See the early documents in NAC RG10, reel C- 10 178, vol. 4045. fde 35 1304. 
For a discussion of the position taken by the Oblates on the Indian land question, see Lynn A. Blake, "Oblate 

Missionaries and the 'Indian Land Question,'" BC Studies 1 19 (Autumn 1998): 27-44. 
" As Noel Dyck has dacumented in Khot b the Indim "Problem ". 



assimilation might neither be desired nor in the best interests of Aboriginal people was never 

considered. 

In its administration of Seabird Island, the DM sometimes resorted to a level of 

duplicity quite out of keeping with its mandate. In its desire to see Aboriginal people con- 

forming to its civilizing project and cultivating the island, as well as to minimize the cost to 

the treasury, the DIA attempted in 1896 to lease (or sell) part of the island to non-Aboriginal 

farmers. That attempt failed due to objections by some of the seven bands and a Justice 

Department ruling that Aboriginal consent had not been properly obtained. Twenty-three 

years later, in 19 19, the DIA took the extraordinary measure of unilaterally (and, it was later 

ruled, illegally) declaring Seabird Island to be a band in its own right? This was to 

legitimize its promise of money fiom timber sales made to island residents in 19 18, in return 

for their permission to log. But because the DIA also appears to have deemed the proposed 

cut-off to have taken place in 19 17, several years in advance of the enactment of the Royal 

Commission's report into law in 1924, it is not clear whether the newly deemed band ever 

received 1 1 1  payment for the timber taken off the islend during the years when the mill was 

in operation. 

At the same time, the DIA was also considering settling returned soldiers on the 

proposed cut-off land, although it was apparently dissuaded - not by the islanden' protests, 

but by the cost of land-clearing. How Aboriginal people were, nevertheless, expected to clear 

the land with the small amount of money made available to them fiom the timber sales was a 

question which the documents did not address. The DIA told Hany Graham that after the 

third timber payment, to be made in early 1923, the Seabird Islanders should develop their 

farms without further assistance. At that time almost 54 per cent of the timber money was 

still being held in Ottawa. ' 
The DIA, in addition to being vulnerable to internal divisions, contending with 

provincial opposition, and resorting to extra-legal measures to gain its objectives, also 

demonstrated a high degree of inconsistency in the administration of the Seabird Island 

l6 The part of Section 17 in the Indian Act which allowed the minister to dateraily create the new Seabird 
Island band in 1958 was only added to the Act in 195 1, and was thus not available to Scott in 191 9. 
l7 J. D. McLeen to H. Graham, 23 Dcc 1922, NAC RG10, mi C-12 124, vol. 7859, file 30165-5(2). 
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reserve. Despite its apparent effectiveness (it did, after all, have its way in that island timber 

was sold, and control was finally wrested from the seven bands), a number of administrative 

reversals created confusion and exacerbated the dispute among the contending groups of 

Aboriginal people. The first flip-flop was the 1892 decision to allow part of the island to be 

leased, seemingly in accordance with political expediency, and only a year after 

Vankoughnet had argued strenuously for maintaining the integrity of the reserve in reply to 

the settlers' petition. Another was the 19 13 creation of a Seabird Island chief, after which 

control began to slip away fiom the seven bands, whose authority had been upheld by the 

Justice Department in 1896. This new policy was confirmed in 191 9 by Duncan Campbell 

Scott when he created the Seabird Island "band," by which time the seven bands were seen 

as "outsider" forces with no legitimate claims to the reserve. For twenty-seven years the 

islanders thought they were legally constituted, beholden to no other group of Aboriginal 

people, but yet another revenal came in 1946, with the ruling by a departmental solicitor that 

Scott's creation of the Seabird Island "band" had not been legal and that the seven bands still 

had a claim to the island. This decision reawakened old enmities which heled the inter-band 

dispute for the next tweive years, culminating in the h a 1  reversal of policy when the 

Seabird Island band was legally constituted, over the vociferous protests of some of the 

seven bands' representatives, as well as some Seabird Island residents. Such inconsistency 

and expediency on the part of the department amounted to a dereliction of duty towards all 

the Aboriginal people who had an interest in Seabird Island. 

More generally, this study has illustrated the problems created when an alien admin- 

istrative structure is superimposed on a complex pre-existing indigenous system. Like the 

worldviews of the Aboriginal people and the Euro-Canadian settlers, they did not mesh 

readily. The allocation of reserves and the formation of Indian bands to be administered 

under the Indian Act was an attempt to contain and curtail Aboriginal activities - in effect to 

tidy the "Indians" out ofthe way of settlement - for the benefit of the newcomers. Admin- 

istrators justified this by telling themselves they were also protecting Aboriginal people, 

ahhough the effect was to damage the social structure of Aboriginal societies. Kinship 

relations and inter-village, gnation, and -tribal alliances, which had previously possessed 

their own integrity, were distorted and disturkd, although, among the Sto:l6 at least, not 
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broken entirely - testimony to their ability to adapt.18 Ah Yuen's family illustrated that the 

DM'S determination of who was an "Indian" and who was not, further complicated 

Aboriginal relationships. As well, this study has shown that the DM did not always adhere 

to its own mandate and could be both duplicitous and inconsistent, creating additional 

difficulties for the Aboriginal people. 

There are several other larger issues which have been touched on by this study. First, 

the contention over the land in British Columbia was never only a matter of Whites versus 

Aboriginals. The diversity within both groups precludes such a reading of the documentary 

record, which reveals, rather, a dynamic and complicated web of relationships between non- 

Aboriginal settlers, governments, missionaries and Aboriginal people. Second, the results of 

their interaction could be unpredictable and did not always result in dispossession for Native 

people, as the retention of the whole of Seabird Island as a reserve demonstrates. Third, 

although the DIA's ultimate goal of complete assimilation has not been realized for many 

Aboriginal people, and particularly not for reserve-based status Indians with whom this 

thesis has been concerned, its intermediate plan of acculturation in religion, education, and 

economic life has largely been achieved by the power hidden in the habits of daily life, 

which came to be taken for granted. Fourth, there was a variety of responses fiom Aboriginal 

people to such changes, which frequently evoked resistance, and notwithstanding its ultimate 

power, the DM has not been able to stearnroll easily over such protests. Thus, although 

Seabird Island today is mostly farmland, many of its present residents are not farmers, and its 

conversion to such usage was vigorously denounced by some Aboriginal people, although 

supported by others. Moreover, because of the diversity of Aboriginal opinion concerning 

the island, the Native people involved do not fit readily into the victim/agent paradigm, 

which tends to categorize behaviour in all-or-nothing terms. Finally, in spite of lifestyle 

changes, and beneath the superficial similarities with wider Canadian society, Aboriginal 

traditions, more complex than such outward rnaaifestations as crafts and summer festivals, 

maintained their significance and coalesced to provide a growing sense of Aboriginal 

" See Carison, You Are Asked to Witness; Suttles, The Pershtence of Intervillage Ties; Leacock, The Seabird 
Community," for ways in which continuity in Stb:liS society has been manifested. 
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identity. Such continuities were also manifested in the origins of the inter-tribal dispute over 

Seabird Island. 

Nor are these dead issues, of theoretical interest only. The history of the unresolved 

"Indian land question" still haunts Aboriginal-White relations in British Columbia. To 

paraphrase Comaroff and Comaroff, the "long conversation" between Aboriginals and 

newcomers continues today with similar themes of change and continuity - and the present- 

day treaty negotiations reveal a multiplicity of interests among Aboriginals and non- 

Aboriginals alike. If the purpose of historical enquiry is to enlighten the present rather than 

merely to satisfy a curiosity about "what happened," then the documenting of past Native- 

White relations is of crucial importance. To that end, other avenues for research suggested 

by this thesis are a careful examination of Gilbert M. Sproat's methods of reserve allocation 

to discover the extent (or lack) of Aboriginal input, and a study of the DM treatment of other 

railway belt reserves and their proposed, but unimplemented, cut-offs. Also needed are more 

histories written from Aboriginal perspectives, as well as ethnohistorical studies of 

Nativelnon-Native encounters, especially to discover how the newcomers were changed. 

Lastly, an oral history of the Seabird Island reserve, an examination of the role of St6:la 

social classes in the inter-band dispute, and an evaluation of the part played by missionaries, 

are necessary in order to continue the story begun here - and to correct this record where 

needed. While it is acknowledged that any history of Aboriginal-White relations based solely 

on documentary evidence is now no longer able to stand alone, it is hoped that this study of a 

single - and singular - British Columbia Indian reserve may make a contribution. 
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APPENDIX A 

TABLE ONE: Indians resident on or using Seabird Island in 1888, and years of use. 

YALE BAND 
LehaIam [?] planted potatoes 
Joseph bb 

William bb 

Mary 
L 

August .b 

Louis .b 

Maggie, widow .b 

Jimmy .. 
Charley .b 

Michael .* 

has small house 70 Fruit Trees 30 of them 8 years old 

Swakem 
has house 

Charley 
George 
Charley 
Thomas 
Pierrie [sic] 
Jim 
Carlo 
H a n y  
Willie 
Chokeset 

[second page J 
Jacob 
James 

SkUkum 
Louis 

Capt. John 
Billy 
William 

SPUZZUM BAND 
.b 

SQUATITS BAND 
b b  

.b 

.. 
b 

b 

bb 

.b 

.b 

b 

b* 

POPCUM BAND 
planted potatoes 

b* 

HOPE BAND 
.b 

EWAWOOSE BAND 
bb 

4 Years 
2 " 

3 " 

3[?] Years 
5 " 

Source: Accompanies letter from P. McTieman to I. W. Powell, I 5 May 1888, NAC RG10, reel C-10 139, vol. 
3795, file 46607-1. 

CoamcmB: Ewawoose people were counted as Union Bar. Spuzzum was not one of the seven bands for whom 
G. M. Sproat allocated the reserve, although several Spuzzum fWa obtained pamission to senle there. 





Andwer [sic] I I Squatits 

Name 

Hamy, Chief of 
Cheam 
Louie 

Joseph Squatits 

Charley Boston Bar 

Capt. John I I Rustits 

Eligible* 
Yes/No 
N 

Y 

Band of 
origin 
Cheam 

Squatits 

AY3ust Y Union Bar 

captain Jim 
Frank James 

Marchelle 
'chel? 

Alex 

Resident 
Yes/No 
Y 

Y 
N 

Location on Seabird Island 

Union Bar 
Nicomen 

has 3 acres cleared, small log house, clearing fairly well fenced, % mile 
fi railway bridge on W end of island, N of railway track 
had just commenced clearing on N of railway near E end, does not 
reside on island 
small potato patch on S of railway, E end 
small potato patch E end, S of railway, does not live on island 
small log house on S of railway close to track, has wife and family, very 
# 
small potato patch, N of railway, E end of island, does not reside on 
island 
small potato patch on E end, N of railway, very little clearing done, does 
not reside on island 
6 a c k  cleared on E end, N of railway. Good log house, has lived there 
with family for 9 yrs has 75 fruit trees and clearing well fenced 
5 acres cleared N of railway near E end. Log house, clearing well 
fenced, does not reside on island. 
has 2 acres cleared N of railway on E end, commencing to build, wife 
and child residing on island (has 2 horses) 
small mtato ~ a t c h  cleared N of railwav about 1 mile fiom E end 

- 

8 acres cleared. Log house, clearing wel l fend.  N ofrailway about 1 H 
miles from E end, has 50 h i t  trees - apple, pear, peach and cherry. 
Small strawberry patch, gooseberry, raspbeny and currant bushes ?he 
whole well fenced, Had a white man assistine him to clear. 
good log house, 2 acres cleared and fenced. N of railway about 1 % 
[miles] W of the East end, wife and family living on island 
small potato patch cleared N of railway about 2 miles from E end 
about 2 acres cleared, 20 h i t  trees. Log house on river front near centre 
of island, has lived there 9 or 10 years 
small potato patch N of railway near centre of island 





TABLE THREE: Results of the 1896 vote on whether to lease part of Seabird Island, 
as recorded by Indian agent Frank Devlin. 

I - Census of the several bands interested in Maria Island I 

I Texas Lake 12 I 38 8 I only 8 present I 

-- 

Name of band 

Yale 

I Squatits I 16 I 47 I 12 I only 12 present I 

- -- - - -  

No. entitled to 
vote 
21 

Ewa-woos 
Ruby Creek 

I Popcum 1 5 1 17 1 3 I only 3 present . I 

13 
8 

Remarks 

only 15 present 

- -- -- 

Total number 
of band 

65 

Hope 

I 1 I I refused to vote I 

No, who voted 

IS 

35 
27 

Skawahlooks 
Ohamil 

Source: Table accompanies letter, F. Devlin to A. W. Vowell, 26 May 1896, NAC RG 10, 
reel C- 10 139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. 

28 

Comments: 
Texas Lake and Ewa-woos* were counted as part of Union Bar. 
At Ruby Creek there were two reserves, one for Yale and the other for Skawahiook. This 

was probably the Yale reserve as none of the Skawahlook voted yes, whereas Yale did. 
According to Devlin the total number of people eligible to vote was 126. 
The column headed "No. who voted" would appear to mean the number who voted 'yes" 

to the lease. Devlin noted 62 voted yes. 
Devlin states in the accompanying letter "I took an accurate census of the several Bands 

interested in Maria Island.. .which shows a majority of 24 Indians who are entitled to vote in 
favor of Leasing the portion of the Island referred to." 

There were an unknown number of people fiom Hope and Skawahlook at the meeting who 
did not vote for the lease. At most, it could have been 35, plus the 3 Ohamil who did not 
vote yes, for a possible total of 38 no votes; 24 less than 62, which is presumably where his 
24 "majority" comes from. 

However, this was not, strictly speaking, a majority of those entitled to vote. While 62 
voted yes, 64 eligible people did not vote yes, either because they were absent or did not 
agree to the lease. 

10 
8 

7 
16 

* Spelled many different ways in the documents, as were Skw'atets and Skawahlook. 

only 10 present 
only 8 present 

87 all present refused 
26 
58 6 

ditto 
only 9 present, 3 



TABLE FOUR: Seabird Island residents' information - compiled by Felix Joe and Joe 
Pettis, and presented to the 1913-16 Royal Commission, on 23 November 1914 

STATEMENT OF HEADS OF FAMILIES 

Name Band Name Band 
Chaeiie Alexander 
Harry Joseph 
Jimmie Andrew 
M. MackinfEx 
Geo. Hope 
Martin Hanis 
Geo. Seymour 
Paul Cheam 
J i m  Harris 
Daniel Thomas* * 
Johnnie Bole [Bobb?] 
Frederick Young* * * 

S P ~  
Squawtits 
S P ~  
Boston Bar 
Yale 
Cheam 
Cheam 
Cheam 
C h e m  
Squawtits 
SP- 
Popkum 

STATEMENT OF NUMBERS IN FAMXLY 

Frederick Yuen* * * 
[H?] Joe 
Jne Bob [Johnnie Bobb?] 
[A.] Andrew 
Geo. Pettis 
p?] Hams 
Chief Michel 
Geo. Hope 
[F.?] Joe 
M. Mackintyre 
Jimmie Andrew 
Hy. Joseph 
Frank James 
C. Alexander 
Geo. Squawtits 
F. Loui [sic] 
Paul Cheam 
Noel Seymour 
Ed. Victor 
F. James 
Capt. Sam 
Jim Harris 

a wife 
bb 

bb 

6 b  

ii 

. b 

66 

bb 

66  

6 4  

bb 

bb 

bb 

a mother 
- 
- 

a wife 
i 4  

bb 

6 6  

bb 

bb 

Geo. Charlie Squawtits 
Frank James Nicomen 
Louis Yale Yale 
Felix Joe Cheam 
Chief Michel Yale 
Ed. Victor Chearn 
Noel Seymour Cheam 
Geo. Pettis Boston Bar 
Capt. Sam Cheam 
August Andrew SP- 
Harry Joe Cheam 
(Chief Harry of Cheam inadvertently 
omitted) J.f .S. 

two children 
four " 
seven " 
seven " 

five " 

two bL 

No 
one (boy) 
six '' 
one " 

four " 
six " 
four '. 
four ' *  

- 
- 
two " 
two " 
two " 

one " 

* 
* 

Total 
4 
6 
9 
9 
7 
4 
2 
3 
8 
3 
6 
8 
6 
6 
1 
1 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

not filled in *** Probably the same person, Fred Ewen 
** In the text of the typescript of the transcript there is no Daniel Thomas, but there is a David Thomas 

(continued.. . ) 



TABLE FOUR: . . .continued 

STATEMENT OF CHILDREN OF SCHOOL AGE 

F. Yuen 
H. Joe 
J. Bob 
A. Andrew 
F. Joe 
J. Andrew 
H. Joseph 
C. Alexander 
F. James 
F. Loui 

1 child 
1 
4 
2 
4 
2 
4 
3 
2 
1 Total 24 children 

STATEMENT OF CLEARING .4ND STOCK 

Name Acres under cultivation Acres cleared but not readv for cultivation 

F. Yuen 
H. Joe 
Jne Bob 

August Andrew 
Geo. Pettis 
M. Harris 

Chief Michel 
Geo. Hope 
F. Joe 
M. Mackintyre 

five ) 
one ) 38 horses 
one ) 

1 %  ) 
25 1 10 cattle 
5 ) 

1 
3 

1 
I) j 
1 
'/t 1 10 sheep 

Source: "Royal Commission on Indian Affairs for the Province of British Columbia, 191 3- 
16." Lytton Agency, transcript. NAC RG 33/ 104, vol. 1, microfilm no. 459, inserted between 
pages 385 and 386 (accessed at Union of BC Indian Chiefs, Vancouver). 



TABLE FIW: Residents of Seabird Island - 12 December 1918. 

Resident Year settled Original Band 

Mrs. Michell 
C. Alexander & 3 children 
Jimmy Cbarlie wife & 2 
George Charlie 
Fred Ewen, wife & 3 
Henry Ewen 
Harry Joseph wife & 2 
Frank James wife & 2 
F. Johnston & wife 
Geo Hope & wife 
Alfred Hope wife & 1 
Louie Yale & wife 
Dennis Peter wife & 2 
Geo. Marshall 
Edmond Joe, wife & 2 
Dan Thomas, wife & 6 
Arthur Joe 
Oliver Joe 
Patrick Louie 
Pierre Louie 
Mrs Kiytty [?] Thomas 
August Andrew, wife & 5 
Jimmie Andrew, wife & 4 
Johnny Bob, wife & 9 
Mrs. McIntyre & 2 

Yale 
Spuzzum? .. 
Squawtits 
Popcum 

.L 

Squawtits 
Union Bar 

6 L  

Yale .. 

Hope 
.i 

Source: H. Graham to J. D. McLean, 14 Dec. 1918, NAC RGIO, reel C-12124, vol. 7859. file 
30 165-5( 1) 

Comments: 
The list was entitled "Residents of Seabird Island - 12 December 19 18," and in the letter which 

accompanied it, Indian agent Harry Graham states, "I am also enclosing a complete list of the 
residents of the Island showing the Band they originally belonged to, and the year the [sic] settled on 
the Island." It is clearly not a complete list when compared with Table 4 and Figure 2. 

The letter and list were sent to Ottawa for a decision about who should receive the timber money. 
The List contained ody those people "eligible" to be on Seabird island (including the S p u r n  

people who had been recognized in 1918). Noone fiom Cheam, nor any other non-seven bands 
people are on the list - with the exception of Frank James, who is shown on other lists as coming 
from Nicomen. 

Despite the high rate of intermarriage between Sto:l6 bands, it is notable that only the husband's 
band affiliation was considered in judging eligibility for Seabird Island residence or use (and, of 
course, for Indian status). It is very probable that many families considered ''ineligible" by the DM 
had a wifdrnother from an "eligible" band. 
Although the dates do not seem to agree with Table 1, perhaps several families were related. 



APPENDIX B 

List of Owners of Land on Seabird lsland - as of 1919* 

Patrick Louie - about 2 acres in pasture and house unoccupied. 
George Charley - 3 acres in pasture. 
Cbarlm Alexander - 9 !4 acres in peas, oats, potatoes; 3 !h acres of new land in cabbage. turnips, 
potatoes; 1 acre garden, 1 doz large b i t  trees and quantity of small ones. 
Barry Joseph - 8 acres under cultivation; 3 acres in pasture, a few large fruit trees. 
Dennis Peter [sic] - 1 !4 acres cleared but not stumped, potatoes planted in between stumps. 
Louie Yale - 2 acres cleared (no house). 
Jimmy Andrew - f 1 !/2 acres in potatoes, oars; 1 acre hay; 1 acre garden and small h i t ,  also apples 
and cherries. 
Felis Joe - 2 acres potatoes; % acre garden; 2 acres just cleared in potatoes, tumips: 5 acres in hay, 
good orchard, 75 trees. 
George Hope - 5 acres beans, potatoes, good orchard 100 trees just starting to bear; % acre of 
raspberries and strawberries, !A acre garden; 4 acres hay. 
Mrs. Micbad[sic, Michel?] - House and small garden. 
Martin Harris - 2 acre potatoes; 3 acres hay; good orchard all large trees. 
George Seyaour[sic, Seymour?] - % acre garden; 6 acres hay; 100 apple trees just bearing, land well 
cleared, 2 acres cleared but not stumped. 
Noel Seynour(sic, Seymour?] - (Serving at the Front) father working land; 5 acres wheat. turnips. etc.. 
3 acres hay, few h i t  trees bearing, 
August Andrew - no house; 1 acre wheat; 4 acres hay. 
Paul Cbenm - f '/?. acres peas; 3 acres oats; 4 acres potatoes; :! acres hay; 2 '/2 acres cleared not 
stumped; f i t  trees bearing. 
George Pettis - 12 acres peas, wheat, oats, beans, potatoes; 4 acres new land not stumped in potatoes, 
2 acres in small fruit and garden, large fhit trees; 3 acres cleared this year and seeded for pasture; 10 
acres hay. 
Jim Harris - 1 acre hay; 1 acre small fruit and garden; 50 young h i t  trees. 
R C. Cboucb - 2 acres pasture. 
Mrs. Pauline Ear& - House destroyed by fire; 1 acre pasture. 
Jim Harris - (no house) 2 acres cultivated. 
August Andrew [name appears to be stroked through] - (no house) 2 acres peas, oats and potatoes. 
August Andrew - (no house) 3 '/1 acres potatoes; 4 !4 acres hay; 50 h i t  trees. 
Dennis Peter - House unoccupied; 4 acres cultivated. 
Dan Tho- - (no house) 1 acre cultivated; 1 acre cleared. 
August Andrew [name appears to be stroked through] - House; 2 !4 acres hay and h i t  trees; 2 acres 
cleared. 
Jobnny Bob - 10 acres cultivated in crops and hay. 
Harry Joe - 2 '/2 acres cultivated and in h i t  trees, 
Edmond Joe - 10 acres cleared; 1 acre cdtivated in potatoes. 
Frank J a m  - 5 acres under hay and fhit .  
Dave Myers - 2 acres cultivated. 
Fred Ewen - 8 [or 51 acres oats; 15 acres hay and fiuit trees. 
Captain Sam - 6 acres cultivated. 

Figure 2: * Year was added in pea, the rest of the list was typed. The list accompanied a letter, H. J. Bury to 
Deputy Minister, 26 October 1922, in which he recommended a third payment for timber be made to the "32 
resident fimilies," with no comment about the duplication of names or about it probably being a three-year-old 
list. A possible explanation for the duplication of names is that it m y  have been a list of allotments, rather than 
families, and that there may have been more than one Jim Hanis (see Table 2). From Figure 2 and Table 4 it 
will be seen tbat Table 5 was not a complete List of the island's residents. Some: NAC RGl 0, reel C- 12 124, 
vol. 7859, file 30165-5 (2). 



Figure 3: Sketch Map of Tbomas Hicks's Claim, 1879. Done by unknown cartographer 13 
June 1879. Claim is on the right bank of the Fraset River, across Maria Slough from Seabird 
Islaud, and shows the disputed cranberry marsh. Soum: Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, 
Lands and Trusts Services, Vancouver, BC, Anne Seymour's reconstruction of the Federal 
Collection of Minutes of Decision, Correspondence and Sketches, vol. 18:3O8. 



Figure 4: Sketch Map of Seabud Island by A. S. Famell for G M. Sproat, 6 June 1879. 
Soom: Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Lands and Trusts Services, Vancouver, BC, 
Anne Seymour's reconstruction of the Federal Collection of Minutes of Decision, 
Correspondence and Sketches, vol. 511 : 19a. 



Figure 5: North End of Seabird Island, Ah Yuen's application, 189 1. Done by E. Deville, 24 September 
189 1. Sent by Assistant Secretary, Department of the Interior to Deputy Superintendent General of 
Indian Affairs on 1 June 1893, with a letter stating an application had been received fmm Ah Yuen for 
Subdivisioas 5 and 12 in Section 11, Township 4, on Seabird Island, and enquiring whether it was still 
an Indian reserve. A note written across the letter stated that a reply should be sent enclosing a copy 
of the letter to J. A. Mara M.P. and explaining that Ah Yuen's widow could remain on the land occupied 
by them, but that it could not form part of his estate as it was on an Indian reserve. It is not clear why 
the Department of the Interior was processing this application two years after Ah Yuen's death, unless 
his fPmily desired more land at the other end of the island. Soam: National Archives of Canada (NAC) 
RGlO, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. 



Figure 6: Map of Seabird Island showing proposed lease, "Traced" 13 March 1896. The 
shaded portion was to be surrendered It probably accompanied signed "forms of surrender," 
and the legal description of the south-western half of Seabird Island at the time when some 
of the seven baa& agreed to lease this land to white settler farmers. Surrender forms sent 
by A. W. Vowell to Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs on 1 June 1 896. Source: 
NAC RG 10, reel C- 10 139, vol. 3795, file 46607- 1.  



Figure 7: Map of Seabird Island, c. 1909. Certified by S. Bray, Chief Surveyor, Department 
of Indian Affairs. Sent by him to Deputy Minister (whether of Indian Affairs or the Interior 
is not known) on 19 April 1909. Source: NAC RG 10, ml C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607- 1. 
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Figure 8: Map showing reserves dong the Fraser River from Agassiz 
to Spuzm,  indicating the cut-offs or reductions (shown in white) 
recommended by the 191 3-1 6 Royal Commission. -Note that the 
southern half of Seabird Island appears as a proposed cut-off. This was 
later corrected, as shown in Figure 9. Source: Canada, Report of the 
Royal Commission on Indian Aflairs for the Province of British 
Colunrbia (Victoria: Acme Press, 191 6), 2:444. 
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Figure 9: The Corrected Proposed Cutsff fiom Seabird Island 
Soum: Canada, Report of the Royal Commission on Indian Aflairs for the Province of 

British Columbia (Victoria: Acme Press, 1 9 16), 2 : W .  



Figure 10: Sketch Map of Seabird Island Showing the Cemetery, 1917. Drawn by Dr. Frank 
DeGrey, Health Inspector, and accompanying his letter to Dr. Henry E. Young, Provincial 
Board of Health, Victoria, 21 January 191 7, concerning the possible relocation of the Seabird 
Island cemetery off-island. Source: NAC RG10, reel C-10139, vol. 3795, file 46607-1. 



Figure 11: Sketch Map of Seabird Island Accompanying Dominion Lumber and Timber 
Company's Application to Log, 19 18. Sent to Department of Indian Affairs, 12 January 19 18. 
Soum: NAC RGlO, reel C- 12124, vol. 7859, file 30165-5(1). 



Figure 12: Sketch Map of Seabird Island Accompanying Canada Lumber and Timber Company's 
Application to Log, 25 February 1918. Source: NAC RG10, reel C-12124, vol. 7859, file 
30 165-S(1). 



Figure 13: The three Commissioners of the 1958 Commission to Establish Whether Seabird 
Island Should Become a Separate Band. Swrce: Agussit-Harrison Advmce, 3 April 1958: 1. 
Reproduced by permission of The Advance. 

First Indians to be appointed comrnlssloners 
under Lhe Indtan Act' arc Chief Vincent Harris of 
Seahirri Island. left, and Chief Oscar Peters, of 
Hope, right. The commission. under chairman 
CIecrrgc Cassady. Q.C., i\ew Westminster magis. 

trrrte, has been set up to clecirie whether Seabird 
Islilnd residents shall he ~'ecwnized as an inde- 
pentlcnl hand with conrrd over their own land and 
funds. 

-Hal Rhorles I'hnto. 




